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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is a study of the American coffin, 
its origins, forms, and meanings especially with regard to 
its role in the integration of death in American society 
before 1870. Coffins have generally been ignored by 
material culture studies primarily because of our society's 
cultural uneasiness with the topic of death. Current 
American funeral and burial practices seem bizarre and 
ahistorical and have often been characterized as the result 
of twentieth-century commercial greed. However, coffins 
have a long history as important artifacts which American 
society has used to legitimize death in subtly different 
ways for generations. This study examines the first uses of 
coffins in seventeenth-century America and follows their 
development up to the consolidation of the field of funeral 
directing and the mass production of coffins in the years 
after the Civil War.
This dissertation will investigate the role of coffins 
as they developed through the interaction of three major 
cultural systems, Christianity, gentility, and modernity. 
Each had an influence on the form and meaning of coffins and 
on each other. The origins of coffins lie in the system of 
Christianity and its emphasis on the resurrection of the 
body. Although Christianity would continue to influence 
attitudes toward death, burial practices and coffin use 
underwent a process of secularization. This allowed other 
systems, primarily gentility, to incorporate coffins and 
burial.
Within the cultural system of gentility, coffins first 
served as an object of status for the gentry, but their role 
changed as the process of commercialization made decorated 
coffins more available to a greater number of Americans, and 
gentility was modified into respectability. Eventually the 
system of modernity incorporated coffin use, as mass 
marketing and production combined with technological 
innovations. This was exemplified by the introduction of 
the metallic burial case. By tracing the developments in 
coffins and burial and their role in cultural systems, we 
may better understand how American society was able to 
continually legitimize the institution of death and create a 
common understanding of experience.
viii
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"All interest in disease and death is only another 
expression of interest in life."
— Thomas Mann, The Macric Mountain
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Introduction
In our modern American commercial society, canny 
consumers are familiar with a variety of marketing 
strategies related to our purchases. We take for granted 
the techniques of advertising and marketing and their 
innovations in print materials, radio, and television.1 An 
advertisement for an appliance, piece of furniture, or 
automobile, might employ a typical marketing approach. In 
this example, a glossy color brochure displays the product 
in an appealing setting and lists an enticing summary of 
features. The product is superimposed over images of trees, 
perhaps to indicate that in spite of its technological 
advances and large-scale production, the item retains its 
appeal for an environmentally-sensitive buyer. The 
company's name and a discreet slogan ("You can depend on
xAnn Smart Martin's essay, "Makers, Buyers, and Users: 
Consumerism as a Material Culture Framework,'' Winterthur 
Portfolio 28, 2 (1993), is an excellent introduction to the 
literature of consumerism. Contributors to this growing 
literature of consumption, particularly the study of 
advertising are: Roland Marchand, Advertising the American 
Dream: Making Way for Modernity 192~0-1940 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1985); James Norris, 
Advertising and the Transformation of American Society 1865- 
1920 (New York: Greenwood Press, 1990); and Frank Presbrey 
The History and Development of Advertising (New York: 
Greenwood Press, 1968).
2
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us”) are evident, along with the model name and color, 
vintage bronze. Listed among the attractive "Features and 
Benefits" are the 50-year warranty, quality control 
assurances, and "Swing-bar hardware." Typically, the 
brochure does not quote a price, necessitating a discussion 
with a salesperson who would further elicit and analyze the 
customer's preferences and price range. A member of the 
American consumer culture recognizes all of these marketing 
tools. They are expected as a part of making a sizable 
purchase, such as an automobile or major appliance.
However, this brochure does not represent a Buick or tout 
the superiority of a Whirlpool. The ad is pitching a casket 
(see Illustration 1). Although we are familiar with coffins 
and caskets, the application of widely-accepted marketing 
techniques to that industry shocks us, or at least gives us 
pause.
Few Americans think of a casket as a consumer item and
many would be appalled at the crass materialism of this
idea. Jessica Mitford wrote in her scathing expose of the
American funeral industry:
Much has been written of late about the 
affluent society in which we live, and much 
fun poked at some of the irrational status 
symbols set out like golden snares to trap 
the unwary consumer at every turn. Until 
recently, little has been said about the most 
irrational and weirdest of the lot, lying in 
ambush for all of us at the end of the road—
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Illustration 1 
Batesville Casket Company Advertisement
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the modern American funeral.2
We probably do not think of caskets in terms of 
marketing because we generally refuse to think about them at 
all until a loved one dies. Discomfort about the discussion 
of death has grown in American culture. Many treat the 
subject with superstition, and for some it has achieved 
taboo status. In the stressful time surrounding a death, 
survivors are forced to deal with the purchase of a coffin. 
Confronted with a well-honed marketing strategy, they rely 
on availability, personal taste, and price, without thinking 
about the origins or excesses of the industry. The 
marketing techniques that attract the buyer at the crucial 
moment determine the specific casket and related services he 
or she chooses. In contrast the choice of burial service is 
unquestioned, based on family or local tradition combined 
with the wishes of the deceased. The general air of taboo 
surrounding the subject of dying prevents most of us from 
giving it much thought; upon our death our survivors make 
the most convenient and comfortable decision.
Jessica Mitford successfully broached the taboo 
surrounding the subject of death.3 In The American Way of
2Jessica Mitford, The American Way of Death (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1963), 13.
3More recently, Kenneth V. Iserson promotes the 
donation of organs and studies what happens to the body 
after death. Death to Dust (Tucson: Galen Press, Ltd.,
1994) takes a scientific and detailed approach to the decay 
and disposal of the body. Like Mitford, he considers the 
preparation of the body by funeral directors, but otherwise
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Death, Mitford delves into many of the facets of the modern 
American funeral, especially the trade journals and 
practices of funeral directors. Mitford's book brought 
forward topics for discussion and consideration that were 
generally unheard of in the public sphere. For all its 
boldness, however, her study has two major shortcomings 
which help to define the thesis of this dissertation.
First, Mitford did very little to place her study 
within an American cultural framework. Much of the book's 
popularity is due to its expose approach, to the intrigue of 
penetrating the secretive world of conspiratorial industries 
dedicated to profiting from the grief-stricken. Certainly 
these practices were and still are not widely known among 
the public, but she does not address this reluctance.
Mitford's book describes an industrial conspiracy against 
the culture's will, but does not explore the cultural fear 
and distaste that make us tacit partners in such a 
conspiracy. Her lack of a cultural context for the 
institution of death in American society gives the book a 
skewed perspective. She insists that greedy outside 
interests imposed the American way of death on the culture, 
not allowing it to develop naturally out of the culture's 
own concerns. This in part explains why the widespread 
interest in her book sparked very little call for action and 
reform. Memorial societies (associations of members seeking
the two texts represent very different approaches.
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modesty, simplicity, and control over their final 
arrangements) which she promoted as the "new hope for the 
dead" never materialized in significant numbers. Over 
thirty years later the industry and funeral practices have 
changed, but certainly not as she had hoped.
The second problem in Mitford's work is most likely the 
reason for her lack of cultural context. From the start 
Mitford disregards the historical context of modern American 
funeral practices. Within the first few pages of the book, 
she writes:
A new mythology, essential to the twentieth- 
century American funeral rite has grown up—  
or rather has been built up step by step—  to 
justify the peculiar customs surrounding the 
disposal of our dead.... The first of these 
is the tenet that today's funeral procedures 
are founded in 'American tradition....' The 
most cursory look at American funerals of
past times will establish the parallel.
Simplicity to the point of starkness, the 
plain pine box, the laying out of the dead by 
friends and family who also bore the coffin 
to the grave—  these were the hallmarks of 
the traditional funeral until the end of the 
nineteenth century.4
Mitford is herself guilty of a "most cursory look at 
American funerals of past times." The myth is her image of
"the plain pine box." The history of American funeral and
burial practices is rich and varied. To deny this creates 
doubt that there is a cultural precedent for modern 
practices, which serves her argument that they are instead 
imposed by a conspiracy of the profit-hungry funeral
4Mitford, American Way, 15.
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industry.
This dissertation neither defends nor criticizes the 
current funeral industry. I point out Mitford's flaws only 
to set up the historical problem to be considered. What are 
the cultural and historical contexts of our current burial 
practices? Such contexts do exist, whether or not one 
believes the modern result is unfeeling or absurd. They 
have been created by numerous sources, many commercial in 
nature as Mitford suggests but appearing long before the 
twentieth century. Cultural and historical contexts 
developed as institutions and were passed along by 
generations of Americans who changed and adapted to them.
In spite of the importance of the topic of death, the 
scholarly discussion of death and burial is relatively 
limited. This seems unusual considering that it is a part 
of every life, but more so because it is such a central part 
of every culture. No culture ignores the death of its 
members, and all cultures to a varying extent attempt to 
explain and incorporate the phenomenon into daily life.
This socialization in turn affects all other areas of a 
culture's knowledge.
Beyond its cultural centrality, death is an important 
topic because of its interpretive potential. Death is a 
traumatic event for the survivors, and in the subsequent 
time of adjustment and uncertainty the natural tendency is 
to fall back on the comfort and safety of tradition. Thus
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the rituals and artifacts associated with death have the 
potential of being far more revealing than others. Mitford 
and others have failed to recognize this potential.5
While this introduction will not attempt a 
comprehensive review of books and articles on the subject of 
death and burial, it is important to summarize a few. Key 
works were important to the development of this study. Part 
of the reason for the general lack of scholarly work is our 
widespread fear of or discomfort in dealing with the topic. 
After all, historians are not exempt from the taboos and 
superstitions of their cultures and their work is logically 
reflective of their own attitudes. This phenomenon is the 
focus of some of the best work by Philippe Aries concerning 
the current interpretation of death in western culture.
Aries states that changes over centuries in the attitudes 
toward death have been so slow as to be nearly imperceptible 
to contemporaries. Yet in his surveys of death from the 
Middle Ages to the present he has recorded a transition from 
what he calls "tamed death," the attitude of the pre­
industrial west for whom death was familiar, to "forbidden 
death," the current view of death as hidden and strange.
5Joseph Roach has recently considered burials, 
funerals, and cemeteries as part of a broad cultural study 
of performance and its role in the social processes of 
memory and forgetting. He asserts that as elements of 
performance, death and burial are vehicles of cultural 
transmission important in forming collective memory. Cities 
of the Dead: Circum-Atlantic Performance (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1996).
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Writes Aries:
The old attitude in which death was both 
familiar and near, evoking no great fear or 
awe, offers too marked a contrast to ours, 
where death is so frightful that we dare not 
utter its name. This is why I have called 
this household sort of death 'tamed death.'
I do not mean that death had once been wild 
and that it had ceased to be so. I mean, on 
the contrary, that today it has become wild.6
Aries' work has become a standard. He lays out three
large transitions, which developed with increasing speed, in
western approaches to death. He identifies the first as
"tamed death." Through the twelfth century, Europeans were
so familiar with death that burial was a simple,
unemotional, public ceremony including children. Aries
believes that at some time before the middle of the
thirteenth century European countries developed a greater
awareness of individuality in their approach to death. This
transition brought a personal meaning to the communal
familiarity with death and is evident through the
individualization of tombs and burial in an attempt to
preserve identity even in the grave. The nineteenth century
saw a shift from a preoccupation with one's own death to
that of a loved one, which expressed itself in the romantic
treatment of burials, cemeteries, and death itself.
Finally, Aries notes the development in the modern era of
"forbidden death," when the private citizen lost control of
6Philippe Aries, Western Attitudes Toward Death From 
the Middle Ages to the Present (Baltimore and London: The 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1974), 13.
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the death and burial process when it was transferred from 
home to hospital and funeral parlor. Accompanying this 
transference was an increasing view of the topic as 
unsuitable for public dialogue. Aries contends that during 
the long period covered by his work, from the Early Middle 
Ages until the mid nineteenth century, the attitude toward 
death changed so slowly that contemporaries did not even 
notice. It was not a matter of new attitudes quickly 
replacing old ones, but rather of subtle modifications that 
gave new meaning to society's traditional familiarity with 
death. Since the mid nineteenth century, though, the 
evolution has accelerated so quickly in the wake of 
industrialization that it has not failed to strike social 
observers.
Aries' work is very broad in its scope. Many accept 
the validity of his summary of the development of western 
attitudes toward death, and others view it as an intriguing 
debate. In his attempt to trace the broadest trends in 
western socialization, he is criticized for ignoring 
individual and geographical anomalies. This study will use 
Aries' work as a basis, but will align the trends he 
perceives more closely to the American experience and 
through the lens of a primary artifact, the coffin.
One of the better books about the American approach to 
death which further investigates Aries' idea of "forbidden 
death" is James J. Farrell's Inventing the American Way of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Death, 1830-1920. Farrell more closely traces the American 
developments that removed the rituals and artifacts of death 
from the everyday life of the middle class, a process he 
calls the "dying of death" or "the practical disappearance 
of the thought of death as an influence bearing upon 
practical life." Throughout the time period he covers, he 
insists that a variety of forces worked in concert to remove 
the consideration of death from daily life. Romantic 
naturalism clearly separated the spheres of the living and 
the dead through the creation of rural garden cemeteries. 
Scientific naturalism undermined religious interpretations 
of death and substituted "scientific" explanations.
Together with religious liberalism, which renounced hell and 
no longer approached death as the punishment of a judgmental 
God, death became less of a daily consideration. Capitalism 
encouraged this separation through the development of the 
funeral director and cemetery associations which further 
drew death away from the public’s experience and control.1 
Farrell's book is only one example that deals with this 
phenomenon in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. This dissertation will deal with the period 
before most of Farrell's work and will trace the 
developments that set the stage for the shift in American 
attitudes toward death. My study will briefly overlap
7James J. Farrell, Inventing the American Way of Death, 
1830-1920 (Philadelphia! Temple University Press, 1980).
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Farrell's in the discussion of the introduction of metal 
caskets, an industry Farrell cursorily acknowledges.
Farrell and others interpret a very evocative and yet 
largely ignored area of social history. However, their work 
is typical of most of the scholarship in that it leans 
heavily to the cosmological understanding of death. That is 
only half of the equation. Though every culture develops 
some manner of dealing ideologically with death, it also 
develops conventions for dealing with it physically. 
Ideological and material conventions together make up the 
complete eschatological system. Very few of the scholars of 
death in America address the physical actions and artifacts 
surrounding the disposal of the body.6 When they do, they 
often study atypical funerals and accessories like those of 
kings, queens, generals, the famous, the infamous, and the 
bizarre.
The one exception, gravestone studies, developed more 
from a decorative arts background than from social history. 
That early interest laid the groundwork for some of the best 
social history work on funerary artifacts. Funerary 
jewelry, mourning dress, hair wreaths, and quilts are all
8This statement assumes that we are talking about 
historic American populations. Anthropologists and 
archaeologists have long been studying the physical remains 
of the death ritual of Native American populations, through 
a completely different set of resources, archaeological 
excavations of burials. Comparatively, very little of the 
same resource is available for historic American 
populations.
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examples of related artifacts that have from time to time 
captured scholarly interest.9 Coffins, unlike these 
memorial artifacts, have not survived above ground in large 
collections for study, thus requiring scholars to depend 
upon advertisements and other written records. This 
artifactual gap and cultural squeamishness have created a 
vacuum in our study of the culture of death.
The brief summary of coffins and caskets in Habenstein 
and Lamers' The History of American Funeral Directing is an 
exception. However, the work is primarily descriptive. The 
authors outline developments of form and style in their 
text, but they offer little or no cultural interpretation of 
the objects. The funeral directing industry originally 
commissioned the work to be used as a textbook for student 
funeral directors and it was never intended to be highly
9See: Beatrix T. Rumford, "The Role of Death as 
Reflected in the Art and Folkways of the Northeast in the 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries," (Dissertation, 
Cooperstown Graduate Programs, 1965); Phoebe Lloyd, 
"Posthumous Mourning Portraiture" and Barbara Dodd 
Hillerman, "Chrysalis of Gloom," in A Time to Mourn, Martha 
V. Pike and Barbara Dodd Hillerman, eds. (Stony Brook: The 
Museums at Stony Brook, 1980); Edwin Dethlefsen and James 
Deetz, "Death's Heads, Cherubs, and Willow Trees," American 
Antiquity 31(4) 1966; James A. Hijiya, "American Gravestones 
and Attitudes Toward Death: A Brief History," Proceedings of 
the American Philosophical Society 127(5) 1983: 339-63;
Anita Schorsch, "A Key to the Kingdom: The Iconography of a 
Mourning Picture," Winterthur Portfolio 14(1) 1979: 41-71; 
Dickram Tashjian and Ann Tashjian, Memorials for Children of 
Change: The Art of Early New England Stonecarving 
(Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1974); Richard 
E. Meyer, ed. Cemeteries and Gravemarkers: Voices of 
American Culture (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1989); and 
John Morley, Death, Heaven, and the Victorians (London: 
Studio Vista, 1971).
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interpretive. Yet so little work has been published on 
American coffins and caskets that it has remained a valuable 
source.10
Scattered articles and unpublished reports from the 
field of archaeology are some of the best interpretive work 
on coffins and caskets. Graves are a not infrequent feature 
of archaeological sites and the reports of historic resource 
and preservation offices in every state record their 
discovery. Also, the fast pace of development in many areas 
of the country has prompted the removal of many small 
cemeteries and family plots. This has allowed 
archaeologists to interpret the burial modes of different 
periods and geographical locations, but little has been done 
to bring together these remote resources.11
This dissertation will begin to fill the gap left by 
the works cited; it will draw together largely overlooked 
sources on coffins and burials and interpret their role in 
the development of American society before the mid­
nineteenth century. I will take a theoretical approach to 
the role of objects, in this case coffins, in the creation 
of social reality through the institutionalization of death.
10Robert W. Habenstein and William M. Lamers, The 
History of American Funeral Directing (Milwaukee: Bulfin
Printers, Inc., 1955).
UA recently published work that will give better 
access to many of these reports is Edward L. Bell's Vestiges 
of Mortality and Remembrance: A Bibliography on the 
Historical Archaeology of Cemeteries (Metucnen, NJ:
Scarecrow Press, 1954).
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The following theoretical outline will introduce the 
methodology used to pursue this interpretation. It relies 
on the research of sociologists, anthropologists, and 
historians, whose work has been directed toward or adapted 
by those studying material culture.12
Culture is essentially a socially-constructed reality, 
an agreement that certain phenomena are independent of human 
volition. As different societies have different realities, 
so do individuals. Within one society, individuals are 
bound together by a core of common sense knowledge which 
constitutes that society's basis of meaning. The experience 
of reality comes in part from an individual's growth in and 
eventual attainment of self-understanding. However, 
individual consciousness is also socially determined. As 
part of a society, an individual relies on others for 
communication, comfort, and even censorship. This is 
especially true in times of crisis when a member of society 
must depend on the fact that his or her understanding is to 
some degree the same as the others in the society. A 
person's susceptibility to socially-determined influences 
creates common reactions to his or her experience. Common
12For further understanding of this approach, the 
reader should refer especially to Peter L. Berger and Thomas 
Luckmann's The Social Construction of Reality (Garden City,
NY: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1967); and Mihaly 
Csikszentmihalyi and Eugene Rochberg-Halton's The Meaning of 
Things (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981). These 
two works are key to the development of the theoretical 
premise of this dissertation. Other authors and their work 
will be mentioned throughout the text.
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that deal with everyday occurrences, maintained and 
transmitted within a group, constitute a common sense 
knowledge or culture.
Death is one of those ordinary experiences which 
challenge a society's reality. Consequently, that society 
must form a common sense knowledge of that experience.
Death also challenges the self-understanding of each 
individual in that society. To meet such a challenge the 
society creates, maintains, and transmits social order 
through institutions that incorporate death into the 
society's ordinary reality.
Habitual reactions to specific situations constitute 
social institutions. These reactions become part of the 
stock of knowledge and are important for social interaction 
by narrowing the range of bewildering choices. Thus it is 
unnecessary for each social situation to be defined anew 
each time it arises; instead, conventional situations are 
experienced as objective reality. Death interrupts a 
society's and an individual's expectations of day-to-day 
events, and so it has been incorporated into American 
society through the institutionalization of funerals and 
burials. The American funeral and burial meet the 
definitions of institutions as set out by Berger and 
Luckmann. First, these events are reciprocal among the 
actors. A mourner at an American funeral knows his or her 
role, actions, and appropriate behavior. There are controls
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over those who break the rules; inappropriate behavior is 
met with social censure and laws concerning proper burials 
are enforced.
Second, the institutions of funeral and burial are not 
created instantaneously. They have a history and are 
subject to historical processes, which is the topic of this 
study. It is impossible to understand an institution 
without understanding the process by which it was created 
and how it has changed over time. Efforts to pass on an 
institution to succeeding generations will inherently change 
that institution through legitimation. When an institution 
is initially incorporated into a society's reality, it needs 
no legitimation; it is simply a fact. However, the process 
of legitimation does arise when the now historic institution 
is passed on. Coffined burial arose from historic 
precedents, but became an institution in the late 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries in America. 
Succeeding generations continued the practice as a habitual 
behavior. Through competing and compromising cultural 
systems (which will be discussed later), the process was 
legitimated bringing new meanings to the institution.
One of the key ways by which knowledge of an 
institution may be passed along and reaffirmed is through 
symbolic objects. Objects act as a sort of "shorthand" for 
an individual; they are symbols to bring order and meaning 
to the daily experiences of individuals and to institutions.
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As the authors of The Meaning of Things point out, it is 
difficult to imagine a king without a throne or a judge 
without a bench. The throne and bench are essential to 
these roles, because the symbolism of the objects 
contributes to the connotations of the positions. Likewise, 
it is difficult to imagine a corpse without a coffin. As 
the process of burial became an institution, the coffin 
became a symbol which carried meaning and connotation that 
helped to define death as a reality for Americans. This 
meaning did not remain unchanged over time.
As with any object, members of a culture over time 
ascribe new meanings to it, but often objects help to create 
new meanings for the culture. Innovations in the object, 
developed to cope with specific problems, change the way 
people do things and so alter the meanings of the object.
All of this takes place within large cultural systems that 
organize daily experience.
In discussing the theoretical framework for this 
dissertation, it is important to introduce the cultural 
systems which primarily influenced the use, production, and 
treatment of the coffin. As mentioned, culture is 
essentially a socially constructed reality that involves a 
process of self-identity and the construction of knowledge 
through systems. These systems operate in this process at 
the broadest levels. They represent a large nexus of 
discourse and practical action ranging across a culture's
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eschatological outlook, familial relations, personal 
manners, and body carriage. Such large scale experiential 
systems ultimately influence the minutiae of everyday life 
in frequent and significant ways, yet they are rarely 
recognized at the specific or interpretive level. In 
addition, a culture rarely acknowledges the formative 
influence of systems during its own time, but this becomes 
more evident from the later study of the culture from 
outside. However, though the connection between the systems 
and the daily occurrences of life are hard to see, they are 
crucial to the understanding of any society.
Ultimately all cultural systems have the same goal: to
provide members of a culture with a frame of reference for 
themselves and their environment and thus to codify 
behavior. In order to create social order, all systems have 
in common a motivation of desire which is fulfilled through 
the interplay of an attendant ideology and material 
manifestations. The systems discussed in this dissertation 
represent a broad range of motivation in how they organize 
or systematize life. In the system of Christianity, 
believers rely on a spiritual authority, and in the system 
of republicanism it is a human government which regulates 
and brings meaning to daily life. In the system of 
gentility, a standard of polite behavior systematizes 
personal and group identities, and in the system of 
modernity, organization arises from the application of
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rationality to experience.
These desires are carried out in the daily lives of 
people in ideological and material ways. A system's 
ideology is the visionary expression of its desire, which is 
also expressed in material ways such as architecture, modes 
of dress, or behavior. The constant interplay and dialogue 
of a system's own ideology and materiality alters it from 
within. This dissertation will often deal with how 
ideological changes affected the material expressions of a 
system, such as coffins. Also, I will consider how changes 
in a system's materiality altered its ideology, such as the 
understanding of death. In addition to these internal 
changes, the influence of other systems and historical 
processes affects a system externally.
Part of the reason why contemporaries rarely recognize 
cultural systems at the personal level is the fact that no 
one system is in complete control at any time. It is 
important to note the plural usage of systems in this 
discussion of culture. A great many systems take part in 
the development of culture at any one time or place and the 
details of everyday life are the result of the conflicts and 
compromises between these systems in personal and societal 
development. No one system will ultimately address all of 
the concerns of a culture. The multitude of systems in 
operation thus are frequently at odds with each other on 
fundamental issues. For example, a system which encourages
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values and actions to deal with the proportioning of power 
in a society may well be significantly different from the 
values and actions encouraged by a system developed to 
understand eschatological concerns. Such systems will 
ultimately intersect in daily life and create conflict. A 
society needs both diversity to instigate change and 
consensus to promote stability. In their competition for 
dominance, these systems most often blend and compromise, 
which allows daily life to continue and alters the systems.
This dissertation will deal primarily with the history 
of the system of gentility, and with its interaction with 
three other systems, Christianity, republicanism, and 
modernity, in the development of coffins. It will also 
consider the influence of historical processes upon cultural 
systems, especially the processes of secularization and 
commercialization of American life and death.
The origin of gentility lies in the Renaissance 
European courts. As Richard Bushman notes, the courts 
aspired to create an ideal culture based on elite 
civility.13 Members of this culture created the manners and 
environments by which they distinguished and isolated
13Richard Bushman, The Refinement of America (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1992). Many of Bushman's assertions are 
based on the work of Norbert Elias, who traced the 
development of a rising threshold of embarrassment that was 
formalized in the social concept of civility. See Norbert 
Elias, The Development of Manners. Vol 1, The Civilising 
Process. Translated by Edmund Jephcott (New York: Urizen 
Books, 1978) .
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themselves from lower members of the society. While the 
English were among the last to embrace this process of 
refinement, by the seventeenth century they and the American 
colonists also desired civility as an important part of 
organizing experience, and began to adopt the architecture, 
manners, and modes of dress of polite society.
Ideologically, adopting genteel standards necessitated 
an emphasis on self-aware performance; recognizing the 
ideal also required the recognition of the unacceptable.
The element of performance and its implied criticism was the 
main tool of a system that ultimately aimed to codify 
hierarchy. In eighteenth-century America, gentility became 
the visible expression of gentry status. In the nineteenth 
century, however, this cultural system acquired a different 
meaning. Historical processes, including growing industrial 
production and commercial markets, made the tools for 
refinement more available. Also, the elitist, leisure-class 
notions of gentry clashed with the American work ethic and 
with democratic ideals. As gentility came to encompass 
larger portions of American society, namely the growing 
middle class, it changed to become more associated with the 
idea of respectability rather than with gentrification. The 
new role of gentility gave the middle ranks of society a 
heightened sense of ascent, confusing somewhat the upper 
limits of hierarchy while ever more marginalizing the lower 
ranks by denying them even basic respectability. The trend
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toward widespread respectability had several outcomes. The 
one most relevant to the discussion of the coffin was the 
enormous commercial boom which responded to the demand for 
products to decorate refined homes and symbolize a 
respectable lifestyle. Like the clothing, furniture, and 
homes discussed by Bushman, the role of the coffin in the 
creation of such a lifestyle will be analyzed in the light 
of this system. Coffins indicated a refined life through 
the trappings of a refined death. However, the coffin was 
incorporated not only by the system of gentility, for no 
system exists by itself. Christianity, republicanism, and 
modernity also affected the development of coffins.
Of course the origins of Christianity lie in the 
interpretation of the life, teachings, and death of Jesus of 
Nazareth in the first century A.D. The system of 
Christianity created a social reality and identity through 
believers' desire to emulate Jesus. The ideology of the 
system is based in morality. As Emile Durkheim and Max 
Weber believed, a religion depends upon its members for 
moral power. A religion's values underpin a social 
organization which also shapes a variety of secular 
activities. Weber recognized the capability of religion to 
make this social world seem illusory in comparison to the 
"real" world of the spirit, and thus to create charismatic
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breakthroughs in social developments.14 Materially,
Christian morality was expressed at times through 
simplicity, but as we will see it was also expressed through 
refined taste. One of the material aspects of this system 
that will concern us is Christian burial. In their desire 
to emulate Christ, Christians promoted the disposal of 
remains by burial in preparation for resurrection. Since 
the coffin was originally used in conjunction with a 
religious ritual, the funeral, and since it never completely 
lost all ties with these origins, it is necessary to see how 
the shifting nature of American Christian culture influenced 
the coffin and other cultural systems.
For a brief period around the time of the Revolution, 
republicanism altered the symbolic nature of coffins. In 
the search for an alternative to the rule of kings and their 
divinely sanctioned authority, the cultural system of 
republicanism developed a motivation of desire for the 
shared authority of popular sovereignty. Seventeenth- 
century English political discourse drew its strength from 
the Renaissance spirit of civic humanism with its 
celebration of individualism and rejection of 
supernaturalism, culminating in the English Civil War.
These ideas played a prominent part in the development of
14Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of Religious 
Life, translated by Joseph Ward Swain (New York: Free Press, 
1965) and Max Weber, The Sociology of Religion, translated 
by Ephraim Fischoff (Boston: Beacon Press, 1963).
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American republican thought and institutions, although few 
American colonies harbored those opposed to the crown. Most 
colonists outside of New England welcomed the restoration of 
the monarchy in 1660. Yet as the colonies drew nearer to 
independence, the discourse of the English Civil War would 
become important.
Ideologically, American republicanism developed in the 
debate over independence. Republicanism was used as a 
warning against independence as often as a defense of it.
Some argued that its basis in popular sovereignty as the 
foundation of free governments was a basis for anarchy. The 
fierce public debate focused on the appropriate way to 
govern a society. But republicanism quickly became more 
than a system of political representation. It developed 
into the debate over the organization and role of members in 
a society, a form of life. As an alternative to monarchy, 
virtuous citizenship became the focus of republican concern. 
As such, it established the roles of society's members, 
balanced interests, and defined social responsibilities from 
birth to death. The symbolism of the coffin was 
appropriated by republicanism as part of this citizenship. 
However, the democratic revolutions of the nineteenth 
century transformed the classical idea of a republic 
composed of enlightened citizens free of selfish concerns 
into a society based on commercial and self-interested 
activity. The brief but important influence of
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republicanism ultimately failed to change actual burial 
practice, but the symbolic transformation of burial practice 
and the coffin helps to highlight the confrontation of 
gentility and Christianity.15
Finally, in the mid nineteenth century, the system of 
modernity began to influence the coffin and the role of 
death in American society. The system of modernity is 
different from a process of modernization. Some have tried 
to interpret the process of modernization as the movement 
from traditional to modern society. Modernization theory 
has been criticized for its ethnocentricity and empirical 
faults, many of which result from its use in the comparison 
of Western and third world cultures during the Cold War.16 
Richard Brown suggests that modernization is a useful term 
for interpreting history by charting the relative movement 
of society from traditionalism to its opposite. The ideal 
traditional society, he believed, was one that was small, 
stable, and relied on face-to-face relationships for 
regulation. The ideal modern society was large, dynamic and
“Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the 
American Revolution (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1967); 
Gordon Wood, The Creation of the American Republic 1776-1787 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1965); 
and The Development of a Revolutionary Mentality 
(Washington: Library of Congress, 1972).
“Dean C. Tipps, "Modernization Theory and the 
Comparative Study of Societies: A Critical Perspective,"
Comparative Studies in History and Society 15 (1973) : 199-
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depended on bureaucracies to regulate it.17
Brown never effectively determined whether 
modernization was a process or a system. His discussion 
included elements of both and he called it a "concept." For 
this study I consider modernity a system. Like other 
systems, it can be described by a motivation of desire and 
an attendant ideology and materiality. The system of 
modernity was motivated by the desire to identify oneself 
and create order through the application of scientific 
rational principles. The ideology of modernity was forward- 
looking, confident in the power of science, technology, 
education, urbanization, and bureaucratic institutions to 
manipulate the environment and create social improvement.
This ideology was expressed through its celebration of 
material things such as iron products and the railroad. 
Modernity came to influence the form and use of coffins 
(even promoting a new invention, the metallic burial case) 
and the role of death in American society.
This dissertation will investigate the coffin as a 
familiar artifact within these cultural systems. My goal is 
to understand not only its form but also its origins and 
role in society. Understanding objects in a sociological 
context has proven difficult for those studying living 
populations, and it can only be more difficult to attempt
17Richard Brown, Modernization: The Transformation of
American Life 1660-1865 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1976).
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something similar for historic populations. Without members 
of the society to interview, it is necessary to rely on the 
historical record which is erratic at best. Even where 
evidence is present it is rare for people to clearly 
articulate meanings and experiences that are partly 
subconscious. To overcome these problems I have tried to 
consider a wide variety of evidence; to look beyond and 
challenge traditional assumptions; and to consider the 
interrelationships that will help reveal the role of coffins 
in American society. The inability to recognize these 
connections renders objects such as the example of the 
casket advertisement strange and absurd to us. Yet these 
connections, often commercial, are the important avenues 
along which systems combine and change providing continuity 
and understanding for a culture.
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Chapter One
The Christian Origins of Coffins 
and Their Transfer to America
Berger and Luckmann argue that any society must
integrate and institutionalize death within the reality of
that society's existence. The experience of others' deaths
and the anticipation of one's own are the ultimate "marginal
situations" of the individual, the most terrifying of the
daily realities of life.
Whether it is done with or without recourse
to mythological, religious, or metaphysical 
interpretations of reality is not the 
essential question here.... All 
legitimations of death must carry out the 
same essential task —  they must enable the 
individual to go on living in society after 
the death of significant others and to 
anticipate his own death with, at the very 
least, terror sufficiently mitigated so as 
not to paralyze the continued performance of 
the routines of everyday life.
As the authors note, all legitimations of death must do 
this, whether they are primarily religious, economic, or 
social systems. While one cultural system may predominate 
in the mitigation of the terror of death, no system can 
ignore its impact. Religious systems may answer the
Merger and Luckmann, Social Construction, 101.
30
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metaphysical questions, but not fully address the other 
problems of a society faced with death. Death creates 
familial and hierarchical gaps which need to be closed and 
monetary and labor questions which need to be answered. A 
religious, economic, or social system may create its own or 
share ritual activity and associated symbolic artifacts in 
order to carry out this task.
Although death must necessarily be integrated into 
daily life, it is not a daily event. The funeral service 
and burial of the dead are specialized rituals or customs 
like weddings, births, court days, militia musters, 
holidays, and any of the numerous other celebratory or 
commemorative events of a culture. Because these events are 
infrequent, they differ from daily activities such as meals, 
labor, and leisure. Likewise, the artifacts associated with 
specialized rituals are different from those objects used 
every day. The objects of everyday life may undergo a 
constant process of modification and thus may change 
quickly, but the objects of infrequent special events often 
change over a longer period of time. Unlike everyday 
objects, ritual objects tend to be used briefly and then as 
a part of other customary actions. The coffin is a good 
example. The coffin's form changed slowly from the 
sixteenth century to the mid nineteenth century. Although 
people were familiar with its form and image, they generally 
saw and used coffins only at the death of a friend or family
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member. Even before the advent of embalming, the coffin was 
present only for two or three days before it was buried, 
never to be seen again. Its consistency in form results 
from the nature of ritual activity. Its infrequent use 
brings to question each time how the event should be 
performed. Members of the funeral party consider past 
occasions and follow formerly successful examples. Thus 
artifacts in ritual both represent past cultural practice 
and probable future practice, making them more likely to 
change slowly.2 We must not mistake this relatively 
consistent form for evidence of an unchanging symbolic 
meaning. Quite the opposite is true of coffins, when it is 
the cultural systems encompassing them that change.
Before considering the origin of coffins as part of the 
cultural system of Christianity, it is important to briefly 
outline the physical precedents for coffined burial. Prior 
to the mid seventeenth century, the majority of the English 
population were laid to rest in their graves in nothing more 
than a winding sheet. A winding sheet was a piece of 
material large enough to completely wrap a corpse and leave 
enough to tie in knots at the head and feet, exposing the 
face until burial. Linen was generally preferred, but other
2In Wedding Cakes and Cultural History, Simon R.
Charsley has considered this process of change in his study 
of the wedding cake. Like the coffin, it is a familiar 
artifact, but its ritualistic use has created 
misunderstanding of its origins and meaning (London:
Routledge, 1992).
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materials were used. If it was skillfully wrapped and made 
of sufficiently stiff material, the winding sheet might not 
require any fasteners, although it was often sewn or pinned 
together. Archaeologists often find only the pins to 
indicate how a corpse was buried.
Winding sheets were used to cover the corpse, to partly 
contain its fluids, and to allow its easier transport to the 
burial site. The wrapped corpse was most often carried on a 
bier to the grave. Some biers were merely platforms with 
handles used only to carry the corpse, but others were 
constructed as boxes. These reusable containers are more 
likely the physical precedent for the common wooden coffin 
of the seventeenth century than were any of the stone, lead, 
and ceramic contraptions of the elite sometimes found in 
earlier graves.3
In the transitional seventeenth century, coffined 
burials began to increase. Winding sheets were still 
common, but sometimes a corpse was wrapped in a winding 
sheet before it was placed in a coffin. However, throughout 
the seventeenth century as the practice of coffined burial 
began to expand, winding sheets were transformed into 
shrouds or graveclothes. The use of winding sheets declined
3Habenstein and Lamers, American Funeral Directinq;
Julien Litten, The English Way of Death (London: Robert 
Hale, 1990); and Bertram S. Puckle, Funeral Customs: Their
Origin and Development (New York: Frederick A. Stokes 
Company, 1926) , all provide interesting examples and brief 
histories of a variety of burial containers besides coffins 
that were used from antiquity to the seventeenth century.
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steadily throughout the last quarter of the seventeenth 
century when coffins replaced them as the practical 
container for the body. The body still required a cover, 
and corpses were rarely committed to the grave wearing day- 
clothes. In cooperation with the growing soft-goods trade 
in ready-made items, fashion transformed winding sheets into 
shrouds, which were open-backed long-sleeved shifts with 
drawstrings.4
Beyond these physical precedents, the origins of 
coffins lie in the integration of death primarily within the 
cultural system of Christianity. In later years other 
systems would incorporate and dominate the coffin as a 
symbolic artifact, but the initial use of coffins lies in 
Christians' understanding and incorporation of death into 
daily life. Christianity as a cultural system has a very 
long and varied history. With regard to the role and 
development of the coffin, we will focus primarily on 
Christianity in post-Reformation England.
The role of the coffin developed in conjunction with 
the understanding of the dualism of man as a body and a 
soul. Death represents the end of the existence of the 
flesh. However, Christian belief in the death and 
resurrection of Jesus Christ makes possible an element of 
immortality when the soul is raised as a new self. This is 
the basic understanding of death and the afterlife in the
4Litten, The English Way, 76.
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Christian community, although the specifics and time frame
of the process differ among, and have also altered over time
within denominations. Variation is not unusual in that
Christian beliefs are based on the New Testament which,
written over an extended period of time by multiple authors,
contains no single summary of the Christian view of death
and rebirth.5
In the early eighteenth century, the author of A
Practical Discourse Concerning Death, William Sherlock,
understood the terror that death holds for every man and
discussed this concept in terms very similar to Berger and
Luckmann's. Sherlock believed that death would overpower
anyone without reassurance, or in the terminology of Berger
and Luckmann, legitimate belief. For Sherlock, such
reassurance was provided by the Christian religion and its
promise of resurrection. Sherlock wrote:
[B]ut tho1 this natural Aversion to Death 
cannot be wholly conquered, it may be 
extremely lessened, and brought next to 
nothing, by the certain Belief and 
Expectation of a glorious Immortality; and 
therefore the only way to arm ourselves 
against these natural fears of dying, is to 
confirm ourselves in this Belief, that Death 
does not put an End to us, that our souls 
should survive in a State of Bliss and 
Happiness, when our Bodies shall rot in their 
Graves, and that these mortal Bodies 
themselves shall, at the sound of the last
5A good introduction to the interpretation of death and 
the afterlife in Christianity and its comparison to other 
world religions is Death and Afterlife Perspectives of World 
Religions, Hiroshi Obayashi, edT (New York: Greenwood
Press, T592).
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Trump, rise again out of the dust immortal
and glorious.
The promise of the Resurrection is key to the Christian 
approach to death and to the funeral ritual with its 
associated artifacts.
This study will not explore the lively and vigorous 
debate surrounding the details of death and resurrection 
which have fascinated scholars of Christianity. Theory of 
the social construction of reality is not based on the 
development of ideas and philosophy, because very few in 
society participate in such endeavors. Doctrinal details of 
death and resurrection were not generally debated by the 
Christian community. Rather, the majority of a society's 
members create a common sense knowledge that aids in their 
experience in defining reality. The rituals of the funeral 
and burial address the reality of marking the loss of an 
individual and the disposal of the remains. With the 
Christian understanding of a duality of body and soul and 
their eventual reunification through Resurrection, the 
funeral addressed the preservation of the soul and burial, 
including the coffin, addressed the preservation of the 
body.
Concern for the body after death is not unique to 
Christianity. A persistent belief in world cultures has 
been that because the buried body plays an important role in
6William Sherlock, A Practical Discourse Concerning 
Death (Williamsburg: William Parks, 1764), 292.
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a later resuscitation, it must be preserved after death. 
Anthropologists have ascribed this common belief found in 
many cultures (like the ancient Egyptians) to the 
observation of and meditation on the phases of the moon.
"The cycle of death and resurrection after three days so 
often found," wrote Effie Bendann, "was suggested by the 
monthly disappearance and reappearance of the moon."7 In 
late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century England, the 
belief in literal resurrection was an important component of 
Christianity and an important influence on the 
popularization of coffins.
The preparation of the body for its resurrection from 
the grave on Judgment Day influenced various aspects of 
burial. Christian graves were and still are traditionally 
oriented facing east so that the deceased will rise on 
Resurrection Day facing Christ. Likewise, shrouds were 
often loosened around the feet and hands just prior to 
filling the grave in order to free the individual for 
walking.
Physical resurrection was an established principle in 
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Christian religion. One 
tradition dating back to Medieval Europe was that the bodies 
of the deceased would be resurrected as they were at the age 
of thirty-three, the same age as Christ at his resurrection.
7Effie Bendann, Death Customs: An Analytical Study of 
Burial Rites (London: Dawsons of Pall Mall, 1969), 28.
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Puritan theology was so concerned with physical resurrection 
that at least one writer numbered it among the reasons for a 
Second Coming. "[Jesus] came to redeeme our soules," wrote 
Richard Sibbes. "He must, and he will come to redeeme our 
bodies from corruption.1,8
In a tract published in 1694, William Wilson was 
adamant that true resurrection, the ability to overcome 
death, required the old soul and the old body to be reunited 
and brought to life again. Neither introducing the soul nor 
raising the body and instilling an altered soul would do.
"To breathe a New Soul into Body, that is raised out of the 
Dust, is rather creating a New Man, than the raising an Old 
one," he wrote. "For the same Man, that died, cannot be 
said to be raised to life again, unless the Soul be brought 
out of its Prison, as well as the Body out of its Grave.... 
This re-embodying the Soul...is the thing, in which our 
Conquest over Death does consist."9 Given this literal 
interpretation of the Resurrection, Christians must have 
believed that coffins preserved the body for that event or 
at least prevented the scattering of remains. Otherwise, 
using a coffin seems contradictory to a religion which 
teaches that ashes will be returned to ashes, and dust to
8David H. Watters, With Bodilie Eyes: Eschatological 
Themes in Puritan Literature and Gravestone Art (Ann Arbor: 
UMI Research Press, 1981), 4151
9William Wilson, A Discourse of the Resurrection 
Shewing the Import and Certainty of It (London: By J.H. for
William Rogers, 1694), 8-10.
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dust.
The English surgeon Thomas Greenhill asserted much the 
same idea in his 1705 study of the art of embalming. 
Introducing his topic, Greenhill lists the reasons why 
burial is important to the Christian community and concludes 
that the "ultimate End of Burial is in order to future 
Resurrection...[t]hat Bodies are piously to be laid up in 
the Earth, like to Corn sowed, to confirm the assured Hope 
of the Resurrection."10 To the doctor, the body's 
preservation was too important to leave to only winding 
sheets and coffins. The Art of Embalming was the 
culmination of a career spent rediscovering the secrets of 
Egyptian embalming and improving the practice for the use of 
the Christian community. Greenhill acknowledged coffins and 
tombs as important parts of a proper funeral rite, and he 
even spent a good deal of time considering and illustrating 
Greek, Roman, and Egyptian precedents. However, in 
Greenhill's opinion only embalming ensured proper respect 
for the body and its best preservation for the Resurrection. 
Most could not afford such procedures, so for the English 
population the coffin provided a more economical approach to 
aid in the preservation of the body.
Christianity's emphasis on the Resurrection established 
the use of coffins, but changes brought on by the
10Thomas Greenhill, The Art of Embalming (London: 
Printed for the author, 1705), IT!
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Reformation popularized them. On the Continent, Reformation 
controversies had dwindled by the beginning of the 
seventeenth century. However, in England the movement to 
remove the last vestiges of Catholicism, to create a "pure" 
Christianity, remained vital. Dissent created movements 
such as Congregationalism, Baptism, and Quakerism that would 
become ecclesiastical traditions and make Christianity 
increasingly diverse, sectarian, and political.11 In the 
process the Reformation helped make the coffin more secular 
by effectively reorganizing and simplifying the funeral 
service. Protestant reformers eliminated the performance of 
requiem masses and the use of vestments, candles, and 
incense, and expunged much of the pageantry and practices 
associated with the Roman Catholic Church.12 The Protestant 
funeral became a simpler affair.
As the church abandoned many of the rituals of death, 
other cultural systems began to influence the coffin. In 
the simpler Protestant funerals, once the body had been 
washed and dressed at home, bells were tolled or word of 
mouth summoned the community. Mourners carried the body in
uGood introductions to the Reformation are G.R.
Elton's Reformation Europe, 1517-1559 (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1963); The Reformation, 1520-1559, edited by G.R. Elton 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958); and Hans J. 
Hillerbrand, The World of the Reformation (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1973).
12For a more complete description of typical pre- 
Reformation service, see Julien Litten, The English Way,
146-51 and Habenstein and Lamers, American Funeral 
Directing, 91-135.
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a procession to the church for a sermon and then to the 
gravesite. After the burial, family members provided 
mourners with food and alcohol. The competing religious 
factions in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England 
altered this basic procedure in different ways. Between 
1549 and 1559, England adopted four different prayer books 
and the Directory of Public Worship replaced the Book of 
Common Prayer for a time. The Directory did away with all 
praying, reading, and singing. "When any person departeth 
this life," it instructed, "let the dead body, upon the day 
of burial, be decently attended from the house to the place 
appointed for public burial, and there immediately interred, 
without any ceremony."13 The Book of Common Prayer gave the 
burial little more attention and more importantly, neither 
specifically mentioned the role or form of the coffin.14
Burial had no religious significance to the more 
extreme reformers. The English separatist Henry Barrow 
wrote that there was no authority "in the booke of God, that 
it belonged to the ministers office to burie the dead."
13Litten, The English Way, 156.
14Burial services according to the Book of Common 
Prayer before 154 9 included first the Office of the Dead, a 
Requiem Mass, a short Commendation and censing (perfuming 
the body with a covered incense burner) and sprinkling the 
body with holy water, and finally the actual Burial Service. 
The service included a Commendation for the preparation of 
the body, and after burial the funeral process included 
daily memorial services for the month following and on the 
anniversary. See Walter Howard Frere, A New History of the 
Book of Common Prayer (London: MacMillan and Co., 1920), 
630-1.
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Rather, "it was a pollution to the Leviticall priesthood to
touch a carcase or anything about it."15 The more
mainstream groups continued a simplified burial service, but
left the details to civil authority. The changes in the
Book of Common Prayer exemplify the process. By 1661, the
service had been pared down to a procession and a burial
service and excluded the Office of the Dead, the Eucharist,
and direct prayers for the dead. The service de-emphasized
burial and left its physical form to other regulating
bodies. The many reforms of the Book of Common Prayer never
took into account the use of coffins, but continued to
mandate that "the earth shall be cast upon the body,"
referring to the original custom of placing the body in the
grave in nothing more than a winding sheet.
Before the seventeenth century, only the wealthy were
actually buried in coffins. In at least one instance in
England, coffined burial was forbidden to any but those
specified by law. In the year 1580, the records of the Town
of Rye ordered that
no person who shall die within the Port of 
Rye under the degree of Mayor Jurat or common 
councilman, or of their wives, except such 
person as the Mayor shall give licence for 
and being paid to the Mayor for the use of 
the poor, shall be chested or coffined to 
their burial, and if any carpenter or joiner 
make any chest or coffin for any person to be 
buried (other than for the persons aforesaid 
excepted) he shall be fined ten shillings for
“Geoffrey Rowell, The Liturgy of Christian Burial 
(London: Alcuin Club, 1977), 84.
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every coffin so made by him.16 
Though the 1580 ordinance of the Town of Rye represents an 
extreme example, it is nevertheless good evidence that while 
their use was still exclusive, coffins were becoming more 
popular. Otherwise a sumptuary law would not have been 
necessary. Such laws were generally enacted to preserve 
class distinctions perceived to be threatened. During the 
Tudor period, the traditional hierarchy was being challenged 
by new commercial and economic forces that made such 
sumptuary laws attractive to the elite. Visible signs of 
the social power and dignity of the elite, particular 
fabrics, ornamentation, and services were reserved for the 
wealthy, even in mourning.11 Sumptuary laws declined as 
commercial forces became incorporated into society and 
supported rather than threatened the social hierarchy.18
16Puckle, Funeral Customs, 42.
17Costume was the item most often regulated by 
sumptuary laws. The mourning apparel of the court and 
others was strictly legislated during the reign of Henry VII 
(1485-1509). See: Frances Elizabeth Baldwin, "Sumptuary 
Legislation and Personal Regulation in England,11 Johns 
Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political 
Science Series 44, No. 1, 1926: 124-5.
18Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
a debate raged around the issue of whether luxury was a 
source of national weakness or strength and thus whether 
sumptuary laws were necessary or presumptive. Classical and 
Christian traditions held luxury as corrupt, but Adam Smith 
and others began to argue that desire was a natural human 
pursuit which in the growing commercial society promoted a 
strong nation. As Smith's and others' ideas won out, luxury 
less directly threatened the social order and sumptuary laws 
were viewed as unnecessary and intrusive on private liberty. 
See: Christopher J. Berry, The Idea of Luxury: A Conceptual
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But even while sumptuary laws were still enacted and 
enforced, most English people considered a winding sheet the 
minimum for a proper Christian burial, though certain 
fabrics and ornamentation were reserved for the powerful.
The register of Poyning, Sussex recorded in 1608 one 
parson's reaction which confirmed this custom:
The xviij [sic] day of April was buried John 
Skerry a poore man that died in the place 
stable, and being brought half naked with his 
face bare, the parson would not burye him 
soe, but first he gave a sheete and caused 
him to be sacked therein, and they buried him 
more Christian like, being much grieved to 
see him brought soe unto the grave; and at 
this time did one Thatchar dwell at the 
place.19
The registers of the English parish churches maintained fees 
for both coffined and uncoffined burial; the use of coffins 
was growing.20 In 1663 the register of Melbourne,
Derbyshire, recorded five coffined burials out of a total of 
seventeen and fewer in years following, but by 1718 showed 
only two uncoffined burials out of a total of eight.21
and Historical Investigation (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1994).
19John Charles Cox, The Parish Registers of England 
(Totowa, N.J.: Rowman and Littlefield, 1974), 120.
20The register of Great Doddington, Northants, listed 
the clerk's fees for services including ringing the bell and 
digging the grave as one shilling for a coffin, eight pence 
for a man without a coffin, and six pence for an infant 
without a coffin. The register of Birchington, Kent 
maintained in 1638 the fee of 8d. for a "coffn'd person" and 
6d. for a "noe coffin'd person." In Cox, The Parish 
Registers, 120.
21Ibid, 121.
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While the custom varied from locality to locality, coffins 
were used increasingly by all classes of English society 
throughout the seventeenth century so that by its end, the 
majority of people were interred in coffins.22 By the end 
of the next century, coffin use was nearly universal in 
England. According to one Englishman, coffined burial in 
his locality began with the arrival in 1678 of the Reverend 
Mr. Monks. As the usage of coffins increased, the 
requirements for a "Christian burial" changed. The parson's 
shock in 1608 at a man brought for burial with no winding 
sheet is by 1797 reserved for a man carried to the church 
with no coffin. A man brought to the church for burial "in 
swaddling clothes" was "detained in Church until a coffin 
was made, and the wife then took off the flannel for her own 
use."23 This shift in the Christian mind toward the use of 
a coffin as the minimum required for burial was not due to a 
change in church doctrine; rather, Christianity's lack of 
regulation allowed for a general secularization of burial.
Discovering the coffin's role in a consumer society is 
crucial to understanding the use of coffins at this time.
22The work of Clare Gittings tracked the number of 
burials in coffins as noted in probate accounts for 
Berkshire, Licolnshire, and Kent from 1581-1650. In each 
case, the evidence indicates a growing use of coffins in the 
three areas. The percentage of accounts giving burial in a 
coffin grew from 18.2% to 59.6%, 10.5% to 70.6%, and 22.6% 
to 90% respectively. In Clare Gittings, Death, Burial and 
the Individual in Early Modern England (London and Sydney: 
Croom Helm, Ltd., 1984), 240.
23Cox, The Parish Registers, 121.
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Preserving the body for its Resurrection was influential in 
the development of coffins and remained important to many 
through the succeeding centuries. However, the 
popularization of coffins owes more to their incorporation 
into commerce. As coffin use was influenced more by fashion 
and less by religious conviction, the objectification of 
coffins became more important and developed through their 
commercial potential.
The ritual of burial went through a process of 
secularization which allowed commercial interests to take a 
greater role in the development of coffins. In the Middle 
Ages, burial had been the purview of the church, growing 
from the custom of churchyard burial. This approach to 
communal burial in consecrated ground associated with 
saints, martyrs, or holy persons placed the act of burial 
within the church's responsibilities. During the Middle 
Ages, sextons acted as underofficers of the church and were 
responsible for taking care of the property, ringing bells, 
and digging graves.24 In the seventeenth, eighteenth, and 
nineteenth centuries, civil and commercial agents gradually 
took over burial regulation, or at least primarily 
influenced it, including its manner, location, cost, and 
recording.
Several factors assisted this transition. In time the
24Habenstein and Lamers, American Funeral Directing,
133.
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practice of burial in churchyards overflowed the yards,
especially during the plagues. After the churchyard was
filled, burial moved out of consecrated ground into common
pits. The change in locality as well as the sheer numbers
involved began to shift the regulation of burial out of the
reach of the church. The churchyards became foul and
contagious and inspired derision in many. An anonymous
publication of 1721, Seasonable Considerations on the
Indecent and Dangerous Custom of Burying in Churches and
Churchyards, is a good example of the arguments that helped
to secularize burial. The author, like many, questioned the
religious significance of burial.
And if the burial of the Dead may in any 
Sense be esteem'd an act of Charity; the net 
Enquiry is, Whether it be Charity to the 
dead, or to the living? And the question
will soon be decided, not to the dead, but to
the living; for the Dead have no sense of,
nor benefit (a) from the place where they
lay, or from the Manner how they were 
deposited: But the Charity if there be any
in the Place, or Manner of burial, must be to 
the living; either by the external pomp, to 
allay (b) their grief of chiefly, by a decent 
inhumation, to prevent those mischievous 
consequences, which the neglect would 
otherwise produce; and there all nations, by 
the innate law of nature, have ever been 
careful to bury the dead in decent places, 
and in a decent manner.25
The author questioned the appropriateness for burial within
the church or churchyard.
2SThomas Lewis, Seasonable Considerations on the 
Indecent and Dangerous Custom of Burying In Churches and 
Churchyards (London: S.P. for A. Bettesworth, 1721), 3.
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And further, I think, I may venture to say, 
that all nations in the world have most 
religiously preserv'd the sanctuary, the 
place of divine worship, from the pollutions 
of the dead: None would allow a dead body to
be brought, or to continue there, much less
make the temples of their gods, burial-places 
for the dead. No, that's the folly and 
madness of the Christians only; who, through 
a false conceit of charity to the dead, have 
forgot the veneration due to God's house; 
have forgot the charity due to the living, 
and have made their churches charnel-houses 
and receptacles of the dead.26
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
the Christian church essentially separated the funeral from 
the act of burial. Although the funeral, a commemorative 
and religious ceremony, was kept within the regulation of 
the church, the burial was not. The two parts of the death
ritual were also often separated by time because the funeral
might follow the burial by as much as several weeks. On 
several occasions, English civil authorities stepped in to 
regulate burial. In times of epidemic the service could be 
altered to require burial outside the churchyard. Economic 
necessity could also alter burial. In 1666 Parliament 
enacted a law known as the "Burial in Woolen Act" in a move 
to encourage the sale of English woolens and to provide the 
growing paper industry with much needed used linen that 
otherwise was wasted in the grave.27 The act, in force until 
1814, required that everyone should be buried in a woolen
26Ibid., 5-6.
27Habenstein and Lamers, American Funeral Directinq, 
122. -------------------------
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shroud and eventually a relative of the deceased was 
required to file a certificate of proof. Burials were also 
a source of direct income for the English government. In 
1693 it passed a bill "granting his majesty certain rates 
and duties upon marriages, births, burials, etc." This 
lucrative privilege was thus taken from the College of Arms
and used to raise funds for the war against France.28
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the
commercial potential of the undertaking trade, ready to
supply coffins and funeral services to a wider public, aided 
the tradition of coffined burial in England. It was an 
upstart trade begun by craftsmen including cabinetmakers, 
upholsterers, barber-surgeons, and tailors. They 
supplemented their income by making coffins, shrouds, and 
clothing for mourners and by providing services such as 
hearse rental and organization of the procession and burial. 
From the beginning, cabinetmakers were the tradesmen most 
often involved in undertaking. They had the skills needed 
to produce the funeral's focal object, the coffin, which 
gave them an advantage over other trades. Furniture and 
undertaking would remain closely allied well into the 
nineteenth century. In the economic climate of the 
seventeenth century, undertaking seems to have provided 
opportunity for many craftsmen and merchants. Their growing
28Paul S. Fritz, "The Undertaking Trade in England:
Its Origins and Early Development, 1660-1830," Eighteenth 
Century Studies (Winter 1994-95): 244.
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numbers and profits often elicited disdain. One man wrote
that undertakers
a set of men who live by death and never care 
to appear but at the end of Man's Life....
[T]heir Business is to watch Death, and to 
furnish out the Funeral Solemnity, with as 
much pomp and feigned sorrow as the Heirs or 
Successors of the Deceased chose to purchase.
They are a hard hearted Generation, and 
require more money than Brains to conduct 
their Business.29
This objection may have come from the fact that in 
addition to expanding their business beyond the upper and 
middle classes, undertakers were taking the trade away from 
two organizations which had traditionally organized the 
funerals of these classes. The College of Arms had 
controlled the management of funeral custom for England's 
elite throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
They dictated the appropriate form and fees for funerals 
according to social rank. In spite of these two 
organizations' vigorous attack on undertakers, those 
"ignorant pretenders" and "cold cooks" managed to control 
the trade.30 The College had little concerned itself with 
lower-class funerals. The middle class had often turned to 
guilds and fraternities to provide for their funerals, but 
as its members clamored for more elaborate funerals, 
undertakers were undermining the traditional role of these 
organizations. Undertakers quickly saw how lucrative it was
29Litten, The English Way, 5.
30Fritz, "The Undertaking Trade in England," 241-5.
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to provide everything needed for the "average" funeral.
Documenting this development, historian Julien
Litten wrote:
...[F]unerals were becoming so much more 
secular in outlook, appearance, and context 
that the surviving guilds and fraternities 
found themselves hard-pressed to provide all 
that made for an average funeral of the new 
type; the rules were being rewritten by a 
public which...[was] looking for a pageantry 
close to that of the great baronial funerals 
as performed by the College of Arms....
Indeed, the new economy, the concomitant
increase in the standard of living and the
purchasing power which it gave to the 
individual sounded the death-knell for the 
minor guilds.31
Thomas Greenhill's treatise on embalming is a good 
example of this transition in the undertaking trade. The 
book was written within a Christian framework of 
resurrection. However, setting aside all of Greenhill's 
Biblical references and concern for the body's resurrection 
he was at core a businessman promoting his specialty, 
embalming, which was not offered at that time by most 
undertakers. His treatise, which declared his expertise, 
was an advertisement for the process. To further this aim,
Greenhill noted that the art of embalming flourished in
Egypt because the Egyptians prevented "pretenders" from 
practicing business and arts other than their own and 
punished those who broke this rule. Greenhill's praise of 
the Egyptians was overtly directed against the English
31Litten, The English Way, 13.
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economy's lack of regulation.
Is it not therefore a Shame for us, who, no 
doubt, esteem our selves a much more polite 
People than those Heathens were, to suffer a 
sort of Men call'd Undertakers, to monopolize 
the several trades of Glovers, Milliners,
Drapers, Wax-Chandlers, Coffin-Makers, Herald 
Painters, Surgeons, Apothecaries and the 
like. Art can never flourish where 'tis 
assum'd by every ignorant Pretender, nor be 
brought to any perfection while practis'd by 
illiterate Persons.32
Greenhill's point of view represents an important transition
in the use of coffins. His condemnation of pretenders (a
term that the College of Arms would have applied to him)
brought his lofty discussion of the Resurrection and
scholarly consideration of Biblical examples of burial
firmly into the commercial realm.
Christianity and the 
Integration of Death in America Before 1730
America's geography and environment made Christianity 
an even more diverse cultural system than it had been in 
England. First, it was nearly impossible to replicate the 
English experience, though some wanted to. To others this 
new land provided room for many religious immigrants, 
including Puritans, Catholics, Quakers, and general 
nonconformists.33 Increased diversity intensified the
32Greenhill, Art of Embalming, 179.
33Edwin S. Gaustad, "Geography and Demography of 
American Religion," in Encyclopedia of the American 
Religious Experience, Charles S. Lippy and Peter W.
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changes in coffins. When colonists settled America, they 
brought their understanding of death and the context of 
funerals. Forging a new society in an unfamiliar 
environment, however, forced the settlers to create new 
institutions and legitimize others in new ways. This 
included coffins. As discussed earlier, the use of coffins 
in England grew throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, within the accepted form of a "decent Christian 
burial." Uncoffined burial still lingered there, but that 
does not seem to have been the case in colonial America, 
where from nearly the beginning coffins were common.
As Gordon Geddes noted in his study of death in Puritan 
New England, "[T]here is no evidence in New England of the 
English custom which still persisted into the seventeenth 
century of burying simply the shrouded body."34 This is 
apparently true in the earliest Virginia settlements. 
Archaeological sites around Virginia reveal that coffined 
burials were common as long as they were not conducted under 
the severe stress of disease or attack.35 Wills and other
Williams, eds. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1988),
71-4.
34Gordon E. Geddes, Welcome Joy; Death in Puritan New 
England (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1981), 118.
350f the most dramatic published discoveries was Ivor 
Noel Hume's at the Wholstenhometown site. A series of 
burial sites containing a centerline of nails convinced him 
that these early settlers used gable-lidded coffins. Other 
sites around Virginia have confirmed that the practice was 
not merely the work of an eccentric local craftsman.
Octagonal coffins with flat tops were also in use at this
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court records frequently mention coffins.
The vast resources of wood available in the New World 
may also explain the increased use of coffins in America.
In other areas of construction such as architecture and 
fencing, wood was used in a manner that would have been 
wasteful in England. It is likely that even the poor in 
seventeenth-century America were laid to rest in coffins, 
though they may not have been as finely finished as their 
English counterparts. Finally, the new environment 
intensified the secularization of coffins and burial.
As discussed, English burial practices had become more 
secular. As the Reformation focused ecclesiastic attention 
on other concerns, civil and commercial sectors began to 
influence burial in England and America. The alarming death 
rate in the southern American colonies allowed civil 
authorities to regulate burial in seventeenth-century 
America. It was well into the eighteenth century before the 
southern colonies produced a population capable of 
sustaining itself by natural increase. Previously, 
population increase had been due to immigration. The death 
rate in the South had an effect similar to the plagues in 
England which forced civil bodies to regulate many aspects
time. The gabled coffins may be related stylistically to 
the earliest coffins and to the expression "to chest" seen 
in very early records. Their shape would certainly suggest 
as much and the edict from the port of Rye quoted earlier 
may even hint at the two different styles by referring to 
people being "chested or coffined."
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of burial. Such a high death rate caused much confusion, so 
some of the very first laws enacted in most of these 
colonies provided for a system of registering and reporting 
burials. A Virginia act of 1659 established a registry of 
births, marriages, and burials: "Whereas many differences
arise about the age of orphants, and enquiries are often 
made for persons imported into the collonie, of whose death 
no positive certificate can be granted for want of 
registers, Bee it therefore enacted, That every Parish shall 
well, truly and plainly record and sett downe in a booke 
provided for that purpose, all marriages, deaths and births 
that shall happen.”36 In South Carolina, the want of such a 
registry had "in the descent of lands and other estates, 
occasioned many controversies, sometimes to the ruining of 
orphans and other persons illiterate and ignorant in the 
law."37
In New England the society was much more stable from 
the beginning. No elevated death rates threatened the very 
fabric of the society. However, in the early years of 
settlement, the sparsely populated countryside must have 
provided somewhat similar challenges, since most of the New 
England colonies also established registries of burials. In
36William Waller Hening, ed., The Statutes at Large;
Being a Collection of all the Laws of Virginia, Vol. 1 (New 
York: R! & W. & G. Barrow, 1823), 542.
37Thomas Cooper, ed., The Statutes at Large of South 
Carolina, Vol. 2 (Columbia"! A! S. Johnston, 1837), 120.
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Massachusetts legislation stated that the registry was 
established "for preventing great uncertainty and 
inconvenience."38 An exception, Delaware did not establish a 
civil registry system, but did enact a law to allow as 
evidence in court the registry of any religious society as 
to marriages, births, and burials.39
In New England the town cleric generally had the 
responsibility for recording the name of the deceased, the 
day and year of death, and often the name of the parents, if 
known. The clerk was to report yearly the entire record to 
the court and file a copy of the record book. In the South, 
the registry was of similar form, but there was less 
distinction between church and government. In 1631, the 
colonial Virginia legislature delegated to the minister of 
each parish the duty of maintaining a register of all 
burials, christenings, and marriages. He and one of his 
church-wardens were to present yearly the register to the 
courts. For his effort the minister was allowed to collect 
a duty for each service, including one shilling for burying. 
In 1657 under an act entitled "Church Government Settled," 
the task of maintaining the register was transferred from 
the ministers to their appointees to be certified by the
3BJohn D. Cushing, ed., Massachusetts Province Laws 
1692-1699 (Wilmington, DE: Michael Glazier, Inc., 1977),
39John D. Cushing, ed., The First Laws of the State of 
Delaware, Vol. 1, Part 1 (Wilmington: Michael Glazier,
Inc., 1981), 59.
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civil authority of the county clerk. In South Carolina, the 
duty was assigned to the Register, who was always to reside 
in Charlestown. In 1706, after settlement expanded beyond 
the close control of the Register, the colony relied on the 
vestry of each parish to keep the records. The same was true 
in North Carolina, and in both colonies the duty was 
considered a public office and as such could charge a fee.
The registry provided a small income to the public 
officer. He charged a fee for each registered burial and 
levied stiff fines against those who did not report a burial 
in a timely manner, generally thirty days. In Rhode Island 
the town clerk's fee for registering each burial was four 
pence; in Massachusetts, three pence. In North Carolina, 
the Register was allowed a shilling and in South Carolina a 
shilling and three pence. In the Anglican South, other 
officials were considered public officers and were allowed 
fees for services related to burial. In South Carolina in 
1698, the Clerk of the Church of England was allowed two 
shillings, six pence for the "use of Burial Cloth [pall], 
two shillings, six pence for his attendance at the funeral 
and three shillings, nine pence for the ground of each 
grave." The Sexton could charge three shillings, nine pence 
for "opening the Ground and digging the Grave" and two 
shillings, six pence for "ringing the Bell."40
In addition to the registry of burials, colonial
40Cooper, Statutes of South Carolina, 149.
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governments were immediately occupied with the regulation of 
other aspects of death. Many of the colonies appointed 
local coroners who would be called upon to investigate 
deaths considered untimely or unnatural. In South Carolina, 
a person could be fined £5 for burying or causing to be 
buried "any person supposed to come to a violent and 
untimely death, before timely notice is given to make 
enquiry into the manner and causes of the death of the 
party." Apparently, so frequent were the unfortunate 
meetings between colonists and South Carolina rattlesnakes 
that this particular form of violent and untimely death was 
singled out as needful of inspection by the coroner, since 
it could so easily be used to hide criminal action!41 
Likewise, North Carolina prohibited private burials "whereas 
the Burying of Servants privately may occasion much scandal 
to this government and bring diverse Innocent persons under 
suspicion of useing Indirect means towards the procuring 
such persons' deaths."42
The colonial governments also regulated burial grounds. 
In New England, towns maintained their own burial grounds, 
and when a town grew large enough to split, the jurisdiction 
of the burial ground was often a bone of contention. The 
dispersed settlements of the South created different
41Ibid., 272-3.
42John D. Cushing, ed., The Earliest Printed Laws of 
North Carolina 1669-1751, Vo~H 2 (Wilmington, DEl Michael 
Glazier, Inc., 1977),
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problems. Death had been a constant and demanding companion 
in the first fifteen years of Virginia settlement, and the 
first act of the first legislative body in Virginia in 1623 
required each plantation to set aside a house or room for 
the exclusive use as a church and connected with it "a place 
empaled in, sequestered only to the buryal of the dead."43
However, as the century progressed, burial was detached 
from the church as had been the responsibility for 
maintaining the registry of deaths. The location of burial 
grounds did not remain exclusively connected with the local 
church and the law was changed to concur with Virginia 
practice. The long distances involved in the settlement 
pattern and the patriarchal society that developed in the 
colony encouraged burial in private family plots near the 
house. Local families and the poor used churchyards.44 By 
1639, burying grounds were still required to be fenced,
43Hening, The Laws of Virginia, 122-3.
44Dell Upton notes that some gentry families were very 
closely associated with specific churches and requested or 
reserved the right to be buried within the church or 
churchyard. In 1726 Robert "King" Carter claimed not only a 
pew but also burial space for his family in the chancel of 
Christ Church, Lancaster County, Virginia, as did Robert 
Carter of Corotoman after him. Since the medieval period, 
the chancel had been reserved as a place of honor for 
clerical seating and burial, and the space was gradually 
invaded by local gentry. Upton notes that increasingly 
"eighteenth-century commentators noted, planters preferred 
to hold funerals and to be buried at home, and the 
churchyards, in which everyone had a right to be interred, 
were abandoned to the poor." See: Dell Upton, Holy Things 
and Profane: Anglican Parish Churches in Colonial Virginia 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1986), 181, 201-3.
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primarily to protect the graves from rooting and desecration 
by hogs, but they were no longer required to be connected 
with a church. The practice of burial outside the 
churchyard was growing and would eventually become the norm.
Under law, private burial grounds were acceptable as 
long as they were fenced in. However, away from the church 
the regulation of burial became difficult. In 1661 an act 
was passed in an attempt to prohibit private burials which 
had apparently allowed the murder (real or suspected) of 
indentured servants and others to go unnoticed and so 
unpunished. Also, private burials were allowing the 
"barbarous custome of exposeing the corps of the dead (by 
makeing their graves in common and unfenced places) to the 
prey of hoggs and other vermine."45 The proposed solution 
was not to return control to churchyard burial and the 
overview of the minister, but rather to establish three or 
four public burial grounds in each precinct and to require 
several neighbors to inspect the corpse.
Though impractical to bury the dead in distant 
churchyards, it was probably not a problem for most by the 
early eighteenth century. However, it had become a custom 
in Virginia to bury family members close to home in private 
lots. As the English Reverend Hugh Jones noted in 1724, 
burial was among several rituals that would have been 
performed only in the church in England, but were in
45Ibid., 53.
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Virginia moved to the home:
It is customary to bury in gardens or 
orchards, where whole families lye interred 
together, in a spot generally handsomely 
enclosed, planted with evergreens, and the 
graves kept decently. Hence... arises the 
occasion of preaching funeral sermons in 
houses, where at funerals are assembled a 
great congregation of neighbours and friends; 
and if you insist upon having the sermon and 
ceremony at church, they'll say they will be 
without it, unless performed after their 
usual custom. In houses also there is 
occasion, from humour, custom sometimes, from 
necessity most frequently, to baptize 
children and church women.... In houses also 
they most commonly marry, without regard to 
the time of day or season of the year.46
The colonial governments' regulation of burial was important
in addressing the high death rate and isolated nature of the
infant societies. As the colonies began to stabilize in the
first quarter of the eighteenth century, such laws became
less necessary and were dropped. Death threatened the
social fabric less than it had in the tenuous first century
of settlement. In that first century the frequency of death
and the isolation of individuals, communities, and the
colonies themselves created confusion in family and social
identity, and government regulation helped to relieve the
crisis. While it had not governed specifically the use of
coffins, its goal of preserving social hierarchy and
identity indirectly affected coffins. The use of coffins
was from the beginning a common aspect in America, for they
46Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia 1740-1790 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1982),
69.
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too helped maintain and order family and social 
relationships. Law or the church did not stipulate their 
form and features, so fashion and commercialism did.
What was it that caused coffins to be popularized and 
commercialized? As we have seen, the idea of the literal 
resurrection of the body helped to stimulate coffin use at 
first, but secularization seems to have made this incentive 
secondary. To answer, it is important to look at the nature 
of the object. Certainly a coffin is a container for the 
body after death, but in its use it becomes an integral part 
of the body. It is in a way a second skin or clothing. The 
earliest lead coffins in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 
England were anthropoid. These lead coffins were fashioned 
to fit tightly and thus resemble the form of their 
occupants. Most often they were molded with facial 
features, arms, legs, and feet. They became popular among 
the wealthy in the fifteenth century, but died out in the 
1660s and 1670s.47 This English version of the Egyptian 
mummy case was expensive and because its construction 
demanded skill in the use of lead, required a plumber for 
its manufacture. Its weight was immense. It is clear why 
lead coffins were never successful beyond the limited vault 
burial of the wealthy. However, the wooden coffins that did 
become popular also adopted an anthropoid tradition. Though 
more subtle than the lead coffin or the winding sheet, the
47Litten, The English Way, 92-4.
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wooden coffin as an outer shell or skin was still 
representative of the body. The traditional elongated 
octagonal or hexagonal coffins of this time were, like the 
human form, narrow at the head, wide at the shoulders, and 
narrow again toward the feet. The coffin helped objectify 
the self at a time when the decaying body could not.
Coffins often included name plates or initials and other 
identifying information, like the age at death and 
relationship to the living, such as Mother, Father, or 
Beloved.
Besides containing identifying information, coffins 
reflected their occupants in two ways. A coffin was 
sometimes preselected and purchased by its eventual 
occupant, or by surviving family or friends. To ensure that 
they were buried in a manner and style suitable to their 
perceived self-image, men and women in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries sometimes left explicit guidelines in 
their wills detailing their burial, including their coffins. 
Thus it is easy to see how the coffin presented to the 
mourners an image of the deceased. Even though many may 
have indicated their coffin preferences, the reality was 
often different. The purchase of a coffin was the business 
of surviving friends and family, so whose "self" was 
objectified by the artifact? Individual cases would have to 
be judged separately, if indeed historians could ever 
discern the answer.
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The coffin was representative of the person encased. 
However, when purchased by surviving friends or family, that 
artifactual portrait is of one individual filtered through 
the perception of others. It could rarely be said to be a 
self-portrait. Family members could have chosen a coffin 
that reflected not only who the person was, but also what 
they wanted the person to symbolize. Further, as an 
artifact responsible for identifying position, power and 
relationships in a public ritual, a coffin was undoubtedly 
sometimes an objectification of the survivors only. This is 
certainly the case in the death of indigents, paupers, and 
the unknown who died without survivors. In these cases, the 
coffin objectifies only the larger political or religious 
community responsible for the burial. Whether a coffin was 
chosen for oneself or for another is of little consequence. 
What is important is that coffins served as important 
communicative devices that gave them purpose and made them 
desirable. They communicated wealth, status, and many other 
values that helped to incorporate death into the community's 
experience.
The communicative ability of an object in a consumer 
society helps to bring order to experience. "Contrary to 
what we ordinarily believe," explains sociologist Mihalyi 
Csikszentmihalyi, "consciousness is not a stable, self­
regulating entity. When left to itself, deprived of 
organized sensory input, the mind begins to wander and is
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soon prey to unbridled hallucinations. Most people require 
an external order to keep randomness from invading their 
mind."48 Csikszentmihalyi's work credits objects with much 
of the responsibility for this control, especially in a 
consumer culture. His principles can be considered in the 
use of coffins.
According to Csikszentmihalyi, objects bring order to 
our lives by demonstrating the owner's power, vital erotic 
energy, and place in the social hierarchy. Death destroys 
vitality and equalizes social strata, which are reinforced 
in life through the planning for one's own death. Another 
way objects help to objectify the self and bring order to 
one's experience is as evidence of placement in the social 
network, and as symbols of relationships. For the family 
and friends who generally gathered in the public ritual of a 
burial, the coffin made concrete the greater connecting 
social networks and the power and energy of the deceased, 
whose body could no longer do so. A coffin is a highly 
charged symbolic item because it is used at a time that is 
difficult to understand. As such, coffins were quickly 
incorporated into the consumer revolution of eighteenth- 
century England.
Consider the transition from shrouded to coffined
48Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi, "Why We Need Things," 
History From Things: Essays on Material Culture, Steven 
Lubar and W. David Kingery, eds. (Washington: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1993), 22.
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burial in light of these ideas. The coffined burial 
communicated very different ideas to mourners and to the 
society at large than did shrouded burial. A shrouded body 
carried to the grave on a bier merely distinguished the 
living from the dead. Shrouds were initially related to the 
Christian tradition of burial in preparation for the 
resurrection. Anonymous, practical, and sanitary, a wrapped 
body-shaped cocoon provided little information about the 
deceased and the survivors. No matter what the status or 
taste of the deceased, there was little or no variation in 
shroud material, style, or color. A coffin, however, could 
express much more than just the presence of a corpse. It 
could be decorated, adorned, and draped in infinitely varied 
ways. The status of the individual within and of his family 
were apparent. The social order was more clearly 
delineated. Christian traditions in burial, represented by 
the shroud, altered as burial itself became secularized. As 
the desire for strong demarcation of class lines spread in 
English society, gentility became a new system of 
understanding the world. Gentility in England took hold in 
the seventeenth century. By the late part of the century, 
the influence of gentility can be seen in America, and by 
the eighteenth century it was entrenched. Americans who 
considered themselves refined demanded objects which would 
demonstrate and reinforce their social standing. This 
craving for genteel status-affirming belongings included
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coffins and the trappings of funerals.
Richard Cole of Westmoreland County, Virginia is an 
example of this longing for a refined lifestyle. Cole was 
the second son of Richard Cole of the County of Hertford in 
England.49 Unable to inherit, Cole like others saw 
opportunity in America and emigrated to Virginia as a 
servant in 1634. Cole most likely took offense at the term 
"servant" as it was widely used in the seventeenth century 
for wards, apprentices, indentures, and others transported 
to America. The records indicate that Cole was very 
sensitive to his status in Virginia society. He eventually 
settled on the Potomac River and named his plantation 
Salisbury Park after his home in England. He acquired 
wealth and servants in Virginia, but he apparently felt that 
his position was not adequately recognized, and he lashed 
out. In 1665 Cole was brought before the county court on 
the charge that in the presence of several gentlemen he said 
that he was better born and better bred than Governor 
Berkeley, and that if he were in England he would have 
better credit than Berkeley. Cole continued that he 
expected his brother soon to "kick his Honour from his 
place, And he [Cole] should be a Councelor at least, and 
then would Act knavery by Authority." He added that "he had 
formerly a better man [than Berkeley] for his pimpe," as
49Virginia Magazine of History and Biography Vol. 22, 
1895 (New York: Kraus Reprint Corporation, 19b8): 27.
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well as similar unflattering things about his neighbors.
Cole was clearly disturbed about his position and power 
in Virginia. In his will and last testament of 1674, Cole 
made a final effort to secure in death what he had fought 
for in life. In his will, which was adorned with his coat 
of arms, Cole asked to be buried on his plantation in a neat 
coffin of black walnut.50 Over his grave he wanted a black 
marble gravestone from England "with my Coate of Armour 
engraven in brasse & under it this Epitaph:
Heere lies Dick Cole a grievious Sinner
That died a Little before Dinner
Yet hopes in Heaven to find a place
To Satiate his soul with Grace.
He intended that his elaborate burial would help him to 
objectify his perceived place in Westmoreland society, his 
wealth, his connections, and his petulant personality, but 
after his death a codicil rescinded the will.51 Cole's 
struggle to solidify his gentry status, made especially 
visible by his eccentricity and belligerence, was typical of 
many in his time and in the century to follow. The fact 
that Cole, despite his wealth, was unsuccessful in his claim 
to status illuminates a key idea in the system of gentility.
S0The term "neat" is often used in seventeenth-century 
wills and estates like Cole's to describe coffins that are 
refined and elegant, as opposed to plain or simple. This is 
especially true when "neat" is used in reference to clothing 
or attire.
slThe Virginia Magazine of History: 26-8; William and 
Mary Quarterly Series 1, v. 4 (1896): 28-30; William and 
Mary Quarterly Series 1, v. 1 (1892): 114.
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The English system of gentility was transferred to America 
and wealthy Americans like Cole gathered around them the 
objects of status. But in the eighteenth century, the 
meaning of gentility would encompass more than the things 
money could buy. It took on an intangible quality of 
refinement, connected with codes of ideal behavior, to which 
Cole and scrabblers like him could never aspire. This 
refined lifestyle created and maintained the industries 
which made objects to support it, and coffins and funeral 
services were no exception.
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Chapter Two
The Coffin in America 1730-1820:
Gentility's Influence Established and Challenged
The character of colonial American coffins is best 
represented (though at its most extreme) by the funeral of 
Lord Botetourt, the Royal Governor of Virginia. Botetourt 
died in 1770 and his send-off was spectacular. At one 
o'clock on October 19th the bells of Bruton Parish Church, 
the College of William and Mary, and the Capitol in 
Williamsburg began to toll. Their peals called the mourners 
to gather at the Governor's Palace. From then on 
Botetourt's elaborate casket was the star of the show. A 
hearse slowly drew the coffin down the street for the short 
trip to the church. The militia of Williamsburg, York, and 
James City Counties lined the street. A long line of 
dignitaries, the Governor's servants, and the public 
followed the coffin. At the church, the coffin was carried 
inside, where it took its place front and center. At the 
conclusion of the services, the coffin was carried back to 
the hearse and the grand procession moved on to the College, 
where the coffin was deposited in the vault of the chapel
70
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while the militia fired three volleys.1
In all, burial expenses amounted to £700, probably the 
most elaborate funeral in colonial America. The Governor's 
triple coffin accounted for much of the expense. Joshua 
Kendall, a Williamsburg carpenter and joiner, made the inner 
and outer coffins. The inner coffin was probably pine, the 
outer coffin walnut. Williamsburg upholsterer and plumber 
Joseph Kidd made the lead coffin that enclosed the inner 
coffin. He also lined the inner coffin with silk and 
covered the outer coffin with velvet and decorated it "in 
the best manner" with "8 silver handles and the escutcheons" 
and "1 Large Silver plate Engrav'd." The silver hardware 
was provided and engraved by local silversmith William 
Waddill (see Illustration 2) .2
While the scale of Botetourt's funeral was by no means 
typical of the era, all of its elements were. Beginning 
around 1730, the coffins of America's colonial elite 
displayed greater decoration and higher finish. Botetourt's 
funeral shows what the craftsmen and merchants of
Williamsburg printers Purdie and Dixon published a 
contemporary description of the funeral in the Virginia 
Gazette on October 18, 1770, including a brief description 
of the coffin as "of lead, with a cover of crimson velvet, 
adorned with silver handles, [and] a large silver plate."
The coffin plate and surviving hardware are preserved in the 
College Archives, Swem Library, College of William and Mary.
2Graham Hood, The Governor's Palace in Williamsburq 
(Williamsburg, VA: CWF, 1991) 12-23'. For details of the 
cost of the craftsmen's services, see: MSS, Brock
Collection, Henry E. Huntington Library, Photostat Colonial 
Williamsburg Foundation.
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Lord Botetourt's Coffin Furniture, 1770 
College Archives, Swem Library, College of William and Mary
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Williamsburg, let alone the commercial centers of New York, 
Boston, Philadelphia, and Charleston, were able to provide 
with the right monetary incentive. While more elaborate 
funerals and coffins would follow Botetourt's, none before 
was its rival. The splendor of the late Governor's final 
tribute represents a significant achievement in the consumer 
revolution that had taken place in the century or so before 
the outbreak of the Revolution.
As the decoration of coffins came to signify America's 
elite during this time, their use in the general population 
grew from a popular to a universal custom. While coffins of 
the poor and slaves were easily distinguished from those of 
the upper classes, even they were buried in coffins. If the 
deceased were so destitute that neither his estate nor his 
family or friends were able to purchase a coffin, charitable 
organizations or the government would provide one. By this 
time the coffin was such a basic requirement that nothing 
else would have been acceptable.
Toward the end of the seventeenth and the beginning of 
the eighteenth century, New England funerals began to 
include sermons and prayers in the church or at the grave, 
and the regional differences in American funerals narrowed. 
This was due in part to the incorporation of customs created 
by the professionalization of the undertaking trade in 
England. Undertakers created access for a greater number of 
people to the pomp and ceremony that characterized elite
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funerals. As the accoutrements of these customs became 
available to American colonists, they were incorporated into 
their funerals, even in puritanical New England.
The practice of giving funeral gifts such as gloves, 
scarves, rings, and books broadened the social nature of the 
funeral. Frequent funeral guests amassed large collections 
of the items. The minister of North Church in Boston 
tallied 2,940 pairs of gloves.3 Likewise, newspapers 
printed announcements and descriptions of funerals and 
printers published funeral sermons and elegies. One could 
even receive gloves at paupers' funerals.
In 1753, an essay in The Independent Reflector stated 
that in the colonies funerals were more extravagant than any 
ritual. The commentator insisted that he knew "many a 
Family dissipate at least a fourth Part of their Whole 
Fortune" on a funeral and create a hardship for itself. "As 
People in the Inferior Stations of Life are extremely apt to 
imitate those who move in a more elevated Sphere," he wrote, 
"it ought to be the endeavor of the latter to set them the 
laudable example of suppressing this fantastical and 
inconvenient Piece of Luxury."4 The other objects used in 
the funeral reflected that extravagance, including the 
coffin which as we will see became an expensive item
3Habenstein and Lamers, American Funeral Directinq,
204. -----------------------------
4Charles Jackson, ed., Passing: The Vision of Death in
America (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1977) , 44-5.
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adorned with rich fabrics and hardware.
By the mid eighteenth century, that extravagance had 
become intolerable to many, who began a movement to restrain 
the showy nature of American funerals. The wills of men 
like Thomas Lee of Westmoreland County, Virginia, prescribed 
simplicity. Lee characterized the prevailing traditions as 
"indecent mirth," and requested a simple ceremony attended 
by nearby friends and family.5
Newspaper descriptions began to refer to the counter­
movement as the "new mode" or the "new established method" 
and encouraged others to follow the example. The funeral of 
William Hunsted of Philadelphia was described as being "in 
the plainest Manner, at his own Request, according to the 
new mode... having no Pall over his Coffin, nor none of his 
Relations or Friends appearing in Mourning."6 This counter­
movement was somewhat successful in decreasing the trappings 
of American funerals. The gifts to mourners lessened in the 
latter part of the century yet the coffin, which remained 
for most the focal object of the funeral, retained its 
decoration.
What do the form of coffins and their context in the 
American funeral tell us about the fundamental orientation 
of the society of the time? Coffins indicated the status of
5Thad Tate, "Funerals in 18th-Century Virginia" 
(Unpublished research report for The Colonial Williamsburg 
Foundation, Inc., 1956), 5.
6Pennsylvania Gazette (August 15, 1765).
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the deceased and more importantly the status of the 
surviving family. In that way, they reaffirmed 
relationships, both within and outside the family, called 
into question by the crisis of death. Reestablishing 
hierarchy and relationships was important in the funeral 
ritual because mourning was still a community-oriented 
system. As funerals and burial practices were simplified 
and secularized, Christianity alone could not address these 
fundamental needs, and so in American society of the 
eighteenth and early nineteenth century they found 
expression primarily through the cultural system of 
gentility.
Historian Richard Bushman chronicles a movement among 
America's middling ranks to create a civil and urbane 
lifestyle through the use of genteel objects, manners, and 
ideas. He observes as evidence of this the explosion of 
mid-eighteenth- to nineteenth-century artifacts found in 
museum and private collections compared to a small number of 
earlier objects. The institution of gentility, he 
concluded, "heightened self-consciousness, not in any deep 
philosophical sense, but in the common meaning of becoming 
aware of how one looked in the eyes of others. Self-aware 
performance came about naturally as a result of adopting 
genteel standards of behaviors to elevate human life."7 
Through this social drama, Americans were able to
7Bushman, Refinement of America, xiv.
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demonstrate visibly their gentry status. Working hand in 
hand, the commercial revolution provided the accoutrements 
for gentility, and gentility provided demand for goods. The 
goals were real and perceived power. "In 1744, Dr.
Alexander Hamilton noted with amusement," recounts Bushman, 
"that a fellow traveller who came to breakfast 'in a greasy 
jacket and breeches and a dirty worsted cap' got 'scraps of 
cold veal for breakfast,' rather than the better food served 
to the other guests. Gentility bestowed social power."8
Bushman focuses his study primarily on the houses and 
manners of Delaware's citizens, but his description of the 
phenomenon of gentility also illuminates the developments in 
coffins. Gentility was very much a vast social play with 
beautiful homes providing a stage and genteel objects acting 
as props. The ultimate goal of these performances was to 
solidify one's status as a member of the gentry. Many 
people acquired genteel objects, but in the eighteenth 
century a genteel lifestyle was still the sole property of 
the colonial gentry.
Most of the trappings of gentility adorned formal 
entertainments and social situations, but ultimately 
gentility affected almost every facet of life, including 
death. Although it was not one of the very formal 
entertainments so popular among the gentry, the funeral was 
a public social gathering which provided another opportunity
8Ibid., 62.
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to display one's gentility. Various "stages" displayed the 
scenes of a funeral: sitting up with relatives and the
body, funeral processions, gun firing, prayers, sermons, and 
mourning. The props included mourning clothing, rings, 
gloves, special carriages and biers, and food and drink, but 
the coffin was central. Bushman recognizes the role of new 
furniture forms such as washstands, of fashionable clothing, 
and of proper posture in presenting a genteel body. In the 
last moments — literally—  of a body's social presentation, 
a genteel appearance was aided by a genteel coffin. This 
final "portrait" of the deceased as he was displayed for 
several days and during the burial mattered not at all to 
the corpse. It served to portray the status of his 
survivors and members of his social circle. Thus coffins 
assumed an importance similar to that of clothing and 
furniture in establishing gentility.
In his consideration of houses, Bushman sees the 
adoption of parlors as one of the most significant features 
of gentility. Of all the rooms in the house this one was 
the most elaborately decorated. Parlors had no utility but 
as showplaces for the objects and rituals of genteel life, 
on display for the reception and entertainment of guests.
It is not surprising that it also served as the holding room 
for the coffin and as the assembly place for the friends and 
family attending the funeral.
So it came to be that the properly fitted, fashionable
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coffin was an artifact of gentility. It served to delineate
the status and identity of the deceased, his family, and his
circle. This was important in the incorporation of death
into the common sense understanding of daily life, to
counteract its leveling effect. The consumer revolution
transformed the coffin from the grim box that it had been in
the seventeenth and early eighteenth century to a more
genteel object.
The origins of this consumer revolution lay in England
but its effects were significant and long-reaching. In the
colonies the mentality of consumerism found a similar
footing and was tempered, if at all, only by the lack of
local industry. At the core of this movement was the
reality that more goods were readily available to a greater
number of people who could afford them than before. As Neil
McKendrick wrote in his seminal study of the consumer
revolution in England:
In imitation of the rich, the middle ranks 
spent more frenziedly than ever before, and 
in imitation of them the rest of society 
joined in as best they might.... Spurred on 
by social emulation and class competition, 
men and women surrendered eagerly to the 
pursuit of novelty, the hypnotic effects of 
fashion, and the enticements of persuasive 
commercial propaganda. As a result many 
objects, once the prized possessions of the 
rich, reached further than ever before down 
the social scale.9
9Neil McKendrick, John Brewer, and J.H. Plumb, The 
Birth of a Consumer Society (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1982), Tl.
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This transition deeply affected the world of goods, 
including clothing, ceramics, furniture, and coffins. The 
introduction of coffins to the tenets of fashion created not 
only a different look, but a different approach.
Through the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, 
coffins had not significantly varied. They were made from a 
variety of woods but most commonly of walnut, cypress, and 
pine. Oak, though common in England, was rarely used in 
America. The dressed planks were constructed into a six- or 
sometimes eight-sided box broadening from head to shoulder 
and tapering toward the feet. The vaulted-top coffins 
discovered by Ivor Noel Hume and others are unusual and very 
early examples. Lids were generally flat.10
For most people, that was it. The distinction in cost 
between coffins was usually due to the exterior treatment. 
Before 1750 coffins were often covered with fabric and 
decorated with tacks. A common tack pattern included a 
double row around the perimeter of the lid with other tacks 
forming in the center a name, initials, and/or date. A good 
example incorporating several of these elements is the 
coffin lid of Nathaniel Harrison, who died in 1727.11 The
10See Ivor Noel Hume, Martin's Hundred 
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1982) and
"Martin's Hundred: The Search Continues," Colonial 
Williamsburg Vol. VIII, No. 1 (Autumn 1985T: 5-23.
uThe conserved remnants of the coffin are managed by 
the Virginia Department of Historic Resources, which 
maintains a small file of field drawings and excavation 
notes concerning the burial.
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Harrison grave was excavated in 1977 in Surry County,
Virginia. The coffin, hexagonal with a flat lid, was made
from 3/4" pine and nailed together from the sides.
Material, possibly velvet, covered the coffin, and it was
carried by iron handles at either end. The top of the lid 
was heavily decorated with gilded brass tacks. A double row 
of tacks outlined the edges and remnants indicate that the 
name was spelled out on the lid. The most striking 
decoration which survived in one piece is a skull above 
crossed bones above a heart (see Illustrations 3 and 4).
After 1750 the consumer revolution encouraged craftsmen 
to use applied hardware including handles, escutcheons, and 
plates to distinguish and individualize coffins. As the 
century progressed more of this hardware produced in 
England, especially Birmingham, was being imported into the 
American colonies, changing the look of coffins. Merchants 
offered the hardware in a variety of forms and material, 
including iron, tin, and silver. While advertisements for 
these imports can be found in many places from the busy 
ports of New York to the small tidewater communities of 
Williamsburg and Fredericksburg, Virginia, an investigation 
of Philadelphia as a colonial style center gives a good idea 
of the trend in coffin ornamentation.
Advertisements offering coffin hardware appear in the 
Pennsylvania Gazette eighty-seven times between 1738 and 
1783. "Joyner and Looking-Glass Maker" Lambert Emerson
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Illustration 3
Remains of Nathaniel Harrison's Coffin, 1727 
Virginia Department of Historic Resources, Richmond
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Illustration 4
Sketch of Tack Design, Nathaniel Harrison's Coffin, 1727 
Based on Excavation Records, VA Dept, of Historic Resources
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placed the earliest in 1738. "Coffin Handles" were among 
the mirrors, tea canisters, and furniture hardware he 
offered for sale. Another ad does not appear until ten 
years later. After that a number of ads appear every year 
except three until the outbreak of the Revolution cut off 
the supply. These advertisements reveal several trends.
They clearly show an increase in the use of coffin hardware 
as the century progressed; their frequency tends upward 
except for an anomalous spike in 1758 and a disruption in 
the tumultuous years before the Revolution (see Graph 1).
The number of advertising merchants also indicate this 
trend. In all, thirty-seven different tradesman and 
merchants advertised the sale of coffin hardware in the 
Pennsylvania Gazette. Before 1755, most ads were placed by 
a single person, "joiner" Thomas Maule. But as time went on 
more tradesman including joiners, general merchants, 
carpenters, an ironmonger, and an upholsterer, evidently 
found it profitable to advertise coffin hardware among their 
many other offerings.
In addition to the trend toward greater availability of 
hardware, the ads reveal a greater variety. The ads prior 
to 1749 mention only "Coffin Handles" or "Coffin handles and 
screws." An ad of July 27, 1749, offered "also tinn'd 
coffin handles and screws, by the dozen or gross, silver'd 
or lacker'd furniture for coffins." Thereafter many of the 
ads reveal a wider variety of available styles. For
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Advertisements for Coffin Furniture in the Pennsylvania Gazette
1738-1783
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example, Joseph Redman's 1755 ad offered "plain and flower'd 
silver'd coffin handles," and Jonathan Shoemaker in 1761 
advertised "coffin setts with squares, coffin handles, both 
silvered and plain, letters and figures, large and small."
The differences are sometimes unclear, but several ads 
indicate that coffin hardware fashions took into account age 
and gender. A good example is the 1759 ad of Jonathan Zane 
which offered "mens, womens, youths and childrens coffin 
[handles]." Finally, it is clear that the merchants and 
tradesmen were also offering variety in price, the primary 
determinant being the choice of "silver'd" or the less 
expensive "tinn'd" hardware.12
The sample is relatively small, but it reveals 
important general trends. Such a detailed survey of the 
advertisements of the other major colonial cities would be 
helpful in confirming these trends. The work of George 
Francis Dow, Alfred Cox Prime, and Rita S. Gottesman 
indicate the presence of similar advertisements in Boston,
New York and Charleston. However, each of these works is a 
mere gleaning of newspapers. The authors focused on formal 
arts and crafts and included only those advertisements they 
considered interesting. As such, their works are not by any
12Appendix A lists the date, name of advertiser, 
occupation if given, and the complete description of coffin 
hardware offered for each of the 87 advertisements in the 
Pennsylvania Gazette.
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means detailed surveys.13 Of the ads they reproduce, the few 
for coffin hardware confirm that this type of advertising 
began in the 1730s as it did Philadelphia. The South 
Carolina Gazette ran the following advertisement on November 
16, 1734:
"This is to give notice that Charles 
Wareham, Joiner, late from Boston, N.
England, maketh all sorts of Tables, Chests,
Chests of Drawers, Desks, Bookcases, etc. As 
also Coffins of the newest fashion, never as 
yet made in Charlestown...."14
The advertisements also indicate that hardware increasingly
diversified as the century progressed. Dow cites an
advertisement from The Boston News-Letter of March 7, 1746,
offering "Handles and Squares for Coffins."15 By 1758
another advertisement in The Boston News-Letter offered:
To be sold by Arthur Savage Tomorrow Evening 
at his Vendue Room, about 50 sett of Neat 
Polished Coffin Furniture, consisting of 
Breast Plates, Angels, Flowers, Posts, etc.16
Most coffin hardware was imported from England. There
was no large-scale domestic manufacture of coffin hardware
until 1800, so it appears in the colonial newspapers of
13See: George Francis Dow, The Arts and Crafts of New 
England 1704-1775 (New York: DaCapo Press, 1967); Alfred Cox 
Prime, The Arts~and Crafts in Philadelphia, Maryland, and 
South Carolina 1721-1785 (Philadelphia: The Walpole Society, 
1529); and Rita S. Gottesman, The Arts and Crafts in New 
York 1726-1776 (New York: New York Historical Society,
OTT---------
14Prime, Arts and Crafts, 185.
15D ow , Arts and Crafts, 227.
16Ibid., 231.
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ports linking colonies to the manufacturers of Birmingham
and other English cities. From there coffin hardware
certainly made its way into the hands of rural cabinetmakers
and merchants. The urban areas, style-setters for the rest
of the country, showed the strongest trend toward
decoration. They had the largest concentrations of upper-
and middle-class consumers able to afford decorated coffins.
In some cases, these urban middle-class consumers
provided enough business for the coffin trade to allow the
occasional tradesman to specialize his practice similar to
London's undertakers. In a few cases, tradesmen devoted
their entire business to furnishing customers with coffins,
mourning paraphernalia, and hearses. An early example was
the business of John DeNyce of Philadelphia. His
advertisement in the Pennsylvania Gazette offered
significantly more than just coffin furniture:
At the sign of the herse... is undertaken the 
supplying of funerals with all material, viz.
Coffins, hat bands, handkerchiefs, gloves, 
black and white, &c. Said undertaker has a 
very convenient carriage, or herse, that may 
be of great service to those that have a 
distance to carry; it may be drawn by one 
horse, with as much ease as a chaise, or 
chair: any person that applys to him for the
coffin, &c. may have the use of the carriage, 
with its harness, gratis, if they provide a 
horse, or with a horse on reasonable terms; 
as it is convenient for many, who are obliged 
to borrow or use chaise wheels, it is hoped 
this may meet with encouragement, as he will 
make the coffin, and sell the mourning, as 
cheap as any other person, being so well 
provided, that any common funeral may be 
supplied in five hours after notice.
Likewise all sorts of joyners work made, and
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coffin furniture sold, by JOHN DE NYCE.17 
In other cases, it is clear that the demand was great enough 
to have ready-made coffins prepared for sale rather than 
custom-built for each death. For instance, Thomas Maule's 
1753 advertisement listed simply "coffin." In 1760, 
Philadelphian John Hill, "coffin maker," offered "ready made 
Coffins, with Ridged or Flat Tops." In 17 63, Hill 
advertised "Ready made Coffins" of various types of wood.10
The commercialization of coffins contributed to 
society's emphasis on beautification, one of the most 
important elements of the system of gentility. Bushman 
insists that beauty was at the heart of gentility. It held 
together the diverse genteel traits of delicacy, 
sensibility, and taste. However, it also emphasized the 
negative aspect of the overwhelming focus on performance. 
Social critics found settings and performances wanting; 
what was "ugly" required improvement. Beautification gave 
gentility a mission to improve the world, and thus created a 
larger stage for performance and ensured continued social 
acceptance. Though rarely articulated in America before the 
nineteenth century, this mission was supported politically 
and intellectually; those with taste were endowed with 
power and respect, and aesthetic philosophy experienced a
17The Pennsylvania Gazette (April 5, 1753) .
18The Pennsylvania Gazette (October 4, 1763); (June 12, 
1760); (November 3, 1763).
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revival in England and Europe.19 One's person and 
surrounding objects must be beautiful, and the coffin in its 
way was both. Members of the gentry imposed standards of 
taste on all objects. In a final performance of the body 
and character of the deceased, orchestrated by others who 
had a stake in his social status, a genteel death indicated 
a genteel life.
It is important to note the role of others in this 
performance, for during the eighteenth century friends and 
family still benefitted from a community-based system of 
mourning. Gentry status, the ultimate result of gentility 
in the eighteenth century, was of significant value to 
survivors. American society in the eighteenth century was 
still relatively small and close-knit, which to survivors 
raised the value of gentry status by association. At the 
beginning of the century the population of New York was less 
than 20,000. By 1780 the combined population of all the 
states was barely 2.5 million. Population size in the 
eighteenth century is a significant factor in the discussion 
of community-oriented ritual, because each death had more 
impact than it would later when the population soared and 
communities became more dispersed. In a relatively small 
population, as was the case through most of the eighteenth 
century, a death acted as an assertion of communal 
solidarity and reordering. Funerals gave mourners an
19Bushman, Refinement of America, 96-9.
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opportunity to get together and renew relationships, share 
news of the community, and "share" mourning by distributing 
scarves, rings, and other gifts.
In the South generally and Virginia specifically, such 
mourning ritual was closely aligned with the idea of 
hospitality as discussed by Dell Upton. Among the virtues 
associated with this idea was the quality Virginians called 
"good neighborhood," which recognized the commonality that 
binds all people together regardless of personal standing. 
Upton discusses this social system in light of its role in 
the mixture of holy and profane things in Anglican churches 
in eighteenth-century Virginia. Hospitality closely 
corresponded with the Christian value of self-sacrificing 
charity. However, it also incorporated secular elements of 
personal display and class consciousness. As Upton writes, 
the "metaphor of hospitality gave meaning to the Christian 
world view espoused in church, and it sanctified the secular 
world of the gentry."20 No other ritual, Upton believes, 
seems to have been more ideally suited to the expression of 
hospitality than the meal. "It involved the provision of 
goods directly necessary to the survival of the guest; it 
was capable of being easily judged in quality and quantity; 
it was served on table coverings and with ware that 
demonstrated the host's economic standing; and it brought 
host and guest together in a face-to-face relationship in
20Upton, Holy Things and Profane, 173.
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the performance of a mutually understood ritual of long 
standing."21 The same holy and profane qualities that Upton 
describes were an important part of funerals. When a death 
threatened a community's order, principles of hospitality 
were evident in shared meals and alcohol. Even after giving 
mourning rings and gloves had passed from popularity, 
funeral meals remained an important part of the ritual well 
into the nineteenth century. In such acts of hospitality 
eighteenth-century mourning shaped and manipulated the 
community of the living. Throughout the process the 
decorated and paraded coffin did the same.
What was the reason for this new interest in coffin 
decoration? It was not simply availability. The 
importation of coffin hardware is part of a much larger 
lasting consumer revolution and its common use discounts an 
explanation of mere novelty. Many objects including 
coffins, created and marketed in numbers and ways never 
before seen, were caught up in the lively dramas of social 
interaction. They were displayed or worn in very public 
places, such as parlours and dining rooms, so they would be 
clearly seen. Mourners carried coffins in public 
processions to the grave, in addition to displaying them in 
the home. The indentured tutor John Harrower recorded the 
death of his young charge's mother in Virginia in 1775. In 
his account he describes a well decorated coffin and its
21Ibid., 166.
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display and procession:
Saturday 11th.
This night I sat up all night with the Corps 
in Company with Miss Lucy Gaines, Miss Molly 
White, and Mr. Frazer our Overseer.
Sunday 12th.
At Sunset this evening the Corps being drest 
in a Calico Goun and white apron was put in a 
black Walnut Coffin lined with Flanen and 
pinchback handles. The corps has also a 
sheet round them; I sat up this night also in 
Company with the former young Ladies and Mr.
Heely Schoolmaster at Mr. Spotswoods.
Munday 13th.
At 10 AM I screwed down the lid of the Coffin 
and in company with Mr. Frazer and John 
McDearman we put it on a Chair Carriage which 
was drove by a Niger to Snow Creek grave 
Yard. The Col. & we accompanying the Corps 
ther where we put them in the Grave which was 
betwixt five and six foot deep and filled the 
grave half up with earth and then overlaid it 
with plank and so left it.
Tuesday 14th March 1775.
This forenoon came here Mr. Man Page's Coach 
with 4 or 5 Gentlemen in it and after dinner 
they in Compy. with the Coll. his Lady and 
the daughter of the deceased went to the 
grave & heard the service of the dead read by 
one Mr. Wilson after which the grave was 
fully closed up.22
As the system of gentility grew ever more present and 
powerful in the lives of Americans, many of its precepts 
began to clash with those of Christianity, especially 
concerning the role of death in society and how coffins 
represented that role. Death was a moral lesson to the 
primarily Protestant/Calvinistic Christians of eighteenth-
22Edward Miles Riley, ed., The Journal of John Harrower 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1963) , 51~.
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century America. That lesson emphasized the community of
Christians and their common fate, young, old, weak,
powerful, poor and rich. Consider the messages supplied to
mourners by the coffin lid of Nathaniel Harrison (see
Illustrations 3 and 4). The lid's decoration of a skull
above crossed bones above a heart provides an obvious moral
lesson: death and life were always intertwined. This moral
lesson was inherent in more than just the coffins and
gravestones so closely associated with death. It appeared
throughout society and was an important part of early
education. Samplers and children's books were filled with
this same message, as in the eighteenth century sampler of
Elizabeth D. McIntosh which was completed at "Miss A. Ware's
School," and in an illustrated metamorphosis book made
around 1780. Besides displaying her sewing ability,
Elizabeth McIntosh's sampler incorporated a verse most
likely learned at her school:
Plant in thy breast Oh, darling youth 
The seeds of virtue, love, and truth 
They'll bloom and charm when beauty fades 
And be a guard when death invades. 3
The metamorphosis book of 1780 tells the story of a young
man who survives the trials and tribulations of life to
build a fortune, yet he finds in the end that nothing
protects him from death. The final illustration shows a
well dressed gentleman with a cane. As the fold is lifted,
23Collection of the Jamestown-Yorktown Educational 
Trust, Yorktown Victory Center, Yorktown, Virginia.
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the picture shows him ill in bed. The verse beckons the 
reader:
Sickness is come & Death draws nigh 
Help Gold & Silver, ere I Die,
It will not do, for its but Dross
Turn up & see Man's end at last.
Turning up the last leaf transforms the picture to show
Death in the form of a skeleton standing over the man's bed.
A coffin awaits in the background (see Illustration 5),24
The use of death as instructional to Christians was well
ingrained in American society and lingered long after these
examples until at least the 1820s and 1830s. In 1815 young
Sarah Gould of Huntington, New York embroidered a sampler
with the poem:
My Brothers and My Sisters dear,
For you we drop the mourning tear,
And from your tombs I hear you say,
Prepare for Death Make no delay,
The old must die, the younger may.
She updated it as family members died in 1820 and 1825.25
However, the symbolism of death, indeed its whole nature,
began to change with the rise of gentility and its
incorporation of the coffin. The cultural system of
gentility fused death with a new, more worldly character
that opposed the traditional Christian approach. Instead of
24Collection of the Jamestown-Yorktown Educational 
Trust, Yorktown Victory Center, Yorktown, Virginia.
25P.G. Buckley, "Truly We Live in a Dying World: 
Mourning on Long Island," in Pike and Armstrong, A Time To 
Mourn, 116.
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«
Metamorphosis Book, 1780 
Collection of Jamestown-Yorktown Educational Trust
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focusing on the community of Christians at the time of a 
death, genteel citizens began to emphasize the individual.
The clash between these two systems would greatly alter them 
in the latter part of the eighteenth century and the 
beginning of the nineteenth. We can see this clash and the 
beginnings of the transformation of gentility in the 
symbolic uses of coffins.
It is not always easy to interpret the symbolic 
meanings of an isolated artifact. The ideological 
connotations symbolized by artifacts are rarely inherent in 
their structure and form. The problem with material culture 
has often been that objects have been used only to confirm 
what we already know. However, if we think of objects as 
symbols and signs, in a very literary sense, then we have 
the opportunity to translate them. The coffin as an object 
can be read as part of the discourse of the funeral. We can 
extrapolate this approach to investigate and analyze the 
printed image of the object. The image of the coffin was 
used in a variety of ways in colonial America. It was 
painted on signboards and printed in books, pamphlets, and 
broadsides.
In England craftsmen and merchants involved in the 
undertaking trade frequently reproduced the image of a 
coffin on their signs and tradecards. A great variety of 
English tradesman offered undertaking services. These 
services were clearly signified by a coffin on their
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
tradecard or in the name of the establishment. In England 
the image of the coffin primarily represented the trade of 
undertaking. This was not immediately the case in America, 
where undertaking as a specialty developed much more slowly. 
Undertaking services in America generally remained 
supplemental to a variety of craftsmen and were only loosely 
organized until the early nineteenth century. In America it 
was rare to use a coffin to represent a coffin maker or an 
undertaker. Two instances are announcements in the 
Pennsylvania Gazette. In 1763, Joseph Pratt, "Cabinet and 
Chairmaker," announced the removal of his shop "at the Sign 
of the Coffin" to a new location.26 In another ad in 1757, 
Philadelphia "joiner" Samuel Williams referred to his shop 
at "the sign of the Cradle and Coffin."27 The one tradesman 
whose advertised business closely equated the undertaking 
specialization of England was John DeNyce, whose shop was at 
"the sign of the hearse." Colonial Americans rarely saw 
these representations of coffins. Coffins would more often 
have been reproduced in pamphlets and broadsides. The 
symbolism inherent in these images was very different from 
ads and trade signs. Rather than as a sign of the 
undertaking trade, in America the image of the coffin came 
to symbolize death itself.
Elizabeth Carroll Reilly's compilation of colonial
26The Pennsylvania Gazette (March 17, 1763) .
27The Pennsylvania Gazette (November 17, 1757) .
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American printers' ornaments and illustrations is a good 
source to investigate how the image of the coffin was used 
in America. Reilly's work represents a systematic inventory 
of all of the ornaments and illustrations which appeared in 
the books, pamphlets, and broadsides printed in America 
between 1640 and 1776.28 The symbolic presentation of these 
images shows the continued struggle between gentility and 
Christianity. The earliest images tend to portray death in 
traditional Christian communal terms of the Resurrection.
They were used to instruct the community in the ways of 
God's judgment. In direct conflict with these Christian 
images, which ultimately judged all men the same, were 
others which called attention to the differing status of 
individuals in death. As the century progressed, the coffin 
came to symbolize individual deaths rather than communal 
understandings of death.
In 1746, B. Gray of Boston printed the first American 
image of a coffin in the pamphlet The History of the Holy 
Jesus. Like many of the other published images of coffins, 
the work was an American copy of an English imprint,
28Elizabeth Carroll Reilly, A Dictionary of Colonial 
American Printers' Ornaments and Illustrations (Worcester,
MA: American Antiquarian Society, 1975). The work examines
all the imprints listed in Charles Evans, American 
Bibliography; Roger Bristol, Supplements to Charles Evans1 
American Bibliography; Clifford K. Shipton and James E. 
Mooney, National Index of American Imprints Through 1800:
The Short Title Evans; and C. William Miller, Benjamin 
Franklin's Philadelphia Printing. According to tne author, 
these volumes list virtually all of the extant books, 
pamphlets, and broadsides printed in America before 1800.
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although these images do represent the work of American 
printers. As Reilly notes, most of the type was imported 
from England; however, imported illustrations are rare, or 
at least undocumented. Since illustrations were keyed 
directly to a specific text, the time and expense involved 
in importing illustrations would have been prohibitive. 
American printers made most illustrations in American 
publications.29
In all, fifty-nine publications containing images of 
coffins have survived (see Appendix B). Many are simply 
different editions of the same publication with occasional 
alterations in the illustrations. Thirty-seven of the 
fifty-nine are various editions of three small chapbooks, 
intended primarily for children: The History of Holy Jesus,
The Prodigal Daughter, and The New England Primer. These 
three books account for all but one of the surviving 
pictures of coffins published before 1770. In 1770, images 
of coffins appeared in print comparatively frequently.
Other than editions of the aforementioned children's books, 
printers produced images of coffins as part of the 
outpouring of grief over the death of orator and evangelist 
George Whitfield and the Boston Massacre. Over the next 
five years the coffin continued to be seen on printed 
elegies and death announcements (see Graph 2).
A close investigation of these images reveals colonial
29Reilly, Colonial American Printers' Ornaments, xxi.
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Graph 2
Images of Coffins Published in Colonial America 
1746-1775
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American attitudes toward death and its incorporation into 
society. The exploration of images in turn reveals the 
meaning people gave to their source, the actual coffins.
This meaning may not have been expressed in personal 
accounts of funerals or in merchants' advertisements and 
bills. In the eighteenth century, the image of the coffin 
came to represent the phenomenon of death itself. It had 
undoubtedly become such a common artifact that the sight of 
the familiar six-sided box would immediately signal to all 
that death was involved. The images which most commonly 
represent death in funeral elegies up to the mid eighteenth 
century are the skull and crossbones, winged hourglasses, 
picks and shovels, and scythe-wielding skeletons. They are 
rather impersonal symbols more representative of the 
Christian collective attitude of decay and of the final hour 
than the connotations of preservation and individual 
identity that genteel coffins elicited. These earlier 
symbols did not disappear when coffins attained a similar 
symbolic role. In fact they often merged; a skull and 
crossbones might be displayed on the lid of a coffin. Such 
decorative techniques also occurred on actual, not printed, 
coffins, as mentioned earlier in the case of Nathaniel 
Harrison. The earlier, impersonal death symbols remain an 
important part of the eighteenth-century approach to death, 
as reminders or memento mori.
This new approach to death was less accepting of
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society's resignation. As the newer generations struggled 
to understand the place of death in their experience, these 
two major systems only created anxiety in their conflict.
This can be seen in the various symbolic uses of the coffin 
in the pamphlets and broadsides of the eighteenth century.
The three children's books are good examples of the 
traditional Christian approach to death. The History of 
Holy Jesus relates the story of the Resurrection, and shows 
and angel trumpeting over three coffins, presumably calling 
them to rise up. The Prodigal Daughter tells about a girl 
"who because her parents would not support her in all her 
Extravagance, bargained with the devil.... She lay in a 
trance for four days and when she was put into the grave, 
she came to life again and related the wonderful things she 
saw in the other world."30 Each edition shows the girl's 
shrouded figure rising from her coffin. The New England 
Primer, with its illustrated alphabet, was directed to 
younger children. Even they were not too young to learn a 
simple lesson of death. Beside the picture of a figure in a 
coffin is the legend "Xerxes the great did die, And so must 
you and I."31
In print and in actuality the coffin served as a 
powerful symbol of and warning against the consequences of
30The Prodigal Daughter (Boston: Isaiah Thomas, 1772).
31The New England Primer Improved (Boston: J. Green,
1750).
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deviating from a moral life.32 Colonial newspapers and 
pamphlets abound with the grisly details of public 
executions, which is significant to this study. Like many, 
James Prouse and James Mitchell, convicted of burglary in 
Philadelphia in 1730, were "brought forth to suffer....
They were then placed in a Cart, together with a Coffin for 
each of them, and led thro' the Town to the Place of 
Execution."33 In the 1749 case of Mary Rogers of Boston, 
she "walked to the gallows with a velvet hood on... and upon 
her arrival at the tree, she mounted the cart, and sat upon 
the coffin prepared for her, where she heard the death 
warrant read."34 By this time the use of coffins was so 
common that it was symbolic to the accused and to the 
spectators of a last horrifying reminder of the consequences 
of crime. As if the parading of the accused and his coffin 
were not enough, a man in Williamsburg, Virginia was 
executed and his "Body being put into a Coffin, with this 
Inscription, MERCY TRIUMPH OVER JUSTICE, was delivered to
32Karen Halttunen's work on early murder narratives 
links these images with the development of horror in 
American society. She believes that carefully crafting and 
reading murder narratives helped assign meaning to these 
crimes through their representation of evil as an unchecked 
passion. Coffins, as I later show, incorporated this 
symbolism of evil as part of pre-Revolutionary protests.
Karen Halttunen, "Early American Murder Narratives: The 
Birth of Horror," in Richard Wightman Fox and T.J. Jackson 
Lears, The Power of Culture (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1993) .
33The Pennsylvania Gazette (January 20, 1730) .
34The Pennsylvania Gazette (July 27, 1749) .
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his Friends.1,35
One case in particular, the trial and execution of Levi 
Ames, caught the fancy of printers and pamphleteers. In the 
broadside Theft and Murder; A Poem on the Execution of Levi 
Ames..., the printer included a scene of the hanging. A 
large crowd and an officer on horseback watch the body 
swinging from a gibbet (see Illustration 6). The criminal's 
coffin on a cart is prominent. A man at the top of a ladder 
appears to be cutting down the corpse to be placed in the 
coffin. Another, An Exhortation to Young and Old to be 
Cautious of Small Crimes... Qccaisioned by the Unhappy Case 
of Levi Ames, is slightly different (see Illustration 7). A 
similar crowd gathers, but the criminal has not yet been 
hanged. He is shown sitting atop the gibbet, rope around 
his neck, about to be tipped off. The coffin is noticeably 
absent from the scene, but this was remedied by the printer, 
who added a second illustration of a coffin next to the 
scene of the gibbet. The coffin illustration was reused 
from an earlier pamphlet (see Illustration 8). However, 
while the coffin incorporated these older symbolic purposes, 
the appearance of the coffin as a new symbol also indicated 
a changing attitude toward death. The increasing use of 
coffined burial, the new opportunities to personalize 
coffins through decorative hardware, and the consumer 
revolution brought an increased attention to death.
35The Pennsylvania Gazette (May 17, 1753) .
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Illustration 6
Woodcut from Theft and Murder:
A Poem on the Execution of Levi Ames...
From A Dictionary of Colonial American Printers' 
Ornaments and Illustrations
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Illustration 7
Woodcut from An Exhortation to Young and Old 
to be Cautious of Small Crimes...
From A Dictionary of Colonial American 
P r i nters1 Ornaments and Illustrations
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Illustration 8
Coffin Illustration from An Exhortation to Young and Old 
to be Cautious of Small Crimes...
From A Dictionary of Colonial American 
Printers' Ornaments and Illustrations
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Certainly death came to all, as we are reminded by the older 
images, but the use of coffins and their role in indicating 
status and identity created a death that did not come the 
same to everyone.
Gentility personalized death and so a heightened sense 
of calamity accompanied this greater attention on death.
This is borne out through the printing of the coffin symbol 
in eighteenth-century pamphlets and broadsides. In addition 
to the three children's texts mentioned before, the first 
images of coffins were printed in broadsides expressing 
grief over the death of George Whitfield in 1770, the 
accidental drowning of ten people during a pleasure 
excursion off Salem, Massachusetts, in 1773, and the death 
of four women and two children in a house fire in Boston in 
1774. Jarring were the death of an influential orator and 
servant of God, the sudden death of a party of boaters, and 
the perishing by flame of women and children. In each case, 
boldly printed coffins on the pamphlets announced the loss. 
Death in the Christian community had dealt with this loss in 
the shared expectation of redemption and resurrection. 
However, in the system of gentility, the loss was more 
pronounced because it was more individualized. A death 
created a gap in the social hierarchy which would not have 
been felt so keenly by the Christian community.
In the years before the Revolution, political groups 
usurped the cultural vigilance symbolized in the traditional
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Christian approach to coffins. In the growing political 
tension of the late 1760s and early 1770s, the symbolism 
inherent in the coffin seemed to many to be an appropriate 
way to signal the warning of the looming "death" of rights 
and liberty in colonial America. Thus death and coffins 
again became an important intersection of cultural systems, 
not only of gentility and Christianity, but of another 
cultural system, republicanism.
After the three children's books, the next 
published image of a coffin was for a Pennsylvania German 
broadside printed in celebration of the repeal of the Stamp 
Act (see Illustration 9). Symbols, including a sun beaming 
on a globe which shows America, illustrate the sheet. A man 
rises from a coffin with the word "Freedom" boldly printed 
above him.36 Various groups around the colonies even 
translated the imagery of America's rights and liberty 
escaping from political death into three-dimensional 
symbolism. They held mock funerals and paraded coffins as 
protests against the Stamp Act. On the day set for the 
beginning of the Act, protesters gave notice to the "Friends 
of Liberty" in Portsmouth "to attend her Funeral, which was 
to be at 3 o'clock, P.M. a Coffin having been previously 
prepared, and neatly ornamented, on the Lid of which was 
wrote LIBERTY, aged 145, STAMPED, computing from the Era of
36Philadelphia den 19ten May 1766... (Philadelphia: 
Anthony Armbruster, 17 66).
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Illustration 9
111
Woodcut from Philadelphia den 19ten May 1766..., 
From A Dictionary of Colonial American 
Printers' Ornaments and Illustrations
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our Forefathers landing at Plymouth from England."37
Protestors marched the coffin through the major streets to a
grave outside of town. There they gave a funeral oration and
at the final moment, took up the coffin and altered the
inscription to "Liberty Revived." Instead, demonstrators
threw a copy of the Stamp Act into the grave and buried it.
In South Carolina, demonstrators burned effigies and
searched for stamped papers. According to observers, "the
bells of St. Michael's church rang muffled all day; and,
during the procession, there was a most solemn knell for the
burial of a coffin, on which was inscribed 'American
Liberty.'"38 Likewise, the residents of Wilmington, North
Carolina "assembled, and produced an Effigy of LIBERTY,
which they put into a Coffin, and marched in solemn
Procession to the Church Yard, a Drum in Mourning beating
before them, and the Town Bell, muffled, ringing a doleful
knell at the same Time."39
In Providence, the coffin played a slightly different
role, intended for the local stamp distributor rather than
for symbolic Liberty.
It is reported here, that a Number of People 
lately got together at the Island of New 
Providence, applied to the Stamp Distributor, 
and earnestly desired he would decline acting 
in that Office. Upon his flatly refusing to
37Pennsylvania Gazette (November 21, 1765) .
38The Pennsylvania Gazette (January 2, 1766) .
39Ibid.
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do so, they told him, if he did not comply 
with their Demand, they would bury him alive; 
but he persisted in Denial. They then 
prepared a Coffin, forced him into it, 
fastened on the Cover, and lowered the living 
Lump to the Bottom of a Grave dug for that 
Purpose, and slowly threw after it about two
Bushels of dirt  The brave Prisoner then
consented to resign his odious Employment, 
and the People immediately drew him up, heard 
him redeliver his Resignation in a more 
articulate Manner, gave him his LIBERTY, and 
heartily congratulated him on his Restoration 
to the fresh Air 40
The crowds who attended and read about mock funerals 
and protests would have been aware of the popular image of 
the coffin. When turmoil flared again in 1770 around the 
Boston Massacre, black coffins on broadsides announced to 
the American public the deaths of individuals. The images 
also warned them of their own possible fate and of the fate 
of their rights and liberties. The battles of Concord and 
Bunker's Hill dealt succeeding blows to liberty and freedom, 
and again the familiar coffins lined announcements and 
public proclamations. Just as coffins were meant to warn 
those attending public funerals and hangings, images of 
coffins on several pamphlets were clear political warnings 
(if not direct threats) to Massachusetts Governor Thomas 
Hutchinson and Solicitor General Alexander Wedderburn. For 
his part in the publication of private letters sent by 
Hutchinson to England, Wedderburn harshly treated Benjamin 
Franklin and dismissed him from his post of Deputy
^Pennsylvania Gazette (October 31, 17 65).
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Postmaster General. In reaction to these insults and to the 
inflammatory nature of Hutchinson's letter, a pamphlet in 
Philadelphia which was reprinted in New York described the 
conviction, hanging and burning of the effigies of 
Wedderburn and Hutchinson. Mock epitaphs surrounded by the 
familiar black coffins followed. It did not matter that the 
coffin illustrations were reused from earlier pamphlets and 
still carried the initials of two men killed in the Boston 
Massacre. The coffins themselves were powerful symbols, 
which may have also been used in that manner by the British 
Army, who in 1775 shipped 2,000 coffins to Boston.41 Was it 
a scare tactic to make the patriots think twice about 
rebellion? Few in England expected the rebels to put up 
enough resistance to require importing so many coffins. If 
this gesture was meant to intimidate it may have had the 
opposite effect. The coffin had become a politically- 
charged symbol that rallied the colonials to the cause of 
independence rather than reminded them of the potential 
consequences.
Yet republicanism was only partly successful in its 
legitimation of death. It soon came into conflict with 
gentility and its emphasis on coffin decoration in the years 
before the Revolution. Republicanism made the Revolution 
more than a political break from British colonialism. Its 
goal as a social movement was moral reformation. Wealth and
41Virginia Gazette (October 21, 1775) .
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luxury in all facets of life were more prevalent than ever
and they seemed to be tearing the social fabric. Many
believed that this demoralizing luxury was encouraged by a
corrupt England and Europe. By 1776, many associated this
corruption with the monarchy.42 One natural response was to
boycott English goods and many Americans extended this
boycott beyond high profile objects such as tea and
textiles. Boycotts also targeted funerals and their
accoutrements. The town of Newport met and resolved,
That at the Funeral of any of our Relations 
or Friends, we will not give Scarfs nor Rings 
to any Person; nor Gloves to any, except the 
Ministers attending, which Gloves shall be of 
the Manufacture of some of the British 
Colonies in America; and that we will not 
ourselves, nor suffer any of our Families to 
make Use of any Mourning upon the Death of 
even the nearest Relation; nor upon such an 
Occasion procure any new Garments, but what 
shall be absolutely necessary.43
In like manner Middleborough, Massachusetts, and many
colonial towns adopted measures of frugality and economy,
and identified funeral practices as one area of much needed
reform. "The practice of the town relative to funerals," it
was reported, "by which a saving has been made of £100,000
is to give gloves only to bearers and ministers; to make
use of no other mourning for the nearest relations."44 The
4ZGordon Wood, The Creation of the American Republic 
1776-1787 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1969), 107-10.
43The Pennsylvania Gazette (December 24, 1767) .
44The Pennsylvania Gazette (December 31, 1767).
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political symbolism of coffins and the boycott of English 
products, especially those used in a public ritual where 
one's solidarity could easily be witnessed, may well explain 
the drop in advertisements for coffin hardware in The 
Pennsylvania Gazette in the late 1760s.
Republicanism came to be much more than a system of 
governance for America. As a lifestyle, it affected in 
intimate ways how Americans lived. Like Christianity, it 
emphasized a collective body, rather than an individual, and 
so it continued to clash with gentility. In 1776, 
Republicanism and Christianity shared similar visions of the 
corporate commonwealth. Gordon Wood states that the 
"individual rights so much talked of in 1776 were generally 
regarded as defenses designed to protect a united people 
against their rulers and not as devices intended to set off 
parts of the people against the majority."45
Observers labeled as anti-republican instances of 
deference through honorifics and other identifiers. To be 
from a "good family" or of "genteel" background was no 
longer necessarily a good thing. For example, 
advertisements for employment that included these catch 
phrases to entice applicants were called into question. A 
Baltimore correspondent responded to one ad, "Now what are 
their good families and gentility to the republicans of 
America? We accomplished the late Revolution without being
45Wood, Creation of the American Republic, 60.
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Well Born... cannot you manage your Books of accounts, or 
take care of our stores and kitchens without being Well 
Born?"46 Similar feelings undoubtedly affected the American 
approach to death. What good were frivolous coffins and 
genteel funeral behavior to a dead Republican American and 
to those that were left behind?
Despite its lofty rhetoric, republicanism ultimately 
failed to change burial practices. Americans continued to 
purchase decorated coffins and create a refined death in 
spite of calls for simple republican virtue. American 
republicans had appropriated the symbolic nature of coffins, 
but had not altered the design and marketing of coffins 
themselves. Republicanism did not sufficiently legitimize 
death and burial for the emerging generation. Neither, for 
that matter, did Christianity and even gentility, though it 
had captured the most influence. However, in the nineteenth 
century the nation's changing society transformed gentility 
into a system that performed this function.
46Ibid., 71.
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Chapter Three
The Coffin in America 1790-1870:
The Development of Respectability
The Revolutionary War produced aberrant cultural 
trends, and the institutions and customs of death were not 
excepted. Shortages, inflation, and the greater number of 
dead simplified funerals and burial. Some struggled to 
overcome these obstacles. At least one Virginia merchant, 
Henry Kellum of Williamsburg, smuggled in coffin hardware.
He offered for auction "coffin and desk furniture" which had 
been "saved from the wreck of the Brigantine Nautilus, who 
was lately chased on shore by the enemy about 30 miles to 
the southward of Cape Henry."1 American practices returned 
to normal at war's end. Most notably, the importation of 
English manufactured goods, including coffin hardware, 
resumed nearly immediately. However, the legacy of the 
Revolution was a drive toward the legitimation of an 
American culture, and American commercial interests would 
play and important part in its development. By the 1790s 
domestic manufacture and business was beginning to break the 
British dominance over American markets. One
Virginia Gazette (March 19, 1779).
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of the most important results of this development was the 
greater availability of genteel objects or at least more 
affordable substitutes. As more people adopted a genteel 
lifestyle, gentility became more inclusive. The class line 
between members of the gentry and others was less clear, and 
the new social environment acknowledged respectability 
rather than gentry status. It followed that a respectable 
death emphasized beautification and sentiment and became a 
very different legitimation from a genteel death.
American coffins showed greater use of interior and 
exterior decoration. What before the war had been reserved 
for a smaller portion of the population was becoming more 
available to the middle and even some lower ranks of 
society. More and more coffins were draped with rich 
fabrics on the interior and used metal escutcheons, plates, 
and screws on the outside. More Americans wanted and could 
afford ornate coffins and funerals. Better internal 
transportation and markets gave small-town merchants and 
tradesmen the opportunity to meet the demand.
The ritual context of the coffin also changed 
significantly in this period. The American funeral service 
and mourning in general incorporated sentimental actions and 
symbols. A personal and national fascination with death 
resulted in its memorialization and a heightened sense of 
emotion. The communal nature of the funeral also changed.
The sentimentalization of mourning personalized the process,
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and yet mourners were encouraged to make personal grief 
public.
It would be wrong to indicate that these changes 
occurred unhindered in the new century, when in fact this 
transformation owes much to the clash of genteel culture and 
evangelical religion in the early nineteenth century. The 
worldliness inherent in fashionable living directly 
contradicted the teachings of evangelical Christianity which 
stressed the rejection of superfluous ornament. Ornate 
coffins were drawn into the contest by competing movements 
of democratization. In each case, ordinary people were 
called upon to become important participants.
Respectability challenged everyone to incorporate parlour 
culture into their lives. Likewise, the Second Great 
Awakening challenged everyone to be involved in its 
religious reconstruction. Its revivalistic spirit was 
different from the First Great Awakening, when people had 
"waited as men are wont to wait for showers of rain, without 
even imagining that any duty was incumbent upon them as 
instruments." The spirit of the the Second Great 
Awakening's revivals was democratic and populist calling all 
to participate in word, song, and deed.2 Torn by 
simultaneous calls to adopt and abandon genteel ways the
2Winthrop S. Hudson, Religion in America (New York: 
Macmillan Publishing Company, 1987), l3l, and Nathan 0. 
Hatch, The Democratization of American Christianity (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 158$), 5~, 5F!
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large middle class eventually adapted each to fit.
As Richard Bushman notes in his history of the 
refinement of America, gentility and opposition to it rose 
at almost the same time in the eighteenth century. Yet it 
was not until around the turn of the nineteenth century that 
this opposition began to alter the system of gentility, 
which by the mid nineteenth century became a system Bushman 
calls respectability. Like gentility, respectability 
focused on self-conscious performance requiring proper 
ornaments, and a person's deportment was always under 
critical scrutiny by neighbors, friends, and family.
However, its goal was to be perceived as respectable rather 
than eminent, and its stage shifted from the community to 
the family and home. In Bushman's words, respectability was 
a growing "vernacular gentility" arising from people's 
ability to acquire less expensive substitutes for the 
objects of genteel life. The growing middle class could not 
afford the fine fabrics, furniture, and private academies 
enjoyed by the gentry, but the growth of industry and demand 
for public education provided them with reasonable 
substitutes. Ornate coffins were no exception.
Coffin plates are a good example. Traditionally, a 
coffin plate was made of metal, most often silver, with the 
initials, names and/or ages engraved on them. Less 
expensive varieties were available in brass and tin. Family 
ordered an ornate tin plate for Nathaniel Day who died in
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1824, but his name, death date, and age were painted on the 
tin rather than engraved. Other coffin plates were made 
from painted glass, wood, and paper.3
As ornate coffins were used more and more, they helped 
to confuse the issue of social status rather than to confirm 
it as they had in the eighteenth century. The growing 
availability of coffin hardware and other genteel elements 
of the American funeral effectively maginalized the lowest 
levels of society more than ever. Richard Bushman contends 
that the gulf between the gentry and the poor had always 
been great, but it had been buffered by a large middle rank 
with a generally consistent lifestyle. As the commercial 
revolution gained momentum and many of the middle class 
adopted "dilute gentility," the lower ranks were pushed 
farther and farther down. So many could afford the 
trappings of respectability that only the most desperately 
poor were relegated to the lowest tier of society. Using 
the estate inventories of rural Kent County, Delaware,
Bushman presents some statistical evidence for the economic 
boundaries that created this marginalization. Bushman 
compared these inventories for the lowest quartile of the 
population between 1770-74 and 1842-50, and saw a 
significant rise in the number of clocks, looking glasses, 
ceramics and other genteel items even in this economically
3Pike and Armstrong, A Time to Mourn, 149-50.
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deprived portion of society.4 These were the artifacts that 
supported respectability, and Bushman notes their presence 
in poor households. Therefore these items were lacking only 
in the poorest households, and it is evident that their 
absence effectively denied these people not only the social 
status to which they had never aspired, but also the most 
basic respectability, even in death.
Americans seldom recognized this phenomenon, and if 
they did they rarely recorded their thoughts. Travellers 
frequently commented upon the marginalization of America's 
poor in the early nineteenth century. The many British 
visitors who came to investigate the post-Revolution 
American culture offer some of the best observations of the 
disparity in American burial customs. Most of these 
accounts are quite vituperative. Presumably because they 
were written for a British public who may have considered it 
unpatriotic to write favorably about America, some eagerly 
exposed the ugliness of America's social stratification and 
the ignorance of its lower classes. Others were more even- 
handed but still critical, especially when it came to the 
treatment of Blacks and the poor.
Many of the roving British were very impressed by the 
park-like cemeteries developed for those who could afford 
them and by the funerals of wealthy and respected 
individuals like Congressmen, but they also noted the vast
4Bushman, Refinement of America, 227-231.
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difference between these and the funerals of the poor.
Frances Trollope reported the death of a destitute Irish
canal worker, found lying ill by a creek a quarter mile from
the house Trollope was visiting. She wrote:
I saw him buried under a group of locust 
trees.... [T]he attendance of the whole 
family at the grave, gave a sort of decency 
to his funeral which rarely, in that country, 
honours the poor relics of British dust: but
no clergyman attended, no prayer was said, no 
bell was tolled; these, indeed, are 
ceremonies unthought of, and in fact 
unattainable without much expense, at such a 
distance from a town; had the poor youth 
been an American, he would have been laid in 
the earth in the same unceremonious manner.5
Trollope implied that the rural poor would less likely 
receive a proper ceremony, but other travellers noted the 
significant disparity as represented by the urban "potter's 
field." The English traveller Edward Abdy described the 
ignominy of the potter's field in Cincinnati: "The pride of
the white man pursues its victim even beyond the grave. The 
one lies from East to West; the other, from North to 
South.... None but the poor and destitute are buried in 
this humiliating manner; as those who can scrape together a 
few dollars would rather purchase a few feet of earth in 
some cemetery than submit to the supposed degradation of
5Frances Trollope, Domestic Manners of the Americans 
(New York: Vintage Books’^ 1949), 29l.
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interment in the Potters Field."6
Doubtless the transformation of gentility into 
respectability created a greater gulf than ever between the 
most destitute and the rest of American society, but this is 
not proof of a growing class consciousness in America. For 
all but the poorest, the developments in American society 
confused the idea of status through the creation of middle- 
class culture. This is primarily why Americans rarely 
recognized it. Whereas eighteenth-century notions of 
gentility had clearly defined the gentry of America by 
denying status to most, respectability came to encompass the 
middle class. Thus gentility discouraged the formation of 
class identity in its transformation and reidentification as 
respectability. A large part of the population was given 
the feeling of social ascent leaving only the most destitute 
behind. According to Karen Halttunen, as the middle classes 
erected barriers to define their own social status they 
sidestepped the issue of class. Mid-nineteenth-century 
Americans believed their society was uniquely open to all 
and had no public distinction of classes. Those excluded 
may have been desperately poor and thus of a lower class, 
but to the middle class mind they were exluded not for this 
reason but for their lack of respectability. According to 
Halttunen, that respectability was linked to the acceptance
6Edward s . Abdy, Journal of a Residence and Tour in the 
United States of North America, From April, 1833 to October, 
1834 (London: John Murray, 1835), T.
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of sentimental culture.7
An important part of genteel culture was the emphasis 
on beautification. Genteel people understood what was and 
was not beautiful. Beautification highlighted the 
difference between the coarse and the refined, so that only 
what was beautiful was retained. By the nineteenth century, 
a respectable person was expected not only to recognize the 
difference between beauty and ugliness and to appreciate 
beauty in his surroundings but also to publicly express 
beautiful, refined emotions for all to acknowledge; i.e., 
to participate in sentimental culture. Prior to the mid 
eighteenth century, the terms sensibility and sentiment 
referred to the physical senses and their associated 
feelings. With the rise of gentility, it became important 
to outwardly express the appropriate emotions for the 
moment. Sensibility came to refer to one's capacity for 
feeling these refined emotions, especially compassion for 
suffering, and to be moved by the pathetic.
The heightened emotionalism of sentimentality was not 
perceived as negative until the latter part of the 
nineteenth century. Until then sensibility, or a keen 
perception of beauty and pathos, was considered a positive 
force to be cultivated in oneself and encouraged in one's 
children. Sensibility underwent the same transformations
7Karen Halttunen, Confidence Men and Painted Women: A 
Study of Middle-Class Culture in America, 1830-1870 (New 
Haven, Yale University Press, 1982), 194-197.
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that changed gentility to respectability, and 
commercialization certainly influenced this change. As 
sentimentality came into fashion, respectable people 
demanded more affordable objects to express appropriate 
feelings and responses. Industries met this demand thereby 
further encouraging sentimental expression. New styles and 
products like novels, prints, and memorial objects 
integrated beautiful emotions into nearly every facet of 
life.
Economic progress and political and societal changes 
heightened nineteenth-century sentimentality. Ann Douglas 
argues that increased sentiment obfuscated the painful 
social dislocations of the early nineteenth century. She 
writes that the emerging middle class avoided confronting 
this pain by incorporating it into works of fiction, 
particularly the novel, rather than in theological and other 
nonfiction works.8
Douglas believes that because it aided in this 
avoidance and because it emphasized external performance, 
sentimentality took on a hypocrisy which eventually became 
pejorative. Jane Tompkins opposes this interpretation. Her 
assertion that sentimentalism was a profoundly political 
enterprise that attempted to mold the values of the public
8Ann Douglas, The Feminization of American Culture (New 
York: Doubleday, 1977).
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through its literature repudiates charges of hypocrisy.9 In 
some ways they are both right. The role of sentimentality 
in a respectable life encouraged public performance and as 
such was subject to hypocrisy. Yet sentimentality also 
contributed to the primary goal of the cultural system of 
respectability, which was to make sense of the world. 
Halttunen's study makes a strong case that middle-class 
American culture was very aware of the hypocrisy of 
sentimental culture and worked to shape all social 
institutions into sincere expressions of inner feeling.10
An especially important set of instituions was death, 
burial and the funeral. Since respectable people reacted 
with heightened emotions to common occurrences of joy and 
sadness, consider the outpouring of grief at these already- 
charged events! Novels were the most important literary 
source for sentiment, and funerals and coffins were among 
the most important nonliterary sources. We can easily 
connect literature and life through their emphasis on the 
body. In The Culture of Sentiment, Shirley Samuels argues 
that sentimentality in the nineteenth century was a national 
project, "in particular a project about imagining the
9Jane Tompkins, Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work
of American Fiction 1790-1860 (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1985).
10Halttunen, Confidence Men, xiii-xviii.
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nation's bodies and the national body."11 In sentimental 
literature the bodies and deaths of characters represented 
the social, racial, political, and gendered meaning of 
American commentary. At a funeral, the body symbolically 
carried messages of the respectability of the deceased. The 
greater emphasis on the decorated coffin, with its increased 
imagery and symbolism, shifted the focus from the mourners 
to the deceased, which set the stage for changed mourning 
practices.
Mourning became a much more protracted performance so 
people could more effectively display the emotions that were 
so important to a beautiful and respectable death. Since 
the body could only be kept for a short while and its decay 
could not be stopped, early nineteenth-century American 
society instead developed a cult of memory. Memory had 
always been part of American attitudes toward death, but its 
previous focus was on those gone before rather than on one's 
own death. The Second Great Awakening was significant in 
this transformation. It created a vision of the world of 
the living marked by pain and woe and a world of the 
deceased filled with glory and bliss. The cult of memory 
extended the act of mourning and heightened the sense of 
separation from the deceased. In his dedicatory address of 
Richmond, Virginia's Hollywood cemetery, Oliver P. Baldwin
nShirley Samuels, ed., The Culture of Sentiment: Race, 
Gender, and Sentimentality i'n Nineteenth-Century America 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1992) , J~.
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mused upon the reason for gathering:
It is a consolatory thought, amid the sad 
reflections which crowd upon the dying mind, 
that our sleeping dust shall be visited by 
kindred and friends who will pause for a 
moment, and bestow a thought and a tear upon 
our memory. What thought the motionless 
tenant below cannot see the countenance 
replete with sadness, nor hear the friendly 
footfall upon his grave? Still, our hearts 
while living, cling with pleasure to the 
thought. And, who can say that the spirits 
of the departed may not hover over the wreck 
of their former mansion, —  that the divinity 
which was once enthroned in the temple, may 
not still linger about its melancholy ruins, 
and receive with joy and satisfaction the 
oblations which memory and affection offer at 
its broken shrine.
To be forgotten! If there is a thought 
at which the mind revolts, it is this!12
Aided by the commercial coffin industry, survivors made
every effort to keep the departed in their minds and
memories. Society preserved the memory of dead daily in the
general consciousness, not merely in the survivors. This
was achieved in several ways: public cemeteries were used
not only for burial but also for picnicking, public art, and
botany collection; demand exploded for personal tributes
such as sentimental songs, hair wreaths, mourning pictures,
and posthumous portraiture.
Songs such as "Near the Lake Where Droop'd the Willow,"
which tells the story of a young man forever mourning his
dead sweetheart, inspired many other popular parlor songs
12Minutes, Hollywood Cemetery Company, Richmond, VA, 
Records 1847-1529, Section One, Minute Book, 23 June 1847 —  
26 March 1868 (Mss 3 H7298 a 1), Virginia Historical 
Society, Richmond, VA, 129.
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about death. Colin B. Atkinson traced new American 
attitudes through these popular songs, but especially 
prominent in nearly all was the emphasis on loneliness and 
the pain of parting. "Death was still feared...," wrote 
Atkinson, "but the kinds of fears were changing, and so 
perforce did the consolations. The fear of the earlier 
eternal flames of hell were fading next to the fear of lost 
love and the growing loneliness of an increasingly rootless 
society.13
Pictorially, needlework, prints, and photographs were 
popular memorial artifacts. Painted or embroidered mourning 
pictures, usually containing the name and date of death of 
the deceased surrounded by popular symbols of sentimental 
mourning, were a form of schoolgirl art done primarily by 
educated young women. They were very popular in the early 
nineteenth century, and by the 1840s anyone could buy 
similar printed forms with blank spaces left for details.14 
Affordable photography was early used to preserve the image 
of the dead. The daguerreotype of Miss Elizabeth Cooper is 
a good example of a typically sentimental memorial
13Colin B. Atkinson and Jo B. Atkinson, "Changing 
Attitudes to Death: Nineteenth-Century Parlour Songs as 
Consolation Literature," Canadian Review of American Studies 
24, 2 (Winter 1993): 92. ~
14Martha Pike, "In Memory of: Artifacts Relating to 
Mourning in Nineteenth Century America," in American 
Material Culture: The Shape of Things Around Us, Edith Mayo, 
ed. (Bowling Green, OH: Bowling Green State University 
Popular Press, 1984), 48-50.
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photograph. The photograph shows the woman in her coffin
with the poem:
Dearest sister, Thou hath left us,
Here Thy loss we deeply feel,
But 'tis God who hath bereft us,
He can all our sorrow heal.
Yet again we hope to meet Thee,
When the day of life has fled,
When in heaven in joy to greet Thee,
When no farewell tear is shed.15
Other artifacts more directly preserved the memory of 
the deceased. Wreaths and jewelry made from personal items, 
often hair, were a popular art form of the period. Like 
mourning pictures these began as personal creations, but as 
the practice became more popular, commercialized versions 
could be purchased. The collection of the Smithsonian 
preserves an advertisement from Philadelphia offering such 
services. Under the title of "Fancy Work," merchant E. C.
Shriner offered "Hair and Wax Flowers, Hair Engraving, Hair
Jewelry, Leather, Seed, &C.... Mementoes of the Dead." 
Especially featured were his "WREATHS made from Relics of 
Deceased Friends, such as pieces of their Clothing, Shrouds, 
Coffins, Old Shoes, Stockings, Or articles found among their 
effects, no matter how old can be wrought into Wreaths or 
Bouquets. "16
15Stanley B. Burns, ed., Sleeping Beauty: Memorial 
Photography in America (Altadena, CA: Twelvetrees Press, 
1 5 7 0 ) ,  6 -------------------------
16The National Museum of American History, Archives 
Center, Warshaw Collection of Business Americana, 
"Undertakers" Box 1 of 2.
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William Sydney Mount was frequently called to paint 
posthumous portraits. He wrote in his journal in 1852, "I 
hope to paint no more portraits after death, or from 
Daguerrotypes. I don't believe in vaults." Yet the 
national craze for these morbid mementoes was too much to 
resist when work was otherwise slow. In 1856 Mount wrote,
"At times, it did appear as if my only patron was death. 
Therefore, consider death not as an enemy, but as a 
friend. "17
This emphasis on the dead had the effect of detaching 
mourning from its community-focused origins to self- or 
family-orientation. The performance element of 
respectability forced mourning and grief into the open, but 
it no longer reinforced the community's role as it did the 
family's. The nineteenth-century funeral focused on the 
body and soul of the deceased rather than on the survivors. 
Mourners turned their backs on the living community and 
isolated and distinguished themselves from others through 
their objects and actions, including mourning wear and the 
perpetuation of the event. By the early nineteenth century 
the behavior and objects of death and mourning had become 
different from those of other social situations. The 
prescriptive literature of respectability then began to 
address funerals in a significant way.
Much of Richard Bushman's evidence for the origins of
17Phoebe Lloyd, "Posthumous Mourning Portraiture," 73.
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gentility in the Renaissance comes from his investigation of 
prescriptive literature.19 With the aim of replicating the 
gentility of England, eighteenth-century courtesy books gave 
Americans instructions on manners and conduct for a genteel 
life. Advice to the young was especially important and a 
number of manuals were available throughout the period.
Many of these were based on sources over one hundred years 
old, which in turn relied upon manuals written for 
Renaissance courts. Bushman notes that they focused 
exclusively on formal entertainments, since these were the 
primary showcases for genteel objects and behavior, although 
I have shown that public mourning and decorated coffins made 
the funeral a major ritual for displaying gentility. The 
subject of death was virtually ignored in courtesy books 
before 1820.19 It was mentioned if at all as a Christian 
admonishment to remember death's moral lesson, as in Eleazar 
Moody's The School of Good Manners, rather than as
18Bushman relies heavily on the work of Norbert Elias. 
Elias pinpoints the treatise of Erasmus of Rotterdam, De 
civilitate morum puerilium (On Civility in Children) 
published in 1530 as a starting point of this system. The 
system above all (but not solely) concerned bodily 
propriety. See Elias, The Development of Manners.
19This has not been an exhaustive survey of funeral 
etiquette. Most examples have been gleaned from the sources 
cited in this study and with reference to: Sarah E. Newton, 
Learning to Behave: A Guide to American Conduct Books Before 
1900 (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994); Arthur M. 
Schlesinger, Learning How to Behave: A Historical Study of 
American Etiquette Books (New York: The MacMillan Company, 
1946); and Virgil B. Heltzel, ed., A Check List of Courtesy 
Books in the Newberry Library (Chicago: The Newberry 
Library, 1942) . --------------
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instruction in gentility. Moody wanted his young reader to 
"let [his] meditations be of Death, Judgement and 
Eternity. ”20
If the coffin and mourning were so affected by 
gentility and if courtesy books provided genteel 
instruction, why was the topic of death conspicuous by its 
absence? As mentioned, entertainment rituals primarily 
showcased genteel objects and behavior, but the system of 
gentility affected other situations. Courtesy book writers 
used social situations to enlighten a larger genteel 
lifestyle. Both writer and reader understood that the 
lessons learned in the social "classrooms"—  the ballroom, 
tea parlor, and assembly—  were to be applied to the rest of 
life. Though courtesy books did not mention funeral 
etiquette specifically, readers were expected to extrapolate 
the appropriate mourning behavior from these other social 
situations. As we have seen, coffins and funerals 
integrated death into an American's life by reinforcing 
social hierarchy in a community-oriented mourning process.
As long as this was so the beautiful objects and settings, 
social deference, body management and comportment that were 
appropriate at a ball or tea were appropriate at a funeral.
It is only after 1820, when mourning lost a sense of 
community orientation and focused more on the individual and
20Eleazar Moody, The School of Good Manners (New 
London, CT: T. Green, 1715), 53.
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family, that behavior reserved for social settings was not 
applicable. At that point courtesy manuals first began to 
address funerals and behavior beyond Christian moralizing 
and to serve the needs of middle-class citizens desiring 
lessons in respectability. In 1825 New Bedford minister 
Orville Dewey published On the Duties of Consolation and the 
Rites and Customs Appropriate to Mourning, and in 1836 The 
Mourners' Book was published "By a Lady."21 Other 
sentimental books such as Agnes and the Key to Her Little 
Coffin served as etiquette manuals in literary form. The 
real explosion of mourning manuals began in the 1880s and 
1890s, when the authors tried to establish formal rules for 
mourning. Mrs. John Sherwood states in Manners and Social 
Usages that "to go to the opera, or a dinner, or a party, 
before six months have elapsed [after a death] is considered 
heartless and disrespectful."22
Christianity and Respectability
The development of respectability represents the 
transformation of gentility through a process of conflict 
and eventual compromise with competing systems in the 
nineteenth century. These compromises affected coffins.
21Pike and Armstrong, A Time to Mourn, 17.
22Mrs. John Sherwood, Manners and Social Usages (New 
York: Harper and Brothers^ 1884), 135.
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Christianity especially played an important role in the 
process of legitimizing the institution of death for a new 
generation.
The fundamentalist spirit that gripped Christianity in 
the beginning of the nineteenth century clashed with the 
commercial industry of coffin ornamentation. The 
evangelistic movement of the Second Great Awakening seems to 
have included the trend toward coffin decoration. While 
hardware was widely available, some people apparently 
rejected it out of a sense of religious duty. Many 
dissenting religions frowned upon the outward expression of 
any emotion through personal adornment. Since the coffin 
objectified the deceased and his family, this stricture was 
extended to include it. Quakers, Shakers, and Moravians 
attempted to strictly equalize all of its members. When 
William Bentley attended a Quaker funeral in 1798, he noted 
in his diary that a "white naked Coffin was among the 
singularities of the occasion."23 However, mainline 
evangelistic Methodists chose to avoid overly decorated 
coffins as an approbation of modesty in all things.
The Discipline of the Methodist Church never mentions 
coffins. The burial service refers only to the body and 
makes no mention of its container. As with dancing and 
drinking, there was no specific rule against coffin
23William Bentley, P.P. Diary of William Bentley, P.P. 
(Salem, MA: Essex Institute, 1905), 277.
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decoration, nor was there any standard to judge what was and 
was not permissible. In fact, judgment of the seemliness of 
a coffin would have been very similar to dancing and 
drinking. Peers would have determined its appropriateness, 
and thus coffin ornamentation would have varied 
significantly from place to place. For instance, in 
Virginia where dancing and the consumption of alcohol were 
very important parts of any public occasion and had been 
ingrained in the culture for centuries, Methodists relaxed 
strictures at church social functions, rather than risking 
the loss of converts.
Unlike Quakers and Shakers the Methodists did not 
create rules of dress, behavior, and burial. Rather, they 
relied on a very general interpretation of modesty in all 
things. American Methodism continued to be inspired by the 
lingering influence of its English founder John Wesley. In 
a sermon entitled "The Use of Money," Wesley preached that 
Methodists should by honest wisdom gain all that they could, 
save all that they could, and give all that they could.
Wesley clarified his thoughts on the second of these rules, 
which sums up the Methodist approach to coffins:
Do not waste any part of so precious a 
talent, merely in gratifying the desire of 
the eye, by superfluous or expensive apparel, 
or by needless ornaments. Waste no part of 
it in curiously adorning your houses, in 
superfluous or expensive furniture, in costly 
pictures, painting, gilding, books, in 
elegant rather than useful gardens. Let your 
neighbors, who know nothing better, do this:
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'let the dead bury their dead....1 Lay out 
nothing to gratify the pride of life, to gain 
the admiration or praise of men.... Men are 
expensive in diet, or apparel, or furniture, 
not barely to please their appetite, or to 
gratify their eye, or their imagination, but 
to their vanity, too.24
Methodists saw the fashionable life, no matter how innocent,
as the beginning of ruin, and as a distraction from the
proper lifestyle. The accounts of early Methodism ring with
conversion descriptions centered around giving up a fashion.
These same accounts are also concerned with the proper
death. The evangelistic Methodists of the early nineteenth
century were fascinated by death, if not by the funeral or
burial, which were merely rituals through which the general
restrictions against prideful behavior and display were
considered. For these early Methodists, how one died caught
their attention. Descriptions of death in the writings of
ministers and the obituaries, studies, and poetry in
Methodist publications of the first half of the nineteenth
century focused on dying moments, revelation, repentance, or
the pain of this world and the bliss of the next. The
unspoken assumption was that a man would be buried as he had
lived, emancipated from fashion and excess.
We can see the effect of early Methodism on coffins by
investigating the accounts and coffin book of John L. Beard
of Middlebrook, Virginia. Beard performed a variety of jobs
24Edward H. Sugden, ed., John Wesley's Fifty-Three 
Sermons (Nashville: Abingdon Press, l9&3), 641.
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to survive. He was a cabinetmaker, but his accounts show 
that he traded in various goods and performed many farming 
and repair tasks. Among his surviving papers is a ledger 
entitled "John L. Beard's Account Book of Coffins made and 
their prices." In addition to his cabinetmaking and farming 
skills, Beard made coffins and offered undertaking services. 
Beard recorded the date, a brief description, and the price 
of most of the 403 coffins he made between 1834 and 1866.
(See Appendix E for a summary of this unique document.)
While Beard's accounts and coffin book are not very 
detailed, it is striking that he never recorded the use of 
any decorative hardware. Hinges were the only hardware he 
mentioned. He included hinges in the accounts of the most 
expensive coffins that he made, which never exceeded $26.00 
including carrying the body in a hearse to the graveyard.
The average price for Beard's coffins never varied much 
above the base prices charged by Atkins and Son, 
undertakers. Atkins and Son represent the use of decorative 
hardware unhindered by religious strictures and will be 
discussed in detail later (see Graph 3).
Beard's most elaborate coffins had a hinged not a 
separate top. Otherwise he decorated them with fabric 
coverings, usually velvet. On May 28th, 1845, Beard 
recorded the coffin made "for Miss Mary Perkins covered with 
velvet & hinged with scollops outside... $22.00." On 
February 3, 1859, he described the coffin of a Widow
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Stuart as "covered with cloth hinges & scallops & hearsins 
[hearsing]" for $26.00. While Beard's records indicate that 
most of his coffins were lined, the exterior treatment 
ranged from stained and varnished walnut and cherry to 
velvet or alpaca coverings, but he never mentions a name 
plate, screws, or escutcheons.
This omission does not reflect that Beard considered 
his coffinmaking activities to be a side business; on the 
contrary, they were a very large part of his subsistence and 
important enough to him to invest in a hearse for expansion. 
Prior to 1841, Beard made only twenty-nine coffins, and none 
at all in 1840. A notation in his coffin book explained:
"In the year 1840 I made but few coffins if any for want of 
a hearse & good plank. (And good health)." Afterwards many 
of the accounts include "hearsin" in the price, which had to 
cover the cost of a horse. Beard regularly rented for fifty 
cents his neighbor Samuel McCutcheon's horse Old Prince to 
pull the hearse. Also, Beard often noted in his 
disbursements a salary for Alexander McGann to assist him in 
coffin making. In April of 1849, McGann "commenced work by 
the month at $13.00 to pay $1.00 a night for making coffins 
& 50 cts for half night."25 At times there was even enough 
work to pay for an assistant to McGann. Clearly Beard was 
beginning to specialize as were so many others, yet he
“Accounts, John Lisk Beard (Archives and Special 
Collections, Swem Library, College of William and Mary, 
Williamsburg, VA).
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seemed to buck the trend of coffin decoration.
While Augusta was a fairly rural county in the
Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, it did include the town of 
Staunton. Beard's town of Middlebrook was on the turnpike 
between Staunton and Lynchburg. Road and rail connections 
developed through the 1850s and 1860s. This made Augusta 
county reasonably well-connected, so that the coffin 
hardware being marketed around the country was available to 
Beard. The accounts of other Augusta county merchants 
indicate that they were stocking the shelves of their stores 
with a variety of manufactured goods from across the nation. 
Samuel Paul maintained a business as early as 1828 in 
Augusta county. By the 1850s, Paul's records show national 
business transactions. For his store, he purchased boots 
and shoes from New York; tobacco, bonnets, and clocks from
Baltimore; and medicines and hardware from Richmond. The
Central Railroad connected him with Richmond, and rail 
connections through Winchester and Orange, Virginia, opened 
up routes from the north. Listed in Paul's "Memorandum 
Book" dated 1855, a tally of available goods, were 
"Hardware," including stock locks, saddlers' tacks, drop 
latches, plated buckles, dish hooks, and a variety of other 
goods. These goods undoubtedly came from the large hardware 
manufacturers such as Russell and Erwin who also produced
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coffin hardware.26
Why then did Beard not take advantage of these 
connections and decorate coffins with the silver and plated 
ornamentation that was so popular and available? It seems 
likely that Beard's affiliation with the Methodist Church 
encouraged him to pass up that extravagance. We can not be 
certain of this, but it seems likely when we contrast his 
accounts with the trends elsewhere in Augusta county and the 
nation. Beard seemed to have followed Wesley's advice to 
avoid using the profits of hard work on the frivolities of 
fashion. Beard's attitude may well have resembled that of a 
fellow church member who wrote to him from a trip to 
Cincinnati,
Dear Brother Beard.... Here the busy tribes 
of flesh and blood are intently engaged in 
the concerns pertaining to this world many of 
them to the neglect of the things that belong 
to their external peace.... I attend church 
twice while here at the Wesley chapel.... I 
was at the Catholic church once. I went 
there through mistake. I was hunting the 
Asbury chapel. I was disgusted with the 
gorgeous dress of the priests and there [sic] 
unmeaning ceremonies.27
Increased ornamentation and funeral expense clashed 
with the system of Christianity, as did the sentiment 
inherent in funeral display and the new mode of mourning.
“Accounts, Samuel Paul (Archives and Special 
Collections, Swem Library, College of William and Mary, 
Williamsburg, VA).
27Letter J. E. Carnes to John L. Beard, July 10, 1845 
(Archives and Special Collections, Swem Library, College of 
William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA).
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Sentimental mourning resulted in spiritual development, but 
only in a very secular way. Public performance overwhelmed 
any religious reflection and self-scrutiny. For 
sentimentalists, moral education was primarily found in 
sentimental novels, not in scripture and the Bible.
Ann Douglas traces in sentimental culture an 
increasingly confused sense of the coming millennium and of 
the afterlife in Heaven, which tended to telescope the two 
concepts into one, making it an immediate prospect. This 
conflation sacrificed the Christian emphasis on the Last 
Judgment and the Calvinistic approach to death as an 
instructive warning to all. Instead, sentiment contributed 
to the creation of a domesticated Heaven where people were 
reunited with their loved ones. In one account, there was 
even a nursery in Heaven to care for dead babies until they 
were reunited with their mothers.28 Beginning in the 1850s, 
the growing domestication of death resulted in the 
development of a different shape for some coffins. Finding 
the traditional pinched shape too indicative of the ugliness 
of death by its resemblance to the corpse, some coffin 
makers began to use a rectangular shape. This rectangular 
form evoked a familiar household nature lacking in the 
traditional octagonal shape.29 In the book Agnes and the
28Pouglas, Feminization of American Culture, 221-3.
29The two shapes continued to coexist throughout the 
century, although the pinched shape grew less and less 
popular.
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Key to Her Little Coffin, the author wrote:
It is known, and some of you to whom I 
speak have had painful opportunity to know, 
that there has been of late years, an 
improvement in the little depositories in 
which we convey the forms of infants and 
young children to their last resting-place.
Their shape is not in seeming mockery of 
the rigid swathed body; the broken lines and 
angles of the old coffin are drawn into 
continuous lines; they look like other 
things, and not like that which looks like 
nothing else, a coffin; you would be willing 
to have such a shape for the depository of 
any household article. Within, they are 
prepared with a pearly white lining; the 
inside of the lid is draped in the same way; 
the name is on the inside; and a lock and 
key supplant the remorseless screws and 
screw-driver.30
Note that even the author's language is euphemistic, 
referring only when necessary to a coffin and giving a sense 
overall that a dead child would sleep forever in his eternal 
cradle. Altogether, sentimentality created a strong moral 
philosophy, but with as equally strong, anti-sectarian, 
anti-puritanical orientation that was not anti-Christian, 
but merely antagonistic to Protestant Fundamentalism.
Out of necessity, the confrontational cultures of 
evangelical religion and the commercial, sentimental system 
of respectability eventually melded into one. Most of the 
American middle class were able to temper the harshness of 
religious judgment against fashionable superfluities and 
absorb faith into refinement. The resulting respectability
30Nehemiah Adams, Agnes and the Key to Her Little 
Coffin (Boston: S.K. Whipple and Son, 1857), T3^
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was less highbrow and less gentry-oriented than before. As 
Bushman notes, this gradual change in religion can be noted 
in the different look and character of the products of the 
popular religious presses. Congregational, Episcopal, and 
Unitarian children's periodicals had from the beginning 
incorporated lessons of refinement and good taste, and by 
the 1850s even the Methodists and Baptists had too.31
The powerful lure of respectability caused dissent 
within Methodism, especially between conservative rural 
Methodists and urban congregations. Striving for 
respectability, some Urban Methodists deemphasized some of 
the hallmarks of early Methodism, including exuberant camp 
meetings, the itinerant system and its emotionalism. Most 
Methodists, among the most reserved Christians in the early 
nineteenth century, eventually adopted notions of taste and 
refinement. A good example is provided by Nathan Hatch1s 
discussion of the life of the Reverand Nathan Bangs. Upon 
his conversion in 1800, Bangs conformed with the Methodist 
custom of modesty by removing the ruffles from his shirts 
and cutting his long hair. However, when appointed head of 
the circuit of New York City, Bangs' Methodism was altered.
He had come to envision "Methodism as a popular 
establishment, faithful to the movement's original fire but 
tempered with virtues of middle-class propriety and urbane
31Bushman, Refinement of America, 321.
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congeniality."32 Because church doctrine did not formally 
restrict fashionable display, Methodists eventually adopted 
coffin hardware as they had fashionable clothing, furniture, 
and jewelry. Refined taste could lead to a higher "standard 
of morality, and virtue, and purity and holiness," as one 
religious magazine purported.33
This middle-class amalgamation of religion and taste 
was so strong that it even revised the burial habits of the 
Shakers, one of the strictest sects regarding burial. The 
Shaker approach to burial featured plain unornamented pine 
coffins, simple apparel for the dead, and graves that were 
simply marked, if at all. The Shakers did not believe in 
physical resurrection and thought the trappings of grief 
superfluous. Yet excavation of the Shaker village of 
Watervliet, Ohio revealed the graves of an elderly female 
and an adult male whose coffins showed traces of red and 
blue-gray paint, respectively. More surprising was the 
presence of mass-produced ornamental hardware, including 
coffin handles, thumbscrews, escutcheons, decorative studs, 
locks, hinges, and a memorial plate with the inscription "At 
Rest."34 The coffins, dating to some time in the second
32Hatch, Democratization of American Christianity, 202.
33Ibid., 322.
34William I. Roberts, et al., Cemetery Mitigation 
Report Dayton Power and Light Research Park Center, 
Unpublished report prepared for Dayton Power and Light Co. 
(New York: Greenhouse Consultants, Inc., 1987), 9-10.
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half of the nineteenth century, are evidence of the 
breakdown in general of traditional practices in the Shaker 
community. After the Civil War, membership declined and 
outside influences affected the sect, which had a difficult 
time preserving its original structure. Interestingly, we 
can see a similar development in furniture made by Shaker 
carpenters. Before the late nineteenth century, simplicity 
and function characterized Shaker furniture. By the late 
nineteenth century, however, many Shaker pieces showed 
Victorian design and ornamentation. Though religiously 
isolated from the outside world, Shaker communities had a 
significant commercial association. This connection and 
their depenoence on its income allowed the influences of the 
commercial world to penetrate their isolated religious 
practices.
The changing role of church sextons in the development 
of the undertaking field offers a final example of the 
melding of respectability and Christianity. The primary 
duties of the office were related to burial. While sextons 
were generally appointed by individual churches, the office 
had long been considered public. It was generally not a 
full-time position. Sextons were members of the 
congregation who performed burial services in addition to 
the responsibilities of their own professions. The church 
or government rarely paid for the sexton's services; he 
collected fees directly from the family or estate of the
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deceased like any other merchant or tradesman. These fees 
were often regulated by the government. Thus the office of 
sexton incorporated the major influences on burial—  
religious and commercial. Tracking these individuals is a 
good way of measuring the relative influence on burial of 
these two forces. Habenstein and Lamers did this in their 
study of city directories of the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries. Their work shows that the development 
of commercial concerns had the greatest influence on the 
role of sexton. The directories record a variety of 
craftsmen, including a tobacconist, cordwainer, and a 
housewright, who became sextons. As they incorporated more 
burial tasks into their merchant activities and found them 
profitable, many dropped the title "sexton" and declared 
their occupation as "undertaker." For instance, Thomas 
Murray can be traced through the Boston directories as a 
tobacconist in 1807, a sexton in 1818, and an undertaker in 
1834 .35 Others apparently never gave up the role of sexton 
but combined it with very profitable undertaking operations. 
"Before the century was half over," writes Habenstein, "all 
the major cities of America, with the possible exception of 
Baltimore, had sexton-undertakers. By that time many had 
become large-scale undertakers furnishing a variety of
35Habenstein and Lamers, American Funeral Directing,
239.
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services.1,36
In most rural areas, undertaking continued to be 
unorganized and unfocused, practiced by a great many 
different tradesmen and professions. However, the 
development of sexton-undertakers in the cities is an 
example of the early formalization of the trade in America. 
Their proliferation in the early nineteenth century was 
probably due in part to the monopoly they held over permits 
to bury in specific churchyards. Sexton-undertakers were 
the only officials who could bury the dead in the yards and 
cemeteries of the churches they represented. By mid­
century, however, "independent undertakers" were beginning 
to break the monopoly.
With the expansion of respectability in American 
society, the commercial potential of coffins and burial 
grew. As Christianity evolved to also incorporate the 
tenets of respectability, there was very little to stand in 
the way of the commercial potential of coffins and the 
funeral industry. In fact, Christianity's absorption of 
tasteful respectability encouraged it. Horace Bushnell went 
so far as to state that the origin of true taste was God and 
his creation. The creation of human tastes was a natural 
extension. "Architecture, gardening, music, dress, chaste 
and elegant manners—  all inventions of human taste," he 
wrote, "are added to the rudimental beauty of the world, and
36Ibid., 240.
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it shines forth, as having undergone a second creation at 
the hand of man."37 In an essay on religious sensibility, 
Orville Dewey, the author of one of the earliest manuals for 
funeral etiquette, argued that visible beauty (made to 
delight the eye) and moral beauty (made to delight the mind) 
both had a place in Christianity.38 The commercial 
potential of burial thus moved far beyond the mere profusion 
of decorative hardware to become a major industry in 
nineteenth-century America.
37Bushman, Refinement of America, 330.
380rville Dewey, The Works of Orville Dewey, P.P. 
(Boston: American Unitarian Association, 1883).
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Chapter Four
Respectability and the Commerce of Death: 
Undertakers, Cemeteries, and the Rise of Modernity
The democratization of coffin hardware helped fill the 
demands of respectability. Likewise, respectability created 
a large market for manufactured goods. So successful was 
the combination of commercialism, respectability, and death 
that the business of making coffins changed, and undertakers 
specialized and professionalized. The tradition of a local 
woodworking craftsman who merely supplemented his income by 
making coffins was becoming limited to the most rural areas. 
As this new breed of undertaker specialized, he required a 
larger investment in stock, expanded connections within and 
outside the local community, and a different approach to 
doing business. In addition to changes in already existing 
businesses, a new industry associated with coffins arose in 
the form of commercial cemeteries which began to replace 
churchyards and small family plots. Commercialization 
combined with respectability not only had changed how a 
person was buried, but also where. Burial at home or in 
church and town cemeteries rarely represented much of an 
expense to the surviving family, because any fees were 
minimal, related to digging the grave. However, commercial
153
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cemeteries and their appeal to those seeking respectability 
added a new commercial dimension to the legitimation of 
death. Although they were initiated by the tenets of 
respectability, the cemetery corporations which sought to 
profit from death were influenced more by the cultural 
system of modernity.
The coffin hardware imported into America in the 
eighteenth century came from a booming British industry. As 
early as the 1770s, British companies were producing large 
illustrated hardware catalogs, which offered a variety of 
architectural, furniture, and sometimes coffin hardware.
While these catalogs are part of the trend of growing 
diversification of hardware discussed earlier, they do not 
represent the significant democratization of hardware in 
America. This phenomenon began in the nineteenth century 
with the growth of a domestic hardware industry. No 
comparable catalogs were printed in America until the 1850s, 
but "it is evident that beginning about 1810, American-made 
hardware asserted itself and that by 1830 it developed into 
an industry in the modern sense."1
With the creation of a domestic hardware industry, 
merchants and coffin makers outside urban areas could more 
readily obtain coffin hardware. It became available to a 
larger percent of the population, and even those of lower
xLee H. Nelson, ed. Illustrated Catalogue of American 
Hardware of the Russell and Erwin Manufacturing Company 1865 
(reprint, The Association for Preservation Technology), vii.
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circumstances used applied coffin decoration. The market 
for coffin hardware eventually grew so that nearly everyone 
could adorn his or her coffin in some fashion. The 
archaeological investigation of a pauper's cemetery and an 
early free Black community's cemetery provide dramatic 
examples.
The excavation of a pauper's cemetery in Uxbridge, 
Massachusetts, revealed the use of decorative coffin
hardware by the lower ranks of white American society in the
early nineteenth century. The public provided coffins for 
the poor, and a pauper's burial generally was a decent 
Christian burial with few or no frills. An Uxbridge
carpenter made the coffins, and prices ranged from $2.00 to
$6.00 in the period 1841-1867. Fourteen of the graves (45%) 
contained "stylistically specialized, or otherwise unusual, 
hardware" including mass-produced white metal coffin hinges, 
lid screws and tacks, brass and white metal lining tacks, 
and two glass view plates.2
Another good example of the democratization of 
decorative hardware is its use by the African-American 
community. Whether in an enslaved or free Black community, 
African Americans comprised the most economically deprived 
social group in the nineteenth century. Evidence indicates 
that Black burials often contained elements of traditional
2Edward L. Bell, "The Historical Archaeology of 
Mortuary Behavior: Coffin Hardware from Uxbridge, 
Massachusetts," Historical Archaeology 24(3): 61.
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African practices, such as the inclusion of grave goods. 
However, the use of coffins and their construction and 
decoration seem to have been fully incorporated into 
African-American culture. The excavation of a cemetery 
belonging to the First African Baptist Church in 
Philadelphia, in use from around 1825 to 1842, exemplifies 
this trend. Virtually every undisturbed burial shows 
evidence of coffins, forty-five sufficiently intact to gain 
further information. Most were made of pine, but a few were 
the more expensive walnut and poplar. Five contained the 
remnants of red painted exteriors. Eight of the sites which 
contained preserved coffin remnants exhibited evidence of 
applied metal ornamentation. Some appeared to be strip 
moldings, and others were more elaborate, including 
figurative designs. One contained the remains of a metal 
coffin plate with the design of a draped oval flanked by 
angels holding trumpets, surrounded by a geometric frame.3 
This early urban free Black community had access to the 
growing hardware market, and some members took advantage of 
the respectable undertones of coffin decoration. The free 
Black elite bought into the idea of respectability with its 
associated mental and material culture for the same reasons
3Michael Parrington and Daniel G. Roberts,
"Demographic, Cultural, and Bioanthropological Aspects of a 
Nineteenth-century Free Black Population in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania," in Jane E. Buikstra, ed., A Life in Science: 
Papers in Honor of J. Lawrence Angel (Kampsville, IL: Center 
for Archaeology, 1990), 154.
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as the white middle class. White society rarely, if ever, 
granted Blacks the benefits of respectability, but Black 
communities did successfully incorporate the system.4
Significantly, the Uxbridge and First African Baptist 
Church burials indicate that the function of coffin hardware 
changed by the 1850s. Decorated coffins were no longer 
primarily status-reaffirming objects. The American 
commercial coffin hardware industry had made decorated 
coffins available to most people. The amount and quality of 
the hardware indicated status, though its mere presence did 
not. However, its presence did indicate the consumers' 
desire to be respectable.
The increase in illustrated hardware catalogs similar 
to English catalogs supports the archaeological evidence of
4Bushman, Refinement of America, 434-40.
The use of coffin hardware has also been documented 
within the enslaved Black community. Slave burials in the 
Mount Pleasant cemetery in Charleston County, South 
Carolina, include a variety of escutcheons, decorative thumb 
screws and tacks, plates, and a tin-plated copper name plate
with the painted inscription " J   W / Died May 10, 1863
/ Aged 48 yrs 10 mos." Archaeologists speculate that while 
this hardware was not expensive, its use by slaves during 
the war years while the South was blockaded may indicate 
their position as high-status house slaves. In such cases, 
the presence of decorative coffin hardware says more about 
the respectability of the white owners than that of the 
slaves. However, Mount Pleasant and other cemeteries show 
that immediately after the war, the newly freed Black 
community used similar hardware. See: Michael Trinkley and 
Debi Hacher Norton, Analysis of Coffin Hardware from 
38CH778, Charleston County, South Carolina (Columbia:
Chicora Foundation, Inc., 1984) and Michael G. Shogren et 
al., "Elko Switch Cemetery, An Archaeological Perspective" 
(Unpublished report by the Alabama State Museum of Natural 
History, Division of Archaeology, 1989).
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the growing domestic industry. The first appeared in the 
1850s, but they were relatively short, fewer than 100 pages. 
By 1865, catalogs like the Russell and Erwin Manufacturing 
Company's represented a growing industry. At over 400 pages 
and containing 3300 engravings, Russell and Erwin's catalog 
represented the explosive growth of the industry and the 
national availability of mass-produced hardware.5 The 
catalog included seven pages of coffin hardware in a wide 
variety of styles and prices. In 1865, Russell and Erwin 
offered twenty-two styles of coffin plates made of white 
metal or silver. Some were plain, some cross-shaped, and 
others were quite ornamental with floral borders and images 
of draped sarcophagi and urns. There were illustrations of 
twenty-one varieties of decorative tacks, and white, 
silvered, brass, and japanned metal tacks to secure linings. 
The inventory included a similar assortment of coffin hinges 
and screws, but the company outdid itself in its selection 
of coffin handles. Handles provided the widest variety of 
available styles and finishes and therefore the greatest 
personalization of the coffin. They were made to suit 
simple and elaborate tastes. Figural examples sported 
common symbols of death such as angels, crosses, death's 
head cherubs, and broken columns. Masonic and military 
symbols decorated others, and some were made in children's
5Nelson, Illustrated Catalogue of Russell and Erwin,
ix.
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sizes.
This example and similar firms' catalogs were designed 
to introduce the company's products to the growing national 
markets and to serve the tradesmen that began to specialize 
in funeral directing. In addition to the growing trend in 
coffin decoration, the commercial transformation which began 
in the early nineteenth century created the opportunity for 
craftsmen outside the largest cities to do more than merely 
supplement their trade with occasional coffin sales. The 
first professional organizations and the development of the 
occupation of funeral director did not occur until after the 
Civil War. However, the early nineteenth century represents 
an important transition from the colonial period. The 
professionalization of the undertaking field allowed the 
respectability of death to thrive. Undertakers who 
specialized could better and more cheaply supply the public 
with the necessary accoutrements of a refined and 
respectable funeral.
Before, most coffinmakers were tradesmen who had made 
coffins on order, decorated them for the few that could 
afford it, and appreciated the extra income. As the economy 
expanded, more and more of these craftsmen found it 
profitable to devote a greater part of their resources to 
making coffins and providing funeral services. The cultural 
system of respectability played an important part in 
advancing American capitalism. In order to achieve
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respectability within a community, craftsmen, farmers, and 
other "producers" became consumers. Also, a large demand 
for consumer goods was a prerequisite for industrial 
capitalism. The incorporation of respectability into burial 
practices gave the various tradesmen involved in 
coffinmaking the opportunity to expand their business.
Rather than building to order, it made monetary sense 
to use space to stockpile ready-made coffins or even to turn 
the space into a wareroom. Instead of wanting just a quick 
coat of paint or a cloth cover, consumers looked for finely 
finished coffins adorned with hardware and more elaborate 
linings. Advertisements increasingly promised availability 
of decorated coffins at "the shortest notice" (see 
Illustration 10). Tradesmen found additional services like 
carriage rental, mourning-wear supply, and funeral 
coordination to be a natural expansion of the business, and 
often they purchased a hearse as a centerpiece of such 
services. The term "undertaker" underwent a major 
transition in this period: whereas it had been used through
most of the eighteenth century to describe the equivalent of 
a general contractor, it came to mean in the nineteenth 
century only those craftsmen who had expanded their coffin- 
making business to include other funeral services.
The records of T.J. Atkins and Son of Milton, Delaware 
indicate the trend toward specialization. Atkins and Son 
offered a variety of services, including carriage repair,
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S T E P H  E N L U M ,  Jr.,
(Successor to Ezra Bolles.) '
eminBm&Sc
JFuruisljitijj Hn&n'taker,
Ware Rooms, N o. 240 Broad street, (up stairs.\ 
Residence 210 Broad street.
SAMUEL L. TOLLES,
(USire l'2 5 illa v lc c l S treet,
. . . . .To Commerce street.
JEJLI H O L L O W A Y ,
UNDERTAKER,
A T  H IS  OLD ST A N D ,
134 BROAD STREET,
HAS- ON H A N D  A  L A R U E  A S S O R T M E N T  O F
R E A D Y  M A DE
O O F F I K T S ,
vAiii'ii> sixes and <ii:ai.itjk.*.
tST Collin I ’late.*. SlumtiJs, Cups, and n il other services 
friends may require, at the shortest notice.
Undertaker Advertisements, 1857 
From Warshaw Collection of Business Americana 
National Museum of American History
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cabinetmaking, general merchandising and undertaking. The 
first surviving record of the company dates to 1846 and the 
first (recorded) coffins were made in 1848. In that year, 
Atkins made six coffins ranging in price from $3 to $9 for a 
total sale of $34.50. Like so many craftsmen, Atkins found 
that making coffins was a natural and easy way to supplement 
his income as a cabinetmaker. His first coffin accounts are 
relatively simple, showing a charge only for the coffin and 
sometimes for a lining. However, Atkins' final accounts in 
the 1870s reveal a changed operation. Atkins not only had 
increased the number of coffins he made, but also their 
decoration and workmanship. The accounts clearly show that 
Atkins supplied clothing for the deceased, mourning wear for 
the survivors, and services such as digging the grave, 
transporting the deceased and coffin, and in later years 
keeping the corpse on ice. In other words, Atkins became an 
undertaker, not just a coffin maker.6
One clear trend in Atkins' coffin accounts from 1848 to 
1870 is the rising average price per undertaking account 
(see Graph 3). In 1848 the average price was $5.75. By 
1870 the average price was $18.14, having peaked at $24.20 
in 1867. This increase was due to the greater ornamentation 
and detail in the coffins, and not to inflation as I will 
discuss later. The accounts of the 1840s and early 1850s
6Account Books, T.J. Atkins and Son. State of Delaware, 
Division of Historical and Cultural Affairs.
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were generally for a plain walnut coffin sometimes lined 
with fabric, and occasionally accounts included sundry 
trimmings at $.50 to $1.00. Robert Cary's account, recorded 
July 25, 1850, is typical. Atkins charged $3.00 for "1 
walnut cofin," and $1.00 for "sunder triming." A child's 
walnut coffin made a month earlier cost $4.50 and included a 
lining and silver lace trim. Although it was available to 
Atkins, he only used coffin hardware on the most expensive 
coffins, like that of John Morris' wife. On November 26,
1851, Morris' account included $20.00 for a mahogany coffin, 
$3.75 for five yards of flannel, $3.00 for putting in the 
lining, $2.00 for hanging the lid, $1.25 for one set of 
plated hinges, and $.50 for one set of plated screws.
Such hardware became common in more accounts in the mid 
to late 1850s. Almost all of the accounts include some trim 
on the outside as well as more elaborate linings. By the 
1860s, the average price per account rises very rapidly and 
many of Atkins' jobs include a variety of coffin hardware.
On September 24, 1866, Atkins charged the account of George 
Daves $4.00 for a silver breastplate, $4.00 for four plated 
handles, and $2.00 for twelve small plates. Likewise, the 
coffin made for D.W. Maull in March of 1864 had four plated 
handles, one silver breastplate, and thirty-six escutcheons, 
for a total of $12.00.
Metal ornamentation and material linings were not 
solely responsible for the growing average price of Atkins'
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accounts. Besides making more elaborate coffins, in the 
same period Atkins was offering more undertaking services.
His early accounts generally included only the coffins, 
although at times they showed an extra charge for carrying 
or delivering the coffin. However, just as ornamentation 
increased, so did the provision of related items like 
gloves, handkerchiefs, and ribbon. Also, it is clear that 
Atkins began to make shrouds and to provide other clothing 
for the deceased. The amount of muslin, cotton and other 
materials increased significantly in his accounts. Some was 
for lining the coffin and the rest was for shrouds and 
graveclothes.
Finally, Atkins also expanded his services to include 
the care of the body before the funeral. This practice 
represents the final development in the specialization of 
the undertaking field. In the account of David Hazzard of 
July 13, 1864, Atkins added a charge of $4.00 for "ice & use 
of Box & tendin to corps." This charge probably refers to 
the use of a corpse preserver, a box that looked very much 
like a deep coffin, because it contained a metal chamber to 
hold ice to keep the body cool. It probably had a window to 
view the corpse until it was transferred to a coffin for 
burial.7
Throughout this period, Atkins continued to make a
7A similar corpse preserver patented in 1870 was 
accessioned into the collection of the Connecticut 
Historical Society in 1994.
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basic coffin with little or no trim and no services but 
delivery (see Graph 4). This minimal offering continued to 
serve that part of the community who could either not afford 
more or who preferred simplicity. The lowest price paid for 
a coffin remained relatively constant from 1848 to 1870. 
However, the highest price paid for a coffin tended upwards, 
which was not created by inflation or by Atkins' decision to 
target only a more exclusive clientele. If either of these 
had been the case, the business in consistently lower-priced 
coffins would have disappeared or tended upwards as well. 
Instead, it is apparent that the country demanded more 
elaborate coffins and funeral services. (See Appendix D for 
a complete comparison of records of Atkins & Son.)
The commercialization of coffins and burial in the 
nineteenth century extended beyond how to where a person was 
buried. The process altered the tradition of burial in 
churchyards and family plots. Government had not had a 
significant involvement in the regulation of burial once the 
crises of high death rates and dispersed settlement in the 
seventeenth-century South had given way to a more stable 
colonial society. Regulation reappeared, however, in the 
early nineteenth century, again in response to crisis. By 
the 1820s some of America's cities had grown so large that 
poor sanitation, limited burial space, and chronic epidemics 
of yellow fever created a desperate situation. A report of 
the New York City Board of Health called existing city
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cemeteries "receptacles of putrefying matter and hotbeds of 
miasmata." The yellow fever epidemic of 1822 killed 16,000 
people in the city, and since the disease had been 
particularly virulent around the Trinity Church cemeteries, 
the Board recommended closing all inner-city burial grounds.
A similar action was suggested in Boston after several 
churches requested permission to bury in cellars due to 
space limitations. Neither recommendation was ever acted 
upon, but the debate was essential to the development of new 
rural cemeteries operated by private companies rather than 
by churches.8
In the early nineteenth century, one of the most 
important expansions in the commercialization of burial was 
the development of rural garden cemeteries operated by 
private companies. More and more, a respectable death came 
to include not only an ornate coffin but also burial in an 
appropriate place. Commercial organizations convinced 
people that rural garden cemeteries were the burial places 
of refined consumers. These cemeteries promoted beauty and 
sentiment lacking in over-crowded and unkept churchyards and 
isolated family plots. Death and respectability most 
closely intertwined here in garden cemeteries designed to be 
places of respectable leisure and contemplation as well as
8Stanley French, "The Cemetery as Cultural 
Institution," in David E. Stannard, ed., Death in America 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1975), 74.
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memorialization and mourning.
Severe overcrowding in urban churchyards freed cities 
to open new city burial grounds. As a response to 
respectability, though, many of the urban upper and middle 
classes began in the 1830s to adopt a new approach, the 
rural park cemetery. These institutions bore no connection 
to any one religious or governmental institution. They were 
commercial, though they professed the pursuit of lofty goals 
such as horticulture, art, and architecture, as well as 
public health and safety. Mount Auburn Cemetery near 
Boston, a creation of the Horticultural Society, was the 
first, dedicated in 1831. Several large cemeteries created 
outside city limits for health reasons preceded Mount 
Auburn, but none had been planned parks dedicated to the 
interment of the dead in a setting of art and nature 
combined. Like the others, Mount Auburn intended to provide 
a burial place without compromising public health, but 
unlike them it intended to do so in a manner more 
inspirational, and thus more respectable. The cemetery 
company reinvested funds from the sale of plots into 
landscaping, footpaths and carriage roads, monuments and 
architecture, all for the benefit of the living.
These cemeteries, their founders and promoters 
believed, would help to create a more respectable citizenry. 
The belief was that nature, the beauty inherent in the 
cemetery, would serve as a "a school of religion and
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philosophy." Its instruction would "form the character, and 
govern the conduct of the living" and be "elevating and 
purifying" in its effect. Mount Auburn became renowned and 
many others followed suit. Philadelphia established Laurel 
Hill Cemetery in 1836; Brooklyn, Greenwood Cemetery in 
1838. In the next two decades nearly every major American 
city established similar rural cemeteries and many smaller 
towns followed. As a further blow to churchyard burial, 
rural park cemeteries became the dominant type in most towns 
and cities. In 1850 one commentator stated that "there is 
hardly a city or town of any size in the Union which does 
not possess its rural cemetery.... [It] may be fairly 
considered now one of our institutions."9
Mount Auburn was established as a private nonprofit 
organization, but the high aims of the Horticultural Society 
and the business of selling plots did not join seamlessly.
As James Farrell notes, "the garden of experiment and the 
garden of graves did not however grow together." In 1835 
the two interests split and the cemetery received its own 
charter from the state. "Subsequent rural cemeteries," 
Farrell continues, "also claimed an independent existence as 
specialized institutions for the burial of the dead."10 The 
commercial potential of these cemeteries was too great to be 
ignored as the phenomenon swept the country. The system of
9Ibid., 85.
10Farrell, Inventing the American Way of Death, 101.
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respectability fueled not only industrial production, as 
seen in the coffin hardware boom, but also the creation of 
entirely new business opportunities. The development of 
Hollywood Cemetery in Richmond, Virginia, typified the form 
and nature of the many Mount Auburn imitators. It was a 
very commercially oriented organization which owed much of 
its success to the sale of the notion of respectability.
In the decades following the American Revolution, the 
population of Richmond grew at an unprecedented rate. By 
1800, the only public burial ground at Saint John's Church 
had to be expanded. By 1820 the city declared it full and 
opened a four-acre tract on Shockoe Hill near tracts for the 
free Black community and the Hebrew congregation. Between 
1820 and 1840, the city's population more than doubled, 
quickly nearing a crisis.11 A group of citizens realized 
that one option was to imitate the rural cemeteries of 
Boston's Mount Auburn and Baltimore's Green Mount and so 
incorporate.
The company was convinced of the venture's 
profitability. They believed that the population would pay 
for their loved ones to be buried in surroundings that would 
perpetuate their memory in the beautiful and sentimental 
manner that had come to define a respectable death. Prior 
to the dedication, the company noted in its minute book the
uMary H. Mitchell, Hollywood Cemetery: The History of
a Southern Shrine (Richmond: Virginia State Library, 1985),
xii.
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purpose of the Hollywood Cemetery:
It is of easy and agreeable access from the 
City, and is believed to combine as many 
advantages for the purposes of its location 
as any one place could possibly furnish....
It is believed that it will be received with 
satisfaction by many such, who may have 
observed how soon family burying grounds in 
the country are disregarded when the 
ownership of the property had passed into the 
hands of strangers. Here, it is the purpose 
not only to give every possible permanency to 
this, as and for a cemetery and burial place, 
but also to embellish it with every thing 
that can inspire tenderness and veneration 
for the dead.12
The marriage of commercialism and respectability was by 
this time long established, but the Hollywood Cemetery 
Company introduced a different dynamic than in the past.
Its organization as a company with investors and its 
aggressive approach to marketing gave a new element to the 
relationship between commercialism and respectability. The 
group of entrepreneurs methodically approached the company's 
development. On August 20, 1847, the appointed committee 
presented their estimation of probable income. First they 
tracked the number of interments per year for more than ten 
years at the Shockoe Hill burying ground, and calculated an 
average of 236.5. Then they reported the charges allowed 
for sexton's fees, as well as the city's income for sections 
sold, the latter being an average of $464.90 per year.
Finally, the committee compared the prices and sizes of lots 
at Mount Auburn and Green Mount and analyzed the potential
12Minutes, Hollywood Cemetery, 120.
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income of the ground at Hollywood at various prices. This
ranged from a very optimistic $406,000 to a conservative
$76,125. In the end it was estimated that even mid-range
prices would yield an income for the company of $1500 per
annum for ninety-four years.13
The company discouraged traditional associations of
burial in the pursuit of greater profit. In May of 1849 it
denied the request of St. Peter's Catholic Church to
purchase a portion of the cemetery for the exclusive use of
the congregation. The company replied:
[It] was determined to be inexpedient to make 
sale in the manner and for the purposes 
indicated, and the meeting therefore 
instructed the Board to sell the lots in the 
usual mode by single sections.
This decision, I trust, will not have the 
effect of determining you, or the members of 
your congregation, from selecting such 
sections as may be agreeable to your taste 
when the lots are sold. Of the time and 
place of sale due notice will be given 
through the public prints. In the mean time,
I take the liberty of sending herewith a 
pamphlet containing some information as to 
the design and plan of the Cemetery.14
The company did not intend to let the cemetery merely become
an extension of Richmond's churches, and they expected more
profit from the sale of individual sections. The board did
approve the sale of contiguous sections, provided the number
did not exceed four, to be reserved for the exclusive use of
13Ibid., 65. This cost-analysis document is reprinted 
in full in Appendix C.
14Ibid., 117.
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the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, the Masonic 
Fraternity, the Fire Association, and the Sons of 
Temperance.
To reach a large audience and middle class buyers, the 
company turned to the newspapers for marketing. At its 
annual meeting the Board drafted notes to Editor Hugh R. 
Pleasants of the Daily Dispatch, detailing points to include 
in an article. The Board suggested to Pleasants that he 
propose that each church's congregation buy a lot for its 
minister and his family; that since railroads and canals 
were so numerous, people outside the city should be 
encouraged to buy lots; and that people purchase their own 
lots to spare mourning friends and family the chore. The 
Board felt the article should mention that lots cost from 
$10-200, but $40 or $50 would secure "one of the most 
desirable in the cemetery, large enough for any ordinary 
family." Finally, the company offered to include a list of 
lot-holders to be printed. "The array of so many and such 
names," they felt, "will doubtless influence others."15
The equivalent of today's celebrity endorsement, the 
company's sales techniques depended upon the famous and 
respected of Virginia to attract clients. Notably, the 
company worked diligently to secure the reinterment of 
President Monroe and welcomed the opportunity to place the 
body of President Tyler in the same circle. The Board
15Ibid., 245.
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suggested to the legislature that the remains of Jefferson 
and Madison be brought to the same hilltop, but no action 
was taken. In 1862 Hollywood's President Thomas H. Ellis 
also asked the legislature to erect a monument at Hollywood 
to the memory of important Virginians buried elsewhere. By 
this he of course meant those buried outside the 
Confederacy, who upon the successful conclusion of the war 
might be reinterred. "The body of Theodorick Bland is 
interred in New York, the bodies of Philip Doddridge and 
Philip Pendleton Barbour are in the congressional burying 
ground at Washington. Might not the legislature," Ellis 
asked, "with becoming state pride at a future day, direct 
their removal to Hollywood?"16 In the meantime, the company 
offered a free plot to General Lee for his daughter but Mrs. 
Lee declined, having buried her in North Carolina at a 
friend's plantation. In 1864 Jefferson Davis accepted the 
offer of a lot for his son. Having these respectable 
figures share one's burial place appealed to more than just 
the middle-class consumer's sense of emulation. Being 
buried alongside such luminaries appealed to people's sense 
of nationalism, a characteristic of nineteenth-century 
society that was not a significant part of the system of 
respectability. Like the aggressive corporate approach to 
business taken by the Hollywood Cemetery company, 
commercialism also incorporated a nationalistic approach
16Ibid., 356.
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into death and burial. The Hollywood Cemetery company asked 
a variety of respectable and influential people to suggest 
naming schemes for the walks, avenues, hills, and paths of 
the cemetery. Mrs. Wirt Robinson suggested "Roman,"
"Greek," and "Oriental" systems or "the Home like, truly 
American preference, of euphonious Indian terms for the 
lowlands, and some peculiarly national signification for the 
more elevated positions."17
The professionalization of undertakers like T.J. Atkins 
and the creation of rural garden cemeteries like Hollywood, 
originate in the system of respectability. Professional 
undertakers and lovely cemeteries served the middle class
and met its demand for beautiful objects and settings.
Certainly respectability and commercialism worked together 
to form an economy of death. However, this alliance does 
not account for all of the new economy's dynamism. Atkins
and Son and the Hollywood Cemetery company represent
something more than merely the response of supply to demand.
Commercialization combined with technological advances 
in transportation and communication, a growing American 
bureaucracy, and new urban environments to create a death 
and burial that was more than respectable. Atkins and Son 
and the Hollywood Cemetery company were successful 
businesses because this evolution had allowed them to 
transform respectable death for a new generation. The
17Ibid., 97.
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system of modernity, which induced the desire to apply 
rational principles to the organization of everyday life, 
influenced death and burial. This influence manifested 
itself in a reliance on technology and corporate 
organization.
Rural park cemeteries were respectable choices for 
burial, but they were also rational solutions for problems 
of the urban environment. They addressed issues of disease 
and space in the expanding urban population. The cemeteries 
redesigned the environment through the construction of roads 
and facilities and the creation of plantings and vistas.
The cemeteries began to rely on technology to bring visitors 
and mourners from the cities. This was more than a 
commercial response to demand. Cemeteries addressed the 
needs of a public that increasingly emphasized scientific, 
corporate, and rational principles in their lives and 
deaths. The desire for rational principles inherent in the 
system of modernity created an ideology which influenced 
businesses related to death. The ideological transformation 
accompanied material changes, which are best represented by 
the development of the metallic burial case.
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Chapter Five
The Metallic Burial Case 1850-1870:
American Respectability and Modernity
In 1849, both the New York State Agricultural Society
Fair in Syracuse and the American Institute Exhibition in
New York displayed the patented invention of Almond D. Fisk,
which received a gold medal for excellence of design and
product. The committee examined "The Metallic Burial Case"
manufactured by the Fisk and Raymond Company in Winfield,
New York, and reported the following:
Three sizes Sarcophagus or Metallic Coffins.
There is something very agreeable and antique 
in their appearance, rendered unchangeable by 
moisture by a vitreous glazing, a convenience 
in removing friends and preserving their form 
and features....1
The introduction of the metallic burial case was the 
most radical change in Anglo-American burial custom since 
Anglo-Americans adopted coffins for regular use. Cast iron 
created a very different product. Since it could be molded 
into any number of shapes and sizes, metallic burial cases 
could be decorated as never before. Unlike any previous 
type of coffin or burial container, metallic cases could
LCrane, Breed & Company, Fisk's and Crane's Patent 
Metallic Burial Cases and Caskets (Cincinnati: Crane, Breed 
& Company, 1858) in the collection of the Cincinnati 
Historical Society.
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actually preserve the remains of the deceased for a 
significant length of time. Yet because some were even made 
to look like wooden coffins, it was not primarily their 
novelty that made them popular.
Essentially, the metallic burial case was a successful 
new product because it responded to and successfully 
channeled the new orientation of American society. The rise 
of the system of respectability in the early nineteenth 
century had legitimized death differently from the system of 
gentility, through an exuberant commercial economy. Vital 
industries supplied the growing middle class with a wealth 
of lovely things based on an emotional need to express one's 
respectability through beauty and sensibility. The settings 
necessary for a respectable lifestyle in turn created a 
sustained demand for more objects, which supported many 
industries. Metallic burial cases met both the aesthetic 
and emotional needs of mid-nineteenth-century Americans, but 
the system of respectability does not fully address all of 
the elements of metallic burial cases. Another system seems 
to be at work.
In the nineteenth century, modernity was a forward- 
looking system, confident in its power to create social 
improvement through technology, education, urbanization, and 
bureaucratic institutions.2 It emphasized a large scale
2A good discussion of the definitions of modernity is 
found in the chapter "Against the Current" in Lewis Perry, 
Boats Against the Current: Revolution and Modernity 1820-
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economy and government, technology, and communication as
tools for social change and orientation. In 1849 Joseph P.
Bradley told an audience of Rutgers students:
What constitutes the indissoluble bond which 
unites and keeps us together as one nation, 
and one people? What, but the mutuality of 
interests produced by the great variety of 
our industrial productions, and the 
consequent exchanges which the mutual supply 
of wants requires? It is this which lays 
down upon the map of our country the 
complicated net-work of our canals, our rail­
roads, and our telegraphs. It is this which 
interlocks and weaves together all our public 
lines of communication and transportation; 
which carries life into all the breathing 
engines of social prosperity that labor 
around us, on the sea and on the land, by day 
and by night, unceasingly.3
Scholars have argued over the beginnings of modernity 
as a cultural system. Richard Brown's work indicates that 
elements of modernity were present in America as early as 
the seventeenth century, but that the really significant 
transformation of American life began in 1775. Others 
assert that modernity began anywhere from 1815 to as late as 
the twentieth century. Certainly most would agree, though, 
that by the 1850s modernity was a significant cultural 
system in America. This coincides with the appearance and 
popularization of the metallic burial case, which strongly 
indicates that by this time modernity had made inroads into
1860 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 215-25.
3Clinton Rossiter, The American Quest 1790-1860 (New 
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 19*71), 137.
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the institutionalization of death. While the metallic 
burial case continued the tradition of a respectable death, 
the system of respectability does not address all of the 
components of this new artifact. Beyond their respectable 
characteristics like decoration and personalization, 
metallic burial cases also exemplified the country's growing 
emphasis on technology, nationalism, and an increasingly 
complex economy to overcome the obstacles of social 
improvement.
To investigate the dual nature of metallic burial cases 
and their relation to the changing American culture, it is 
important to begin with their material. Manufacturers 
experimented with better materials for coffins, but 
commercially iron won the day. In the two decades before 
1870, the Fisk & Raymond Company and its associated 
manufacturers were particularly successful.
The metallic burial cases of the 1850s were not the 
first metal coffins, but they represented commercial 
dynamics very different from their predecessors. In 1790 
Edward Bridgman, a London chandler, made the first patented 
metal coffin.4 He designed it to be constructed in cast or
4A long tradition of lead coffins dates back to late 
sixteenth-century England. Seventeenth-century lead coffins 
have been discovered at St. Mary's City, Maryland. Numerous 
examples, such as that of Lord Botetourt, appear in 
eighteenth-century America, and as late as 1859 they were 
advertised for sale in Philadelphia. However, lead coffins 
were always a luxury and were most often associated with 
multi-coffin vault burial. They represent a very different 
tradition from iron coffins. See: Litten, The English Way,
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wrought iron, materials vastly better suited than wood to 
repel the forces of deterioration. However, Bridgman 
introduced "the Patent Coffin" primarily to thwart grave 
robbers. Its iron construction and concealed latches 
prevented "resurrectionists" from prying it apart and 
stealing its contents.5
Other English merchants followed suit by inventing, 
patenting, and selling metal coffins. To some, the metal 
coffin provided the public with a sanitary means of burial 
cheaper than a triple coffin consisting of a wooden coffin 
sealed in a lead coffin inside a wooden box. While the iron 
coffins may have been considered effective in preventing the 
spread of disease, they proved to be a nuisance for the 
average overcrowded English churchyard, which had no use for 
a coffin that would not break down and allow the corpse to 
decay. To discourage the use of iron coffins many vestries 
added to their standard fee for the burial of an iron coffin 
within the churchyard.6 In 1820, the English legal case of
85-97; and The National Museum of American History, Archives 
Center, Warshaw Collection of Business Americana,
"Undertakers" Box 1 of 2.
5Ruth Richardson, Death, Dissection, and the Destitute 
(London and New York: Routledge & Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1987),
81.
6Litten, The English Way, 86. Julien Litten records 
two parishes that discouraged the use of iron coffins by 
imposing a fine. The City church of St Peter-le-Poore 
charged a standard fee of £ 1, 15s., 2d for burial in a 
wooden coffin. For burial in a lead coffin the fee included 
an extra £ 20, and for iron the additional charge jumped to 
£50. St Paul's, Shadwell was more modest, but did charge
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Gilbert v. Buzzard concerned the right to be buried in an
iron coffin. The judge eventually ruled that:
The rule of law which says that a man has a 
right to be buried in his own churchyard is 
to be found, most certainly in many of our 
authoritative text writers; but it is not 
quite so easy to find the rule which gives 
him the rights of burying a large chest or 
trunk in company with himself.7
So in spite of vigorous promotion, the metal coffin was
never successful in Great Britain. The lack of burial space
severely crippled its commercial potential. The metallic
burial cases patented in America several decades later would
not suffer by a similar restriction. Land for expansion was
plentiful except in the larger cities. Beginning in the
1830s, large rural cemeteries relieved their overcrowding.
The success of metallic burial cases was really due to the
ways they corresponded with and contributed to American
society's new legitimations of the institution of burial.
Respectable Americans' desire to beautify death drove
manufacturers to find a new material for coffins. As we
have seen in the accounts of Atkins and Son, the demand for
beauty and decoration had the potential of fueling a
significant business. The patents of the early nineteenth
century reflect this race to secure business in the
an extra £ 4 18s for the use of an iron coffin, unless it 
was placed in a brick-lined grave, which commanded an extra 
£ 6.
7Michael B. Vaughan, "The Structure, Conduct, and 
Performance of the American Casket Industry," (PhD 
Dissertation, University of Nebraska, 1980), 25.
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beautification of death. Patentees considered a variety of 
materials to create an attractive, marketable coffin.
Patent applicants for new coffins between 1830 and 1870 
realized that there was a market for better and cheaper ways 
to preserve the nation's dead in fashions with wide appeal. 
Between 1836 and 1870, thirty patents were granted for 
coffins as well as for a number of related items like 
applied decoration and lid fasteners. Coffins were part of 
a significant burst in the early nineteenth century of 
inventive activity. During this time, patents refer to 
coffins made of cement, terra cotta, slate, glass, and even 
papier-mache, but it is unlikely that manufacturers ever 
produced coffins in these materials.
If in fact the first two patented metal coffins ever 
were produced, neither was successfully marketed. James 
Gray of Richmond, Virginia, patented the first metal coffin 
in 1836. Other than his patent, no other evidence of Gray's 
invention exists. In 1847 Frederick Skiff of New York City 
patented a metal coffin that closely resembled its octagonal 
wooden counterpart, except that it was made by combining 
iron, zinc, and quartz crystals, and molding it into shape. 
Like other early patentees, Skiff believed that his coffin 
would possibly be used for the preservation of not only dead 
bodies, but any other perishable animal or vegetable 
preparations (see Illustration 11),a While neither of
8United States Patent No. 5,084, April 20, 1847.
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Coffin Patented by Frederick Skiff, 1847 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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these patents was a commercial success for its inventor, 
Almond D. Fisk's invention was a different story.
In 1848, Almond Fisk received a patent for coffin 
improvement consisting of the construction of an "Air-Tight 
Coffin of Cast or Raised Metal." The coffin was constructed 
of two halves cast in a close-fitting mummiform shape, which 
helped keep the weight low. When sealed with a cement, the 
Fisk Patented Coffin was airtight and provided a 
preservative environment unlike that of any other coffin. 
"From a coffin of this description, " the inventor boasted, 
"the air may be exhausted so completely as entirely to 
prevent the decay of the contained body on principles well 
understood; or if preferred, the coffin may be filled with 
any gas or fluid having the property of preventing 
putrefaction." Cast iron could also be shaped and decorated 
in any number of styles. The illustration for the patent 
shows a coffin with a top molded in the form of a shrouded 
figure holding a cross on its chest, though the inventor 
commented that this form and the decorative handles shown 
had "not anything to do with the construction of [his] 
coffin, and may be used or omitted at pleasure"9(see 
Illustration 12).
In 1848, Fisk and Raymond Company in New York patented 
the Fisk Metallic Burial Case. The business was successful 
enough for Fisk to license other manufacturers, including
9(Jnited States Patent No. 5920, November 14, 1848 .
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Illustration 12
r/
•v :
Coffin Patented by Almond D. Fisk, 1848 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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A.C. Barstow Company of Providence, Rhode Island, and W. C. 
Davis & Co. of Cincinnati, Ohio. However, the business 
developed on a significant scale when the larger 
manufacturing concern of Crane, Barnes & Company (later 
Crane, Breed & Company) of Cincinnati purchased the Fisk 
Metallic Burial Case Company.10 Crane, Barnes was founded 
on the production of cast iron stoves. The production of 
the Fisk coffin required no more investment for the company 
than new molds, and it was very successful. By 1858, the 
company was producing not only the Fisk coffin, but designs 
of its own including a rustless zinc coffin introduced in 
1857.11 By 1867 the company had abandoned the original Fisk 
model, advertised a much larger selection of its own 
coffins, and branched into the production of hearses.
Metallic burial cases owed their success to more than 
just a marketing coup. Affordability and availability are 
only two prerequisites for an object to be successfully 
marketed. The third and equally important quality is 
desirability. This has become the focus of material culture 
scholarship in its pursuit of an appropriate framework for 
studying consumerism. Analyzing desirability allows us to 
interpret the broader role of objects, including their 
function in ritualized behavior, social formation and
10Personal correspondence with David H. Shayt, 
Smithsonian Institution.
u Cincinnati Enquirer (June 11, 1953) .
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differentiation, and meanings.12 A commercial product can 
only be successful if its purposes, connotations, and 
symbolism participate in the cultural framework, of the 
society. Its acceptance helps reify those same purposes, 
connotations, and symbolism. Metal coffins produced in 
factories and shipped to disparate locations around America 
signified the culmination of a new material culture 
surrounding death and mourning that had been developing 
since the last decades of the eighteenth century.
The beautification of death was an important part of 
respectability in nineteenth-century America. The almost 
obsessive focus on beauty created new images and even a new 
vocabulary that better expressed the changing outlook on 
death. The movement for greater coffin ornamentation went a 
long way in doing this, and increased competition created by 
metallic burial cases seems to have pushed the trend even 
further. The accounts of the Oshkosh, Wisconsin, furniture 
maker and undertaker indicate this tendency. He introduced 
wooden coffins intended to compete with the metallic burial 
cases as luxury items, which accounts for a dramatic drop 
between 1868 and 1870 in the number of metallic coffins he 
sold, and a corresponding drop in their percentage of sales.
The records of the Oshkosh merchant indicate that in 
the years 1868-1870 he was increasing the ornamentation and 
finish of his own coffins to compete with lower- and mid­
12Martin, "Makers, Buyers, Users," 156.
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priced metallic burial cases. A jump in the average price 
of wooden coffins occurs in the same years as a dramatic 
drop in metallic coffins sold (see Graphs 5 and 6). His 
notations about more expensive wooden coffins which 
differed from those made previously confirm this conclusion. 
For instance, he indicates that the luxury coffins were made 
of walnut, and many were cloth covered and included 
decorative hardware like name plates. Another example is 
the illustrated catalog of the Cincinnati Coffin Company 
published in 1876. Manufacturers of metallic burial cases 
successfully employed national marketing techniques and 
producers of wooden coffins copied them. The designs of 
these wooden coffins mimicked the successful metallic 
versions. They also copied the mass production and 
wholesale national distribution methods pioneered by the 
metallic burial case manufacturers (see Illustrations 13 and 
14) .13
The beautification of death played a significant role 
in the development of metallic burial case design. Because 
metal had not yet achieved aesthetic appeal, the cases were 
always molded or finished to resemble other materials such 
as cloth or wood. Crane, Breed & Company's patent and sales 
literature show the company's attempt to provide a container 
for the body that would somehow help mourners through the
I3Reduced Wholesale Price-List of Cincinnati Coffin 
Company, June 1, 1876, in the collection of the National 
Museum of American History, call # 046519.
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process of grieving. In the patent applications for coffins
in this period, it is easy to see that beauty was often as
important to the design of the cases as was preservation.14
Consider also the description of the models available
from Crane, Breed & Company in their 1858 catalog. The
Bronzed Case
presents the appearance of drapery, heavy and 
well-arranged, formed into a winding-sheet, 
and so adjusted as appropriately to reveal 
the shape and proportions of the body it 
encloses. Some of these are ornamented with 
rich and highly-wrought scroll-work, and 
others with flowers and emblems of mortality, 
executed with consummate skill and taste.
The whole of the upper part is bronzed...
(see Illustration 15) .15
Some of the images like the winding sheet were familiar, but
even it was executed quite unlike any actual winding sheet,
which had not been used for several generations.
14In 1839, Moses Leonard of Syracuse, New York, 
proposed creating a wooden core which would be covered on 
all sides by a half-inch of cement composed of beeswax, 
resin, and pulverized stone. Leonard's patent pointed out 
that "the surface of the whole coffin may be polished, and 
will then have a very handsome appearance; or it may be 
painted, or otherwise ornamented." (United States Patent No. 
1,214, July 2, 1839) "Great durability and susceptibility 
of being much ornamented or made to resemble marble" were 
the goals of David Sholl of Cincinnati, Ohio, who in 1855 
patented the production of coffins composed of terra cotta. 
(United States Patent No. 12,605, March 27, 1855) Daniel 
and Solomon E. Hooker of West Poultney, Vermont, undoubtedly 
had access to slate beds, for they touted slate as a "very 
excellent material of which to construct coffins."
According to them, thin slabs of slate would be strong, 
durable, and "comparatively" light. It would accept a fine 
finish and "its cheapness also highly recommends it."
(United States Patent No. 19,503, March 2, 1858)
15Crane, Breed & Company, "Fisk and Crane's Burial 
Cases and Caskets."
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Illustration 15
Bronzed Metallic Burial Case, Crane, Breed & Company, 1858 
Cincinnati Historical Society
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The folds and texture of actual fabric, like that
suggested by the Bronzed Case, were available in the Covered
Metallic Burial Case. This version included the same
metallic case with all of its advantages, but was covered
with "fine, black, French cloth." The catalog explained:
The folds are heavy, tastefully arranged, and 
adjusted, in their outline, to the unevenness 
of the surface which underlies them. From 
the flange or line of intersection, the 
drapery is suspended in curves. Between 
these are tassels. Along the border of the 
suspended drapery, and following the outline 
of the curves, is a rich, heavy, bullion 
fringe. A lighter one is disposed along the 
prominent seams of the upper, or top section.
The mountings are highly polished, yet 
tasteful, giving a finish to the Case of 
surpassing neatness.... The Cut is accurate, 
in the main, and exhibits truthfully the 
general features, such as the shape, style, 
and finish of this beautiful Case.... White 
satin is sometimes used instead of cloth, for 
the covering. This gives it a chasteness of 
appearance not easily described. It is used 
only for the young (see Illustration 16).
These cast iron coffins offered new styles and decorations
like flowing cloth and flowers, providing a beautiful
setting for the corpse.
However, in order to keep the weight low, manufacturers
produced iron coffins that closely fit the shape of the
body. The result was a mummiform case, and apparently some
customers found unacceptable this suggestion of the dead
body within. The patent of Amos C. Barstow explained the
compromises he considered in the development of the form-
fitting burial cases.
In metallic coffins or burial-cases the great
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Covered Metallic Burial Case, 
Crane, Breed & Company, 1858 
Cincinnati Historical Society
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objects sought to be obtained besides 
strength are beauty and lightness. Metallic 
coffins were heretofore made of comparative 
lightness, by conforming, as nearly as 
possible, with the shape of the human body 
they were intended to inclose, but when so 
constructed the form of the coffin in its 
general appearance is suggestive of the 
corpse, which, to many, is a sight unpleasant 
and repulsive. Thus lightness was attained 
at the expense of beauty. On the other hand, 
metallic coffins were made of a tasteful 
configuration or shape and more or less 
ornamented, but then no regard was or could 
be paid, consistently with the design 
adopted, to the great desideratum in metallic 
coffins— i.e., lightness. Thus beauty of 
design was attained at the cost of 
lightness.16
Barstow's patent suggested that the solution was a design 
with corrugated sides to maintain strength, and a thin 
casting and rounded head and toe tapering overall toward the 
foot.
Crane, Breed & Company presented in its 1858 catalog an 
option which used sheet metal, rather than cast iron. This 
design truly represented the industry's success in combining 
all the advantages of metallic cases with the tenets of 
beautification. With its success, the company changed the 
vocabulary of the American public by giving the word casket 
a new meaning.17 As described by the 1858 catalog:
16CJnited States Patent No. 37, 484, January 27, 1863.
17The word casket had been used since the thirteenth 
century to mean a small box or chest for jewels, letters, or 
other things of value. Crane, Breed & Company by refering 
to coffins as caskets, was trying to lend this beautiful 
defininition to an object with the ugly connotation of 
death.
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The fourth and last Cut is a representation 
of Crane's Patent, Metallic, Burial Casket.
This is a more recent invention, embodying 
the main features of the Fisk Case, so far as 
mere utility is concerned, but entirely 
different from it both in shape and design.
It is finished in imitation of polished 
Rosewood, and is so constructed as to accord, 
in this respect, with the feelings of the 
bereaved. And yet, it retains, in their 
fullest extent, all of the requisites of an 
appropriate receptacle for the dead (see 
Illustration 17).18
The market for coffins dramatically changed with the advent
of the rectangular casket, and the original Fisk patent was
discontinued soon after. Wooden coffins changed to match
their rectangular metal counterparts. The rectangular form
created a vocabulary and design that coincided with and
promoted the changing attitudes toward death in America. It
held not an ugly corpse, but the valuable remains of a loved
one and the mourners experienced a "beautiful" death. "It
will not promote, even if it does not check, disagreeable
sensations," suggested the 1858 catalog. "It is enough that
we should be bereaved; and whatever tends to soften the
poignancy of our grief, commends itself to our
consideration. So much that is repulsive has been discarded
in its arrangement and shape that its name, 'THE CASKET,' is
an involuntary suggestion."19
The use of the term casket reflects the multifaceted
18Crane, Breed & Company, "Fisk and Crane's Burial 
Cases and Caskets."
19Ibid.
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Crane's Patent Metallic Burial Casket 
Crane, Breed & Company, 1858 
Cincinnati Historical Society
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nature of beautification in the development of 
respectability. Beauty consisted of physical and emotional 
attractiveness. Physical attractiveness defined and drove 
out the coarse and unrefined elements, to create and 
maintain cultural aesthetic standards. On the other hand, 
emotional attractiveness ensured that objects and people 
inspired passionate feelings. A case or casket was a much 
more attractive image than a coffin; it sounded like a nice 
piece of furniture to display, so it became that. At the 
same time, a case or casket stored an important or valuable 
keepsake. These types of emotional messages were linked to 
the burial case and casket.
Respectable people emphasized beauty in a sentimental 
way. This emphasis resulted in a national obsession to 
extend the moments of grief and mourning. A prolonged 
grief, indicative of intense sensitivity and delicacy of 
feeling, was more beautiful. Mourners most commonly 
expressed this new way of mourning as a dread of parting. 
Sentimental religion had changed the placement of mourning 
from the deceased to those left behind; they had to live on 
in a world of woe while the deceased moved on to a better 
place. Mourning and burial changed to draw out indefinitely 
the parting moment. Metallic burial cases could preserve 
the body and so extend the moments of parting. The 
properties of iron and "the results of scientific 
investigation" combined in a product that would ensure "the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
desire for an undisturbed repose [that] is common to the 
race." Crane, Breed & Company's 1858 catalog did not claim 
indefinite preservation, and no one had yet found a way to 
completely overcome the natural forces of dissolution. 
However, a metallic casket could stave off the processes of 
decay for months "and not infrequently for years without any 
perceptible change.... We claim," the catalog asserted, 
"that it preserves the body entire, from decay; in many 
instances for years. It protects it from intrusion, from 
intermingling with the earth...."20 The catalog also 
describes how the casket repelled not only bodily decay but 
natural enemies, water and vermin.
Metallic burial cases heightened and drew out the 
American proclivity for sentimental mourning by their unique 
ability to temporarily arrest the body's deterioration. A 
body decays in an initial, anaerobic stage and a final, 
aerobic stage. Once the aerobic stage is deprived of oxygen 
by the airtight construction of something like the metallic 
burial case, the body can be partially preserved 
indefinitely. Transport of the body over long distances 
becomes possible, and the body may be removed without 
exposing mourners or funeral workers to gruesome images of 
the corpse. At the time that metal caskets were introduced, 
airtightness was also believed to prevent the spread of 
contagion. The technology of metal coffins made all these
20Crane Breed, & Company, "Wholesale Price List."
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points of advertising possible for the first time. However,
considered together they do not entirely explain the
coffins' success in the American market. Above all,
metallic burial cases and caskets literally preserved loved
ones, enhancing their image in the memories of the living.
The 1858 catalog carried the testimonial of Dr. Valentine
Mott of Cincinnati:
I think there is a desire in most persons, 
that the mortal remains of their friends 
should be prevented, as long as possible, 
from returning to their original and destined 
elements. It is a noble and endearing 
sentiment, worthy of that great and 
enlightened people, the original Egyptians, 
with whom the practice originated, and by 
succeeding nations has never been 
successfully imitated. The durability of 
metallic Coffins will go a good way in 
accomplishing the preservation of human 
remains, and ought to be much sought by those 
who cherish this beautiful idea.21
Respectable people were obsessed with beauty and fascinated
with preserving a lovely memory.
Preservation and memory were comforting for people to
fall back on in a new industrialized society that placed a
greater emphasis on time management. American manufacturers
produced inexpensive clocks which were incorporated into
daily and industrial life. This made American society more
time conscious. Harvey Green argues that this increased
perception of time gave Americans a greater consciousness of
the past evident in revival styles, commemorative artifacts,
21Ibid.
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and mourning practices. In the light of the magnitude of 
the past, the present and future seemed even more uncertain 
and transitory. As such, dwelling on the past and extending 
memory comforted Americans especially in the face of death. 
They preserved the past in as many ways as possible, 
including cherishing past relationships.22 Metallic burial 
cases literally preserved the past.
As they related to the beautification and 
sentimentalization of death, metallic burial cases were 
artifacts of respectability. However, in the successful 
marketing of the cases one can find evidence of a different 
system, not significantly a part of respectability.
Metallic burial cases were respectable, but they were also 
part of a new understanding of time, the celebration of 
technology, the creation of vast commercial connections, and 
a spirited nationalism. These are the hallmarks of 
modernity. Again, the change in material provides the best 
opportunity to investigate the modernity of metallic burial 
cases.
As a material used in the early nineteenth century for 
a variety of architectural and domestic artifacts, iron 
appealed to upper- and middle-class Americans. Iron had 
connotations of permanence and importance with a scientific
22Harvey Green, "The Problem of Time in Nineteenth- 
Century America," in Pike and Armstrong, A Time to Mourn.
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and technological appeal.23 At this time, there was a 
concerted effort in many areas to distinguish America 
through its scientific and technological achievements, to 
compensate for the young nation's lack of the great 
literature and art that characterized the revered ancient 
European nations. The commercial market sprang to life with 
new products and goods, one area in which the country 
excelled. Iron products tied into all the connotations and 
emotions that the newly industrialized society excited in 
the minds of the emerging middle class.
The English government had intentionally suppressed 
iron production in the colonies in order to protect the home 
industry and to make sure that England continued to export 
finished products to colonials. After the Revolution, the 
manufacture of iron grew little and industries which 
converted it to finished commercial products grew even more 
slowly. However, in the 1830s the production of pig iron 
(which was raw unfinished iron) for casting rose 
significantly and continued to rise in the following decade. 
The production of pig iron doubled from 1840 to 1847, 
creating a very large American industry. In the second half 
of the nineteenth century, railroads which needed vast
23See: John D. Tyler, "Technological Development: Agent 
of Change in Style and Form of Domestic Iron Castings," 
Technological Innovation and the Decorative Arts, Ian M. G. 
Quimby and Polly Anne Earl, eds. (Charlottesville:
University of Virginia Press, 1973); and Ellen Marie Snyder, 
"Victory Over Nature: Victorian Cast-Iron Seating 
Furniture," Winterthur Portfolio 20, 4(1985): 221-42.
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amounts of iron for rails fueled the production. In the 
first half of the century, though, the demand for iron was 
related primarily to nonrailroad sectors of the economy.24 
A variety of industries found the material appropriate for 
manufacturing any number of consumer goods. Manufacturers 
made plows and reapers, cast parts for machinery and steam 
engines, architectural elements, and many more consumer 
goods. Wherever there was a significant number of furnaces, 
such as in the Ohio River valley, nearby foundries like 
Crane, Breed & Company arose to cast the raw material into 
finished goods. By 1851 there were forty-one such foundries 
in the Cincinnati area, employing 4,695 people with annual 
sales of $3,676,000. One-third of these foundries, 
including Crane, Breed, & Company, served only the stove 
industry.25
The stove industry became so large that it split off 
from other types of foundries. The manufacture of iron 
stoves alone comprised 30% of all iron castings made in the 
United States.26 This business eventually led Crane, Breed,
& Company to introduce the first successful iron burial 
cases. These first cases differed very little in technology
24Peter Temin, Iron and Steel in Nineteenth-Century 
America: An Economic Inquiry (Cambridqe, MA: M.I.T. Press,
1964T, 20-2. -------- ----
25Charles Ruffin Hook, Romance of Iron and Steel: 
Contribution of the Central~~Ohio Valley (New York: The
Newcomen Society of North America, 1950), 18.
26Temin, Iron and Steel, 38-9.
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from the company's stoves, but they still provided the 
company with a new product in the growing market for iron 
goods. In fact, the manufacture of burial cases fueled the 
growth of this company long after the market for iron stoves 
had disappeared. Crane, Breed & Company continued to 
manufacture funeral goods until its demise in 1973.27
Objects made from iron were new and different. To 
their many American buyers, they represented the modernity 
and technology of American society. A vigorous iron 
industry was a source of national pride. An 1854 treatise 
on the production of iron concluded with an ultra-patriotic 
description of the role of an iron industry:
The conditions which favor the manufacture of 
iron, in this country, are so superior to 
those which exist in Europe, that any 
comparison between them would be useless, if 
not inadmissible. Our immense ore deposits 
are unparalleled in the known world. Our 
hills are covered with a rich growth of 
timber; and the bowels of the earth abound in 
stone coal of the most advantageous quality.
True, we are excluded from foreign markets by 
the high price which labor commands; but this 
obstacle will, in time, we have no doubt, be 
effectually removed by the energy and 
perseverance of our countrymen. 8
Iron represented progress and nationalism. As a
building and manufacturing material it was vital to many of
the products that American society equated with progress,
27Cincinnati Enquirer, April 25, 1973.
28Frederick Overman, The Manufacture of Iron in All Its 
Various Branches (Philadelphia: Henry C. Baird, 1854), 484.
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specifically American progress. Few in the middle class
were ever personally involved with railroads, bridges, and
architecture before the 1870s, but they were still proud of
these impressive advancements. Objects such as iron stoves,
plows, and coffins were consumer items which larger numbers
of middle-class Americans were able to purchase and thus
participate more directly in the national excitement
surrounding iron.
The American public needed to know about the mining and
manufacture of iron, because American facilities lagged
behind those of the English and French, and it was crucial
to catch up. Likewise it was important to actively protect
the fledgling American industry from the competition of
England and Europe. Publications concerning these efforts
are a good source for the way people felt about iron as a
material. An 1858 defense of American tariffs protecting
the domestic production of iron asserted in its introduction
that "[t]here is no article of manufacture more important
than iron... the large employment of which is the chief
characteristic of civilization."29 Finally, an 1854
publication quoted the Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, &c.
authored by a Dr. Ure:
Every person knows the manifold uses of this 
truly precious metal; it is capable of being 
cast in moulds of any form— of being drawn
29B. F. French, History of the Rise and Progress of the 
Iron Trade of the United States From 1621 to 1857 (New York: 
Wiley and Halsted, 1858), v!
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out into wires of any desired strength or 
fineness— of being extended into plates or 
sheets— of being bent in every direction— of 
being sharpened, hardened, and softened, at 
pleasure. Iron accommodates itself to all 
our wants, our desires, and even our 
caprices; it is equally serviceable to the 
arts, the science, to agriculture, and war; 
the same ore furnishes the sword, the 
ploughshare, the spring of a watch or of a 
carriage, the chisel, the chain, the anchor, 
the compass, the cannon, and the bomb. It is 
a medicine of much virtue, and the only metal 
friendly to the human frame.30
Iron was a very versatile material which, though it had
been known for centuries, it expanded the material world of
the early nineteenth century in significant ways. The
marketing strategies of the Fisk burial case, the first
successful metal case on the American market, reflect the
new uses for and understanding of the science of iron
production. The introduction to the 1858 Crane, Breed &
Company catalog reassured potential customers that
with the addition of several years' 
experience in its manufacture, we repeat, 
most emphatically, what we have heretofore 
asserted, that the Metallic Burial case 
furnishes, in every respect, the best method 
of disposing of the body, after death, that 
has ever been in use; and that it will, 
eventually, take precedence of all other 
methods heretofore adopted. This we assert 
not merely from motives of gain, but from 
convictions based solely upon the tests to 
which it has been subjected. The opinions of 
some of the most distinguished chemists of 
the age, such as Chilton, and Stow, and 
Francis, and Renwick, and Mott, also warrant
30Harry Scrivenor, History of the Iron Trade (London: 
Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1854), 2. Reprinted by 
Reprints of Economic Classics, Augustus M. Kelley,
Bookseller, New York, 1968.
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us in what we assert.31
As a material for new products, iron brought with it an 
important association with the railroad, perhaps the 
ultimate symbol of the modern age. Beginning in the 1830s, 
the newspapers, books, and popular culture of America 
revealed a national obsession with the iron horse. Iron 
could overcome nature's obstacles. Iron and steam worked 
with technological ingenuity to propel American people and 
products swiftly and efficiently across rivers, over 
mountains, and through valleys. With the locomotive 
Americans could subdue nature. "He has almost annihilated 
space and time," wrote de Tocqueville, personifying the 
locomotive. "He yokes to his care fire and water, those 
unappeasable foes, and flying from place to place with the 
speed of thought carries with him, in one mass, commodities 
for supplying a province."32 The image of Crane, Breed & 
Company's metal coffins profited from its link to iron, and 
its association with the railroads' ability to "yoke" 
nature. Despite the railroad's safety record and concerns 
about the visual blight it created across the landscape, 
Americans praised it as capable of eradicating space and 
time, an image that went far to promote it and metallic
31Crane, Breed & Company, "Fisk and Crane's Burial 
Cases and Caskets."
32Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology and 
the Pastoral Ideal in America (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1964), 194.
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burial cases.
The process of commercialization strengthened this 
association as Crane, Breed & Company became dependent upon 
the railroads for much of its national distribution.
Factory locations in Cincinnati and Providence allowed easy 
access to the railroads and therefore to nationwide 
shipping. While no company records survive, advertisements 
and undertakers' receipts imply a very broad distribution.
Metal coffins were large and heavy. If not for the 
railroads, their delivery and mass marketing would have been 
impossible. Crane, Breed & Company recognized that the 
storage and transportation costs associated with these items 
made up a great deal of their price. In order to market 
them more successfully, they would need to bring those costs 
in line. The company took at least one step to deal with 
this problem as a patent received in 1863 reveals. Martin 
H. Crane patented sectional metallic burial cases that would 
allow them to "be shipped and stored at a comparatively 
little cost" and "thereby facilitate their general 
introduction." "Metallic burial-cases," the patent 
explains, "as heretofore made of two parts—  i.e., of an 
upper and lower shell—  present, as an article of 
manufacture and trade, the disadvantage that they are 
voluminous, enclosing much empty space, which renders their 
storage and transportation so expensive as to offer a 
serious impediment to their general introduction." Also,
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casting the burial case in two large halves required 
considerable thickness in order to hold the shape. This in 
turn drove up the weight of the burial case, which was one 
of the public's primary objections.33
Sectioning the burial case did not solve the 
transportation and storage problems, but materials 
technology offered the solution. Sheet metal would 
eventually set the precedent for the industry and retire 
cast iron. Crane, Breed & Company stated in its 1867 
catalog, "we have always, and do now uphold the advantages 
of Cast over Sheet Metal, or any other kind of professedly 
Air-Tight Burial Cases. For the accommodation of those of 
our customers who seek for lightness together with a 
temporary security, and do not value durability, we have 
commenced the manufacture of Sheet Metal Burial Cases of a 
novel construction, and capable of being made as surely air 
tight as those of cast metal."34 Sheet metal coffins were 
much lighter, more easily transported, and thus more 
affordable. They were made of a combination wood frame and 
zinc alloy covering.
In the end, the railroad provided the best answer to 
the distribution of the metal case. Bulky freight like 
these burial cases could be shipped at competitive rates; 
more importantly they reach more locations faster than by
33United States Patent No. 38, 443, May 5, 1863.
34Crane, Breed & Company, "Wholesale Price List."
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the traditional water routes. The expansion of the metal 
burial case market in the 1850s and 1860s was, logically, 
part of the large railroad expansion of the same period.
"The railroad expansion of the 1850s, due more to its sheer 
size than conscious design, marked the beginning of a 
national network," writes railroad historian Albert Fishlow. 
"Where traffic patterns before that decade had been 
exclusively local, afterward there was continuous 
communication between seaboard and interior, if not between 
North and South."35
It is no surprise then that many burial cases have been 
discovered in towns at or near vital rail links such as 
Manassas, Virginia, rather than in remote rural areas. In 
1870 Walter A. Wier was buried in a cast iron coffin in the 
Wier family cemetery in Manassas, Virginia. The coffin 
closely resembles the "Plain Case" variety as pictured in 
the 1867 catalog of Crane, Breed & Company.36 No family 
records survive to indicate where the Weir family purchased 
the coffin, but it was undoubtedly shipped by rail to 
Manassas from either the factory in Cincinnati or the 
factory of the Barstow Company in Providence.
35Albert Fishlow, American Railroads and the 
Transformation of the Ante-bellum Economy (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1965), 262.
36Barbara J. Little, Kim M. Lanphear, and Douglas W. 
Owsley, "Mortuary Display and Status in a Nineteenth-century 
Anglo-American Cemetery in Manassas, Virginia," American 
Antiguity 57, 3(1992): 410.
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Americans respected and were even fascinated by 
science, industry, and its by-products, so the metallic 
burial case won a favorable place. It held in its form and 
marketing the attractive qualities of solidity and 
timelessness. Through its material, manufacture and 
distribution, the metallic case inspired and was shaped by 
connotations popular in the minds of America's middle class. 
Metallic burial case manufacturers found in the extensive 
American rail system a distribution method which expanded 
sales beyond their initial expectations.
Numerous national advertisements and illustrated
catalogs in 1858 and 1867 prove the success of Crane, Breed
& Company's burial cases, which were available nearly
everywhere in the settled United States. Railroads shipped
its products which enjoyed a high name-recognition value.
An 1854 receipt from an undertaker in Concord, New Hampshire
carried the following advertisement in the corner:
Couches,
Rocking Chairs,
Lounges,
Tabourets,
Crickets,
Coffins, of all kinds,
Also
Fisk's Patent Metallic 
Burial Cases.37
A receipt from Suffolk, Virginia undertaker and cabinetmaker
37National Museum of American History, Archives Center, 
Warshaw Collection of Business Americana, "Undertakers," Box 
1 of 2.
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Edward Arnold listed among his products "FISK'S METALLIC and 
other Coffins."38 There were other metallic burial case 
manufacturers in the country, but the surviving receipts and 
advertisements of undertakers of the era, generally only 
mention Fisk and Crane coffins by name (see Illustration 
18). Essentially they had achieved a national brand name 
recognition unusual before the end of the nineteenth 
century.
Metallic burial cases were expensive, but not 
prohibitively so, and the American upper and middle classes 
were attracted to them. The account book of the 
unidentified undertaker and furniture maker in Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin gives some indication of the market impact of 
metallic burial cases.39 His prices for metallic burial 
cases between 1864 and 1870 ranged from $25 to $150. His 
wooden coffins ranged from $2.50 (probably a small plain 
coffin for an infant) to one costing $90. There was 
certainly an overlap in price ranges, which made metallic 
burial cases an option for many, although their price made 
them inaccessible to most. The total number of coffins sold 
was still heavily weighted to wood (see Graph 5), but
38Nathaniel Boothe Papers, Virginia State Library, 
Richmond, Virginia.
39Unidentified Account Book concerning the sale of 
Furniture and Coffins, 1864-74, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. Virginia 
Historical Society, Richmond, Virginia.
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BUREAUS, SOFAS, WARDROBES, ,
B E D S T E A D S ,  LOOKING GLASSES,  CHAIRS & T A B LES,  j
OilCloth»,>vlnUow Curtain*,Mliade*, ip . i
ICiir, iitisif & SpWflfl |
WITH Til* CIl'AW T*«1*TT of
HOUS8 FURNISHING ARTIELBS.
K u r i  C W H IT iX T I.Y  ON UANP, *
FISK’S METALLIC nod other Coffin*. 
Undertaking promptly attended to. j
Advertisement From Receipt of Edward Arnold, 1859 
Library of Virginia, Richmond
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metallic cases made up a significant part of his income 
fromcoffin sales—  more than one-third over seven years in 
spite of a drop in the final three years (see Graph 6).
We can understand the public appeal of these metallic 
burial cases in part by examining the manufacturer's 
commercial literature. In this very early period of 
American manufacturing, printed illustrated catalogs were a 
luxury. Although English companies had produced catalogs, 
it was not until the second half of the nineteenth century 
that they became common in the United States. Crane, Breed 
& Company issued at least the two which survive in 
collections. The introduction to the 1858 catalog makes 
obvious the success of the Metallic Burial Case: "The
Metallic Burial Case and the advantages peculiar to it, are 
already too well, and too widely known to require of us, at 
this late day, special commendation.... We are, however, 
gratified to be able to say that our labors have not been in 
vain. The Metallic Burial Case has grown in the public 
favor beyond what it was our want to expect."40 At that 
time, the catalog illustrated and fully described the four 
different styles of coffins the company produced at that 
time. It also featured the company's argument in favor of 
metallic coffins as well as a lengthy section of 
testimonials.
40Crane, Breed & Company, "Fisk and Crane's Burial 
Cases and Caskets."
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By 1867, the company's catalog had dropped the original 
Fisk mummiform case and offered four new styles with a 
greater range of price and available ornamentation. The 
company asserted that "the improvements of the last two 
years in the Metallic Burial Case business have been so 
many, and so frequent.... We have, therefore, incurred the 
large expense of preparing Chromo-Lithographic 
Representations of our present designs, which are improved 
by ornamentation in a variety of changes, of which a part 
only are here shown."41 The catalog includes eight 
different views of coffins and more of hearses, plumes, and 
hardware, and lists addresses of offices in Cincinnati and 
New Orleans.
In the final illustration in the 1867 catalog, the 
company gave a lasting image of its modernity. It shows the 
factory in Cincinnati, abounding with images of prosperity: 
smoke stacks billow, railroad lines busily deliver products, 
and wagons filled with crates move into and out of the 
factory. In the midst of the furniture, textiles, and 
ceramics that were being manufactured in mid-nineteenth- 
century America and shipped by river, rail, and road across 
the country, the ideology of modernity opened a new niche 
for metal coffins.
41Crane, Breed & Company, "Wholesale Price List."
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Published in 1873, The Gilded Age is Mark Twain's
satiric novel of the modern age of industry, social movement
and refined living, and a scene from it may illuminate the
topic under discussion here. The early chapters are set
some thirty years earlier, and so Twain's description of a
frontier funeral will serve to illustrate rural burial
practices in antebellum America. Fed up with narrow-minded
yokels and with dreaming of a day when the railroad and
steamboat will come to his tiny community, "Squire" Si
Hawkins moves his family from poverty in East Tennessee to
make his fortune in Missouri. Several days into the journey
he comes across a log cabin in the woods where ten-year-old
Clay's mother has died "of the fever" the night before.
Hawkins steps into the cabin:
It was a poverty-stricken place. Six or
eight middle-aged country people of both
sexes were grouped about an object in the 
middle of the room; they were noiselessly 
busy and they talked in whispers when they 
spoke.... A coffin stood upon two backless 
chairs. These neighbors had just finished 
disposing the body of a woman in it— . ..42
Clay enters, kisses his mother goodbye, and places a few 
wildflowers on her breast. She is buried soon thereafter, 
and Clay plants roses by her headboard and strews more
42Mark Twain, The Gilded Age (New York: P.F. Collier & 
Son Company, 1873), 15.
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wildflowers on the grave. Her only eulogy is Clay's fond
memories, which comfort him, and he goes along with the
Hawkins family to Missouri.
Twain constructed this example to underline changes in
coffin styles and burial practices which had taken place by
the 1870s. He offers further commentary on this topic in
"The Undertaker's Chat," which appeared in November of 1870
under the title "Reminiscences of a Back Settlement" in his
column in Galaxy Magazine. The essay recounts a chat
between a garrulous undertaker and a passerby, which takes
place over the corpse of a local man in a "little country
town" as he is carried on a hearse from his house to the
undertaker's office. The undertaker applauds the modesty of
the deceased:
"He was so real accommodating, and so modest- 
like and simple in his last moments. Friends 
wanted metallic burial-case —  nothing else 
would do.... Corpse said never mind, shake 
him up some kind of a box he could stretch 
out in comfortable, he warnt' particular 
'bout the general style of it.... Friends 
wanted a silver doorplate on the coffin, 
signifying who he was and wher' he was 
from.... Corpse said, whitewash his old 
canoe and dob his address and general 
destination onto it with a blacking brush and 
a stencil plate, 'long with a verse from some 
likely hymn or other, and p'int him for the 
tomb, and mark him C.O.D., and just let him 
flicker. ”43
You can hear Twain's approbation of this modesty in the
43Twain, Mark, "The Undertaker's Chat," The Unabridqed 
Mark Twain, Lawrence Teacher, ed. (Philadelphia: Running 
Press, 1976), 391.
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undertaker’s recollection of the wishes of the deceased, who 
'"judged that wher1 he was going to a body would find it 
considerable better to attract attention by a picturesque 
moral character than a natty burial case with a swell 
doorplate on it.'"44 Twain makes it clear that it is their 
own respectability the relatives are worried about, rather 
than that of the deceased: "'Well, the relations they wanted 
a big funeral, but corpse said he was down on flummery —  
didn't want any procession —  fill the hearse full of 
mourners, and get out a stern line and tow him behind.'"45
Twain's descriptions of the frontier funeral in The 
Gilded Age and the country town burial in "The Undertaker's 
Chat" serve two purposes. First, they show that funeral and 
burial styles had changed drastically in a short time, even 
in rural areas, and that these changes were observable.
They also suggest that, even if small-town people could not 
procure all of the trappings of urban funerals by 1870, they 
at least had the desire for more elaborate burial cases, 
decoration, and pomp.
This desire would have been fueled by reports of 
funerals like that of Major General George H. Thomas in 
April of 1870, which could have reached via newspaper into 
many towns. Thomas' funeral shows just how much the systems 
of respectability and modernity had affected coffins and
44Ibid.
45Ibid., 392.
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burial practices by the time Twain's examples appeared. The
lengthy New York Times article abounds with the language of
respectability and notions about the proper and fitting way
to say farewell to "The Rock of Chickamauga." The reporter
for the funeral in Troy, New York recorded that Thomas'
remains were "interred with all the pomp and solemnity
befitting one whose best years and noblest energies were
devoted to the service of his country." He explained that
citizens of Troy should be excused for their "dire
bereavement," and that no one should look askance if they
should "manifest their sorrow with more than ordinary
solemnities." To comfort the mourners, eulogists assured
them that Thomas' "mortal remains will soon decay, but [his]
memory will forever live in the hearts of his countrymen."
The funeral cortege included 140 carriages and 4000 militia,
and drew thousands to visit the church. Significant to the
system of respectability, the reporter observed that among
these mourners were
people of both sexes and of all ages and 
conditions.... Men of prominence in 
political circles, and others of no 
prominence in any, intermingled promiscuously 
on the streets and in the public places; 
ladies of refinement, and others not 
possessed of any attractions, mental or 
physical, swept by each other with perfect 
freedom of manner; fashionable turnouts gave 
the right of way to modest country 
wagons....46
46New York Times, (April 9, 1870), 1.
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By this time, evidently, so detectable was the quality of
respectability that it was evident even in a cursory glance
at the crowds in the street.
The description of Thomas' casket is in stark contrast
to the simple box adorned with wildflowers in Twain's novel,
and the "painted canoe" in his essay. Thomas' casket was
metallic, "grained and varnished in imitation of rosewood.
About this was draped the national flag.... The handles of
the casket [were] of silver and the designating plate [was]
of the same material." The plate was inscribed with Thomas'
name and birth and death dates. The casket, like Clay's
mother's, held flowers, but while hers contained a few roses
and wildflowers, Thomas' was richly blanketed with
fashionable ivy, immortelles, evergreens, and lilies,
elegantly displayed and intertwined. The setting for the
casket, astonishingly called "simple" by the reporter, was a
gorgeously decorated church. The walls and ceilings were
covered with flags and all the pillars were draped with red,
white, blue, and black streamers.
The drapings of the church proper were neat 
and simple. Rich sable cassimere enshrouded 
the railing of the chancel, and the altar was 
completely covered with like material. On 
its facade the ample folds of black fell in 
profusion to the platform. Three silver 
stars shone out resplendent on this sombre 
background, and a broad belt of silver fringe 
was pendent from the top surface of the 
altar-table. The front of the choir-gallery 
was hung with festoons of white and black, 
interwined. Beyond the draperies above 
noticed, there were no other emblems of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
mourning inside the church.47
If this was "simplicity" in 1870, how far notions of 
what constituted a proper funeral had come! Thomas' funeral 
could not have taken place without a vigorous commerce in 
funeral goods and related services, which as we have seen 
arose from the desire for respectability. The metallic 
coffin, the silver plate and black cashmere which adorned 
it, streamers, flags, silver stars and fringes, the hearse 
which carried the coffin to its resting place in Oakwood 
Cemetery—  all of these depended upon a thriving undertaking 
trade as well as supporting businesses. Thomas' funeral 
represented even related businesses like the railroad and 
photography. Many mourners, including President Grant and 
General Sherman, arrived in Troy by train. Thomas' picture
and sword lay on the top of the casket for mourners to view.
Respectability created the demand for Thomas' perfect 
funeral tribute, and the resulting commerce created the
objects for it. The funeral also worked within the system
of modernity. Thomas' casket was metallic, which would have 
helped to preserve his body for the eleven days between his 
death and the funeral. The railroad brought the notable 
national figures that would give local mourners a feeling of 
pride and lend the occasion the necessary pomp. Newspapers 
would have carried the report of the funeral across the
47Ibid.
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country. The systems of respectability and modernity gave 
George Thomas, an able but not brilliant Civil War General, 
a send-off befitting an American war hero.
By comparing Twain's two literary descriptions of rural 
funerals to each other and to Major General Thomas' 
spectacular ceremony in 1870, we can see the changes in 
funeral and coffin styles that took place in a relatively 
short period of time. This does not mean that we should 
assume, as Jessica Mitford did, that modern coffins and 
funerals sprang from the greedy funeral industry itself and 
that we should vilify that industry. Instead, I have shown 
that several cultural systems moved generations of Americans 
to reorganize their interpretation of death in their daily 
lives, and by so doing altered the artifacts related to it, 
primarily the coffin. The meanings and materials of coffins 
have shifted from their origin in Christianity to gentility, 
and then to respectability and modernity. Within each 
system, the coffin facilitated a specific way of 
incorporating death into American life. It is a mistake to 
denounce the result as excessive without exploring the 
historical precedents and connections surrounding death and 
the coffin. I have tried in this dissertation to avoid that 
error in the study of the commercialization of the funeral 
industry and the coffin's role in the transformation of the 
large social systems that have organized American life.
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D a t e : 
1738
06-10
1748
03-22
09-08
1749
05-11
07-27
1750
03-06
05-03
12-25
1751
05-02
APPENDIX A
Advertisements for Coffin Hardware 
in the Pennsylvania G a z e t t e . 1738-1775
Advertiser,
occupation:
Description of hardware 
offered:
Lambert Emerson, "Coffin Handles"
"Joyner, and
Looking-Glass
Maker"
Thomas Maule, "coffin handles and screws"
"joiner"
Smith and James "coffin handles"
Thomas Maule "coffin handles and screws"
Thomas Maule "tinn'd coffin handles and
screws, by the dozen or gross, 
silver'd or lacker'd furniture 
for coffins"
Thomas Maule "coffin handles and screws"
Thomas Maule "silver'd and tinn'd coffin
h a n d l e s "
Thomas Maule "coffin handles and screws,
silver'd and lacquer'd 
furniture for coffins"
Thomas Maule "coffin handles and screws,
silver'd and lacquer'd 
furniture for coffins"
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08-15
1752
03-03
04-09 
07-23
10-12
12-07
1753 
04-05
04-05
10-04
1754
05-02 
05-02
05-23
06-06
1755
01-14
03-04
04-24
Thomas Maule
Thomas Maule
Daniel Roberdeau 
Thomas Maule
Gervase Burgess 
Gervase Burgess
John De Nyce,
"undertaker"
Thomas Maule
Thomas Maule
William Grant 
Jonathan Zane 
William Fisher 
John Blackwood
Gervase Burgess 
David Franks 
William Grant
"coffin handles and screws, 
lacquer'd furniture for 
coffins"
"silver'd and lacquer'd 
furniture for coffins"
"coffin screws and handles"
"silver'd and lacquer'd 
furniture for coffins"
"coffin handles and screws"
"coffin handles and screws"
"... is untertaken the supplying 
of funerals with all materials, 
viz. Co f f i n s , ..all sorts of 
joyners work made, and coffin 
furniture sold."
"plain coffin handles, silver'd 
and lacquer'd furniture for 
c o ffins"
"coffin"
"coffin furniture"
"coffin handles"
"coffin handles"
"plain moulded silver coffin 
handles, tin ditto"
"coffin handles and screws" 
"coffin furniture"
"coffin furniture"
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05-08
06-05
08-14
09-18
09-25
11-13
11-27
12-04
1756
05-06
06-10
06-17
07-15
09-23
10-21
1757 
01-13
03-03
03-10
12-15
Jonathan Zane
Glover Hunt,
"ironmonger"
Thomas Maule
Joseph Redman
Solomon Fussell 
Benjamin Kendall 
William Grant
"tin coffin handles" 
"coffin handles"
"coffin handles and screws, 
silver'd and lacker'd furniture 
for coffins"
"plain and flower'd silver'd 
coffin handles"
"coffin handles"
"coffin handles"
"coffin handles, mens and 
childrens coffin furniture"
Benjamin Kendall "coffin handles"
Thomas Maule
Benjamin Kendall 
Joseph Redman
Solomon Fussell 
Solomon Fussell 
Benjamin Kendall
"coffin handles and screws, 
silver'd and lacker'd furniture 
for coffins"
"newest fashion coffin handles"
"silvered and common coffin 
handles"
"coffin handles"
"coffin handles"
"coffin handles"
Joseph Redman
Thomas Paschall 
Jonathan Zane 
Joseph Redman
"mens and childrens silvered 
coffin handles"
"coffin handles"
"coffin handles"
"silvered coffin furniture, 
silvered flowered and pl a i n  
coffin handles and setters, 
common tinned coffin handles"
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1759
01-25 Content
Nicholson
"men and women's coffin 
handles, small handles and 
loops, tinned heart handles, 
inch & half coffin screws"
02-08 Jonathan Zane "... h a n d l e s , m e n s , w o m e n s , 
youths and childrens coffin 
d o ."
02-15 Carmalt & Wilson "mens and childrens coffin 
handles"
05-24 John Read "coffin hafts"
05-31 Reed and Pettit "coffin handles"
07-26 Blanch White "lacquered coffin handles"
08-02 Carmalt & Wilson "coffin handles"
09-20 Benjamin Kendall "coffin handles'
1760
03-20 Jonathan
Shoemaker,
"joiner"
"coffin furniture, silver and 
plain letters and figures for 
ditto"
04-10 Benjamin Kendall "coffin handles"
06-12 John Hill, 
"joiner"
"ready made Coffins, with 
Ridged or Flat Tops, and 
Silvered or plain Furniture, 
Also low priced Ditto"
06-26 John and Joseph 
Swift
"...furniture, coffin ditto"
10-23 Robert Lewis and 
son
"mourning c r apes... thumb 
latches and coffin handles"
1761
03-19 Isaac and George 
Shoemaker
"coffin furniture"
03-19 Benjamin
Armitage
"coffin furniture, white, 
coffin and gambado chase nails
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06-11 Jonathan 
Shoemaker
06-25 William and
Joseph Trimble
11-25 William and
Joseph Trimble
1762
01-14 Jonathan Zane
02-18 Benjamin 
Armitage
05-06 Sansom and Swett
11-11 Jonathan Zane
12-16 William Wilson
1763
10-20 David Davis
11-03 John Hill, 
"Coffin maker"
12-01 Thomas
Montgomery-
12-08 Jonathan Zane
1764
05-24 David Davis
06-14 Sansom and Swett
"coffin setts with squares, 
coffin handles, both silvered 
and plain, letters a nd figures 
large and small"
"coffin screws"
"coffin screws"
"coffin furniture" 
"coffin furniture"
"coffin and 18 inch w o o d  
screws"
"silvered and tinned coffin 
handles and screws"
"coffin handles"
"coffin handles and screws"
"Ready made Coffins, viz. 
Mohogany, Red Cedar, Walnut, 
and Gum; also low priced 
Ditto. Where may be had, the 
best lacquered Handles, with 
Plates and Brass Screws. N.B. 
He keeps two Hearses for H i r e .
"coffin furniture"
"silvered and tin coffin 
handles and screws of all sorts 
and sizes"
"coffin handles and screws"
"silver wash'd coffin handles, 
letter'd and figur'd gartering"
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06-28
08-23
09-13
11-08
12-20
1765
01-03
01-31
06-13
07-11
10-03
10-17
10-24
12-26
1766
03-13
Grant and 
Cameron
Thomas Savage
Samuel Caruthers
Thomas Paschall
Benj amin 
Armitage
Thomas Savage 
James Eddy 
Francis Harris 
Thomas
Montgomery and 
son
Jonathan Zane
Thomas Savadge 
Francis Harris 
Samuel
Caruthers, "pane 
maker"
"for 3d to 30d. coffin 
mounting"
"screws and coffin furniture"
"silvered coffin furniture and 
letters"
"coffin furniture"
"coffin furniture"
Benj amin 
Armitage
"screws and coffin furniture"
"coffin furniture"
"coffin furniture"
"a good assortment of mourning 
and coffin furniture"
"silvered and tinned coffin 
anvils"
"lifting and coffin handles"
"coffin furniture"
"silvered and common coffin 
handle, letters and figures"
"coffin furniture"
08-21
11-13
1767
05-14
Jonathan Zane
Thomas Savadge
Benjamin
Armitage
"silvered and tinned coffin 
handles"
"coffin handles"
"coffin furniture"
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06-11
06-18
1768
08-18
08-25
09-29
1771
11-7
1772
05-28
07-09
08-26
09-02
1773
07-28
12-29
James Eddy 
Jonathan Zane
"coffin furniture"
"men's womens, yo u t h  and 
childrens silver and tinned 
coffin handles, figures, 
letters and lace for coffins"
James Eddy 
William Smith 
Jonathan Zane
"gilt and silvered coffin 
furniture"
"a large parcel of coffin 
furniture"
"tinned and silvered coffin 
handles of different patterns, 
letters and figures,"
Mary Eddy "silvered, gilt, and tinned
coffin handles; inscription 
plates, and letters, and 
figures"
Mary Eddy
Mary Eddy
Benj amin 
Poultney,
"ironmonger
"silvered, gilt, and tinned 
coffin handles, inscription 
plates, letters, and figures"
"silvered, gilt, and tinned 
coffin handles, inscription 
plates, letters, and figures"
"silvered coffin furniture"
Isaac and Joseph 
Paschall
"coffin furniture"
Footman and 
Jeyes's
William Brown
"a large Assortment of Coffin 
Furniture"
"coffin handles, letters and 
figures"
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1774
01-05 Nicholas Brooks "furniture for coffin makers"
1775
08-02 Nicholas Brooks "furniture for coffin makers"
12-27 Francis Trumble "coffin handles, plates, and
letters"
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APPENDIX B
Colonial American Publications 
Containing Illustrations of Coffins
Year of
Publication Title, Evans Number
1746 History of Holy Jesus, 40398
1747 History of Holy Jesus, 5967
1748 History of Holy Jesus, 6157
1749 History of Holy Jesus, 6331
1750 The New England Primer,, 40554
1754 History of Holy Jesus, 7211
1756 The New England Primer,, 40854
1758 The Prodigal Daughter, 41004
1761 The New England Primer, 8941
1762 History of Holy Jesus, 9138
1764 History of Holy Jesus, 
The New England Primer,
41450
9201
1766 History of Holy Jesus, 41627 
History of Holy Jesus, 41626 
Philadelphia den 19ten May 1766
10454
1767 History of Holy Jesus, 
The Prodigal Daughter, 
The New England Primer,
41723
41754
10700
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1768 The Prodigal Daughter, 41867
The Prodigal Daughter, 41868 
The New England Primer, 10990
1769 History of Holy Jesus, 41922
The Prodigal Daughter, 41966
1770 An Elegaic Poem on the Death o f ,
George Whitefield, 11812 
An Elegaic Poem on the Death o f , 
George Whitefield, 42195 
A Funeral Elegy on tKe Rev'd...
George Wnltefield, 42096 
An Account of a late~Military 
Massacre..., 42050 
A Funeral Hymn, Composed by...
George Whitefield, 42186 
A Particular Account~~of the most 
Barbarous... Massacre^ 42145 
An Account of a late Military 
Massacre..., 11543 
A Poem, m  Memory of the... Fifth 
of March, 42156 
The New England Primes 42132 
The New England Primer, 11756 
The New England Primer, 11757 
The Prodigal Daughter/ 42185
1771 History of Holy Jesus, 42244
History of Holy Jesus, 42245
History of Holy Jesus, 42246
History of Holy Jesus, 12073
The New England Primer, 12142
1772 The Prodigal Daughter, 12532
The New England Primer, 12474
1773 Theft and Murder! A Poem..., 42518
A Prospective View of Death...,
 IMS  ----------
An Exhortation to Young and Old..., 
424T6
Particulars of the late Melancholy 
and Shocking Tragedy..~ 12918
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Funeral Elegy for Drowning, 12777 
A Funeral Elegy Occasioned by the 
Tragedy at Salem..., 42442 
The New England Prime~r  ^ 12877
1774 Epithet etc..., 13268
Philadelphia,~May 4 (Reprinted in
New Y o r k ) ..., 42669 
An Elegy, Occasioned by the
Melancholy Catastrophe...,
“4253T5----  ----- ------
History of Holy Jesus, 42625
1775 An Elegiac Poem, Composed on the
Never-to-be-Forgotten... 
Battle..., 42810 
An Elegiac Poem, Composed on the 
Never-to-be-Forgotten... 
Battle..., 42809 
A Bloody ButcKery, by the British 
Troops..., 138159 
The New England Primer, 42888 
The New England Prime"?, 14272
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APPENDIX C
Minutes, Hollywood Cemetery Company (Transcription)
[Portion of the Report submitted to the Board of Managers by 
the Committee appointed 20th August to report upon a 
probable income, etc.]
The Shockoe Hill burying ground, established by the 
City of Richmond, was opened to the public in the year 1824. 
The whole number of interments from the 1st of May 1824 to 
the 30th April 1828, a period of 4 years, was 210 males, 134 
females; total 344; an average of 86 per annum. The number 
of interments for 10 years ending the 31st July 1847, has 
been as follows:
Female,
Male,
From 1st August to 
From 1st November
31st October 1837, 3mo's 
1837
28 19
To 31st October 1838 1 year 159 94
To " " 1839 126 87
To " " 1840 124 86
To " " 1841 123 101
To " " 1842 147 103
To " " 1843 156 97
To " " 1844 108 96
To " " 1845 112 105
To " " 1846 152 114
To 11 1849 9 months 99
1334
103
1005
Still born children , from 1 May 1846 to 1334
31 July 1847, 1 year 3 months, 
Total in 10 years
26
2365
$2.00
1.75
1.50
Or an average of 236.5 per annum, (not including stillborn 
children prior to May 1846).
The charges allowed as Sexton's fees, are 
For all over 18 years of age 
" " between 14 and 18 years of age
” " between 10 and 14
" " under 10 years
1.25
The cost of a Section is $ 40.00
" " " " 1/2 Section M 20.00
" " 1/4 Section " 10.00
The amount received by the city, on account of Sections 
sold, for 10 years, from 1837 to 1846, has been:
1837, $340. 1842, $244.
1838, $412. 1843, $420.
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1839, $363. 1844, $604.
1840, $329. 1845, $750.
1841, $412. 1846, $775.
total $4649.; an average of $464.90 per annum.
The price of the lots at Mount Auburn, near Boston, 
containing 300 square feet (15 x 20 = 300), is $100 each; 
the price of Lots at Green Mount, near Baltimore, containing 
320 square feet, is $100 each.
1 acre contains 43560 square feet; making 145 lots 15 x 
20 feet each.
21 acres will give 3045 lots of 15 by 20 (= 300 feet)
each.
3045 lots at $100 each, would be $304,500.
3045 lots at $ 50 each, would be $152,250.
3045 lots at $ 40 each, would be $121,800.
3045 lots at $ 30 each, would be $ 91,350.
3045 lots at $ 25 each, would be $ 76,125.
Two-thirds of the tract of land, say 28 acres, will give
4060 lots 15 by 20 at $100. each $406,000.
4060 ti 50. 203,000.
4060 i 40. 162,400.
4060 H 30. 121,800.
4060 ii 25. 101,500.
If 200 lots be taken in the beginning, at $50. each, they 
would yield $ 10,000.
Leaving 2845 lots (3045 - 200 = 2845) to supply an average 
of, say, 30 lots per annum, which at $50. each, would yield 
an income of $1500 per annum for 94 years.
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APPENDIX D
The Undertaking Business of T.J. Atkins & Son, 
Milton, DE 1848-1870
Total # Avg. Price
Year
Coffins Sold 
/Price
(Coffin + 
Services)
Lowest
Price
Highest
Price
1848 6 /$! 34.50 $ 5.75 $3.00 $ 9.00
1849 10 / 81.00 8.10 2.50 27.00
1850 24 / 150.50 6.27 2.00 14.00
1851 35 / 272.91 7.79 2.50 34.50
1852 39 / 393.17 10.08 2.50 24.68
1853 27 / 230.19 8.52 2.50 35.70
1854 26 / 290.61 11.17 2.00 47.64
1855 34 / 300.90 8.85 2.00 36.00
1856 23 / 238.29 10.36 2.00 20.371s
1857 58 / 563.46 9.71 2.00 46.25
1858 31 / 393.47 10.95 3.49 43.35
1859 31 / 306.64 9.89 2.50 27.25
1860 28 / 234.58 8.37 2.50 27.70
1861 15 / 170.56 11.37 3.00 21.13
1862 31 / 285.20 9.20 2.00 20.50
1863 41 / 502.29 12.25 3.00 27.22
1864 42 / 690.89 16.44 3.00 72.22
1865 50 / 880.80 17.61 4.00 69.89
1866 68 / 1499.81 22.05 4.00 82.96
1867 40 / 968.00 24.20 5.44 61.75
1868 42 / 912.37 21.72 4.00 69.75
1869 40 / 796.13 19.90 7.25 60.50
1870 43 / 798.45 18.14 3.00 54.65
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Accounts of 
# of Coffins Made
APPENDIX E
John L. Beard, 1834
* Average Price
-66
Lowest / 
Highest Price
1834 1 $ 3.00 (N/A)
1835 0 (N/A) (N/A)
1836 4 7.50 $5.00 / $9.00
1837 16 5.80 1.00 / 9.00
1838 7 6.75 1.50 / 9.00
1839 1 9.00 (N/A)
1840 0 (N/A) (N/A)
1841 9 4.67 1.50 / 11.00
1842 16 8.63 2.00 / 23.00
1843 12 4.88 2.00 / 12.00
1844 13 5.31 2.00 / 14.00
1845 10 6.50 2.50 / 14.00
1846 17 8.74 2.00 / 22.00
1847 22 9.36 1.00 / 25.00
1848 14 9.80 2.00 / 22.00
1849 21 10.30 1.00 / 26.00
1850 21 7.11 1.00 / 26.00
1851 19 8.90 2.00 / 16.00
1852 21 8.12 1.25 / 12.00
1853 4 5.83 2.50 / 11.00
1854 0 (N/A) (N/A)
1855 2 3.50 2.00 / 5.00
1856 0 (N/A) (N/A)
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1857 5 5.85 1.25 / 13.00
1858 11 7.40 4.00 / 12.00
1859 8 7.53 1.25 / 26.00
1860 7 7.61 4.25 / 14.00
1861 12 8.30 3.00 / 14.00
1862 16 7.25 1.25 / 12.00
1863 6 7.50 5.00 / 10.00
1864 11 8.90 3.00 / 12.00
1865 4 8.13 5.00 / 11.00
1866 1 5.00 (N/A)
*During several years, some coffins are described but no 
price is given. These coffins are counted in the total 
number of coffins made, but not included in the 
calculation of average price per coffin.
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